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Chapter 1 
Diamond growth and laser diagnostics: an 
introduction 
lot some teason or other, the иичііишшд oí ilio word diamond often attiacLs people's 
attention and staits some twinkling in people's e\es and minds The word domes hoin 
(he (iieek ηδαμά.^ (adamas), which ( an he tiaiislated as 'unconquerable and also denotes 
haidenocl iron 01 'steel' and, in latei times the < t\stalline solid we now call diamond 
1 lie extiemc hmdness of diamond is what has gnon it its name, but it is known (oi 
iiiaiiv olhei unique pioperties as well like its high index of refiaction, optical transp.uain \ 
o u i a largo iange of the spoetimi!, lugli thoiinal iondu(ti\il\ low electrical concluí tivitv 
(Іюшнаі inertia, and high weai lcsislanie [I 2] 1 he colouis m diamond gems aie due 
to uiipeilec tions and impuiities in the i n s t a i Г1ю\ ( oiribme with the high index ol 
lohaclion and the well polished facets ol the gems both lesponsihlo for the twinkling to 
gn< them then high desirabihtv in jew eh λ Othei |)ioj)eitics of diamond mentioned abo\ e 
an maiiih of industrial mteiest \j)j)li( ations aie foi instance in abiasnes tool с oatings 
Ixaiiiig sui laces electionus, oj)tics tnbologual sui faces and (onosion piotection 
üespitf the abovementionod [)io|)ei(ies diamond is no moie (and no less) than a maiii-
lestation oí caibon which was pro\ed m 177u b\ Sinithson Tonnant b\ the obseivation that 
(oml)ustion of diamond cnsta ls produced the same \ohinic of caibon dioxide as burning 
the same weight of charcoal [3] This staited the quest foi turning low \aluo caibon into 
mm h moie desired diamond gems \l the end ol the 19"' centui\ it was iocogni7od that 
diamond is formed deep inside the eaith and atteinjHs weie dnectcd at making s^nthotu 
diamond under high ргеььше and high lomj>oiatuie conditions which succeeded in the 
l().")()'s Recentlv it has been shown (hat diamond although onlv m nanometre sized civs-
tals is also found in meteorites, in wine h ι ase it is thought to bo formed aiound supernovae 
(exploding massive stars) (see tot instance [1, 5]) 
In diamond the carbon atoms are aiiangod in a tetiahcdral structure and it is ruota­
si able at room temperature and atmosjjheiu jnossuie The stable form of caibon nuclei 
(hose conditions is giaphite which has a jilauai hexagonal stiuctuie The actuation 
bamei is however леп high at loom (ompoiatino and j>iessuie it takes some l(j',u \oais 
to (oiiveit a significant amount of diamond mto giaphite [6] λΐ elevated tempeiatuies 
and j>rossuies diamond is the stable forni of caibon In fullerenes beside diamond and 
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graphite the third allotropc of carbon, GO or inure carbon atoms arc arranged in ball-like, 
often elongated structures. Intcrconveision of diamond, graphite, and fullerenos is possible 
under the appropriate conditions. 
1.1 Chemical vapour deposition methods 
At about the same time as the high piessure high temperature method yielded the first 
svutlietic diamond, it was produced in low pressure experiments as well (1933 - 1954, 
see [7. 8] and references therein). There are various methods for the chemical vapour 
deposition (CYD) of diamond at low and atmospheric pressures, but in the end they all 
come down to the same principle, namely the deposition of cai bon from an activated gas 
phase of hydro(xy)carbons on a substrate heated at GOO to 1100 "C. The differences are 
the methods by which the gas phase radicals are Conned; several techniques are described 
briefly. 
In hot filament CYD a \YC. TaC, MoC'. or ReC filament at 1700 to 2500 °C is used to 
dissociate gas mixtures containing at most 4.0'X CH4 in H2. typically at about 50 h Pa but 
also up to atmospheric pressure. The substrate is located less than 1 cm below the filament 
and is heated to between G50 and 900 "C [G]. The method is cheap and reliable and ha¿> 
become a standard technique for growing polycrystalline and single crystalline diamond 
lavéis. Λ drawback is the low giowth rate obtained in this system of a few microns per 
hour. 
In plasma assisted CYD energy is transferred to a plasma by means of radiofrequenc.y, 
microwave or a DC glow discharge. In a typical microwave reactor the power is coupled into 
I he plasma at 2.45 GHz and the substrate temperature is 800 °C. Both the gas composition 
and pressure and the obtained growth rates are similar to that of the hot filament technique 
[9]. but larger diamond layers can be grown («23 cm diameter) when the microwave reactor 
is modified. 
Diamond can be synthesized as well in a DC aicjet, where a 1 - 3 k\Y torch generates a 
plasma jet which is sprayed onto a water cooled substrate. The arcjet typically operates in 
a vacuum chamber (up to 30 hPa) at 200Y and is led with Hj. with post-nozzle injection 
of 0.1 - 3 (/ CH,i- Growth rates of 10 - GO //m/h arc obtained [10]. A similar apparatus 
is the cascade arc plasma source, which is used to giow separate crystals or a continuous 
film (=3 cm 2 ), typically at 25 /iin/h on a substrate of 1000 C C from an Ar-H^-hydrocarbon 
(100:100:1) plasma [11, 12, 13]. Methane oi toluene (С 7НЯ) is injected before the nozzle 
exit and the working pressure for diamond growth is GO hPa. 
1.2 Flame deposition of diamond 
A íelatively simple method to make sufficient amounts of radicals for depositing diamond is 
the use of highly exothermic reactions which take1 place in for instance flames. Hydrocarbon 
flames of various structure and composition can be used. This idea was fiist utilized by 
Hirose in 1988, who employed an oxyacetylene combustion flame to deposit diamond on a 
cooled substrate under atmospheric conditions [14]. The oxyacetylene flame burns C^II-j 
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Figure 1.1: Schematic representation of а possible diamond growth mec.hanism. Some 
s])ccies present in the oxyacetylene Пате are indicated. 
with 0¿ and is the hoi test hydrocarbon flame ( «3000 "C') [15]. This method was soon 
picked tip by several other groups, and the technique is now well developed to deposit 
polverystalline diamond on non-diamond substrates and single ciystalline diamond layers 
on a diamond seed crystal [16. 17. 18. 19]. which is either of natural origin or grown by 
another CYD technique. 
In flame deposition oí' diamond the high velocity gas flow of the flame normally im-
pinges at normal incidence on the cooled substrate. This creates a stagnation-point flow at 
the surface where the gas stream is deflected radially. The exact shape of the gas stream 
profile depends on the How velocity beyond the flame front and on the distance between 
flame front and substrate. Assuming chemical equilibrium in lhe gas phase, its composition 
can be calculated from I he flame feed stock gases, which shows CO, IL. II. and C2H2 to 
be the major species beyond tin4 flame4 front [2(1]. In these calculations the temperature is 
assumed to be constant throughout the flame, only decreasing linearly in a thin boundary 
layer above the substrate. The species making up the flame react with each other and 
the Iransport of important species like atomic hydrogen towards the substrate can be cal-
culated, taking hydrodynaniic gas phase properties like density and viscosity into account 
[21. 22]. These results are given only for one fixed set of deposition conditions, but recently 
species and temperature profiles and the corresponding diamond growth rate and quali-
ty have been calculated for various sets of growth conditions in tin4 laminar oxyacetylene 
flame, comparing reasonably well to empirical results [23, 24]. 
The possible mechanism of the diamond growth process on the surface is depicted in 
figure 1.1. The top layer of carbon atoms is connected to the diamond bulk below and their 
remaining bonds are either dangling or terminated by hydrogen atoms. These adsorbed 
hydrogen atoms can be etched away bv gas phase atomic hydrogen, forming gas phase H¿. 
which leaves a free site on the surface. At such a site CH:!. which is thought to be an 
important growth species, may stick to one surface carbon atom and. after one or more 
of its hydrogen atoms have been desorbed. to a neighbouring one as well. Like hydrogen 
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atoms C'\ and OH if present die tonsideieel to be important foi hvdiogon abstiac fiori 
fioin the мпЬне \part from 0 I 1 ( tin giowth species ma\ include
1
 ('H ('2 and C \ 
molecules often piesent m flames 
The bnineis used 111 flame deposition studies aie most often ( ошшен iall\ available 
welding tenches with ounce diameters between Π 8 and 1 6 nun, which give a laminar flame 
with a well defined, conical flame hont I he deposited diamond la\eis have a diametei 
of up to about 10 mm and then giowth late can be moie1 than ПО /mi/h Turbulent 
owrii etv lone riamos aie used as well wheio Ilio tuibulonro is uoatocl either bv increasing 
rho total gas Hows [2')\ causing the tip of Ilio flame fiont lo bec omo tuibulent 01 bv 
a nubuleiKO inducing step inside the binnei lendeimg the whole flame tuibulent at gas 
flows iqual to those1 of the laminai Панк [20] 
fu ι onliast to the normal o\vас etv loin llame wheie the flame lionl is stabilized at the 
iio//li it is also possible to stabih/o the (lanío hont at the substialc This ι an be ieahzecl 
bv adding lí¿ to the flame which iodu< os the binning veloe ltv As ,1 losull ilio flame front 
dotac hos hom the nozzle and is stabili/ed ι lose1 lo the substrate, losullmg m a homogeneous 
distiibution of flame species above1 I IK substiate Utili/mg this 111 combination with a 
ti limpet-boll' burner 5 cm diamele] diamond lavéis are ïopoi teel to have boon deposited 
at an avi lago giowth iato of 12 /nn/h [27 28 29] П а т е stabilitv binnei design and 
tisk of ( lacking of the lai go diamond lava dining cooling down make Ihis svstein шок1 
complicated than l lie noimal welding loie h 
low incesine flames (40 hPa) also used lo deposit diamond iodine the thermal load 
011 the subsl iato Πιο low growth iato of 1 ~> //in/h [30] is howevci a SCWCMO ehawback as 
is the need [01 ν,κ uum svstems Enveloping an atmospheiic piessino o\va< etv lene flame 
with Vi and scanning it slovvh over the substiate1 is a diffeient appioach bul the envelope 
altéis the1 flame chemistry and lowois the giowth iato bv an ordoi of magnitude [31 32] 
Diamond e an be giown from othe1! luols than acetylene as well [33], me hiding ethylene 
(('¿Hi) [34] methyl ae etvlene (piopv no) and piopacliene (two С | H | isonieis) [V)] propy­
lene and piopy lono/piopane (С\П(,/С\\\ц) \Щ and methane (СП ι) [ І7] all fuels burning 
with o\v ge η at either low 01 atmospheiic piessuie The main leasons loi using fuels othei 
1 han acotvlone aie acetylenes ielalivolv high eost and safotv nsks but tin giowth iato is 
111 gcneial lowoi (a fac toi of 4 lo 20) I lian obtained 111 the owae e (ν lerne llamo This eau 
be explained bv the lower flame tempoiatuios resulting in a loss ae Uvate d gas phase \ 
vanation 011 I his theme is the injection bevond the1 flame1 front of small amounts of Cü¡ 
mío II2/O2 flames In this case т о к 1 а к т to hot filament C\ D a giowth iato of about 1 
/nn/h is obtained [.38] 
The1 small sopaiation between flame hont and substiate loads lo ìapid transpoit of 
ae five spe'c 10s to the1 substiate, enabling last feedback to the pioe ess e he misi 1 у [39], which 
eau bo used [01 aetivo leal-time mie tostine tuie eontiol < и mpli ηκιΐιιι Ilio deposition of 
rhm didinond-likc-caibon lavéis between thiekoi high quality diamond lavéis [40] 
Suinniaiizing it can bo said that Hamo deposition of diamond is 111 general a very 
flexible1 technique [Ю] the open atmosphere opeiation of the1 flame facilitates the scaling 
lolaigoi deposition аюаь іь íelatiy cdy с 1κ ар and the equipment с an bo ve ìv compattane! 
easv lo opoiato In addition to this the ge oineliv of the flame honl t an be easily modified 
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U> meet tin needs of \aiious applications coaling diamond in nichts 01 on flat 01 cuived 
sniffici", deposition of diamond window s tttitau 
1.3 Laser diagnostics in diamond CVD processes 
Diamond deposition fioin the gas phase depends on mam paianieteis and theie aie \anons 
wav.s lo optiiiu/e (lie diamond діи\\ th m a given expeiunenlal sei up The method of Inai 
and enoi ma\ al fusi liislaiue appeal (υ be the easiest, bui a moie fundamental appioaili 
will l>e moie efte< ti\e '1 he ( (imposition and tempeiatuie of the nas phase aboie the growing 
diamond la\ei ap.nt liom otliei expenmental parameteis such as substiate tempeiatuie 
m gas flow iritis haw an арркчіаЬІе influence and il is then Ion of gieat mipoitaiiie lo 
stuch the gas phase dining diainond giowth and establish leLilions if possible between 
gas phase ι barai tei ist к s and tin1 piopeities of the deposited diainond lavei A slim t ie\ lew 
ol sevcial optu al diagnostic tri lmirjui s applied to diamond C\ D piш esses is given m the 
lollowing sections 
E m i s s i o n and a b s o r p t i o n s p e c t r o s c o p y 
Although not nei essai il\ being lasei based diagnostics emission and absoiption measure­
ments are often applied bei ause of then relative simpli(i(\ Emission spectioscopv шшіе-
chatolv gives insight into which excited species aie piesent bul not much mote than that 
Main otliei species which do not emit light are piesent rind inav be1 important as well and 
a tamut must be given about tenipeiature deteiinitiation fiom emission signals because 
species inav be pioduied m highly excited states (which is olten the case in foi instaure 
flames [41]) λ vanation on emission spec tiosc opv is ac tiimnieliv wheie a suitable iion-
îeacting spei íes foi instance Ai is miioduied in l he svsiem and ils emission signal is 
compelled to that ol othei species Piecautions leg.ndmg the с olhsional eneigv tiansfei 
between excited spenes applv lieie as well 
Absoiption ьреіііоыор piobes species lowei h m g states but suffeis from the often 
small absorption signals to be detected against lugli luminous backgrounds If due caie is 
taken however ( Ή | , Η \l¿ С СИ C¿, and CN can be ineasuied dunng diamond grow th 
using a svnehiotron oi aic-lamp as a light ьошее [12, 43, 11] Chaiactenzalion of othei 
deposition parametri s (like Ar behaviour m an Ai-llj-C'lli plasma) is anothei ¡)ossibilil ν 
[13] In the mfiaied iegion of the spec tiiim, tunable diode laseis aie used as well, с ombined 
with a multi-pass absoiption lonhguiation to detect hvdioi allions like CH 4 O2H2 C^H^, 
C2Hfi and CH, [45. 4C] 
An inherent diawbaik of both emission and absoiption spet liosiopv is that signals aie 
mtegiated along the line ol sight and onlv column densities can be obtained Heine ι aie 
has to be taken legaidmg the mteipietation of the signals as sui h and m teims of their 
possible relation with diamond giowth 
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Laser I n d u c e d F l u o r e s c e n c e 
\u a t t i a c t n e technique to measuie atomic and molecular species is the lasei induced 
lluoiese ente (LIF) method In this technique a species is excited b\ a lasei photon from 
,i louei hing state to an uppei state and the subsi quenth omitted Huotesconco photon 
is detected against a low (or 7(4о) baekgiounel il appiopnalc hlteimg is applied Both 
ili« excitation and fluoicsccnce wa\o-longtli aie species specific and the fluoicsience signal 
is piopoi tional (o the population donsit\ m the lowei lung .state In addition to lins a 
high spanai ι (»solution (an be obtained The application of the LIF method to diamond 
depositing flames is discussed at length in laici ehapleis ol this thesis but it has been 
applied lo othei CYD reactors as well to detect II [17,18] C'H [19] and C2 [r)0] In 
all these cases though the pressine is m the hPa tange which facilitates the L i r signal 
lille ipiotation (vide nifiu) To the antimi s knowledge the LIT detection technique has 
not been applied thus fai to atmospheiic piessuio diamond depositing flames dining the 
4] ow th pi oc ess 
C a v i t y R i n g D o w n S p e c t r o s c o p y 
1 lie melh\l ìadual (CH|) is thought lo be an linpoitant pmui so i foi cliamoncl giowlh, 
but it с annoi be detected b\ LIF due to I he pieclissoc iali\e nature of its uppei state1 
\(t this and othei non-fiuorcscing molecules can be detected b\ <a\if\ ring down (CRD) 
spec tiosc op\ In а С RD expenmcnt a lasci beam twuels back and foith between two highh 
ielle с t u e minois and the late of absoiption is cloteimined behind the с a\it\ nom the decav 
tune ol the1 tiansmitted ladiaùon [51] If I he absoiption cioss sex tion of the species ol 
niteiest is known, absolutp column densities can be obtained Hence CRD is \ e i \ well 
suited foi measiiienients of CH3 and it is applied dui mg diamond giowth 111 a hoi filament 
1 (MC toi [52 53]. while CRD detection of CH t 111 the diamond depositing ox\acel\ lene flame 
is in piogiess 
R e s o n a n c e E n h a n c e d M u l t i p h o t o n Ionizat ion 
Vnothei method for detecting non-fluoiese mg räche als like CUf is lesonance enhanced mul-
tiphoton ionization (REMPI) m which te(hmc|ue the 1 adual is excited to an mteimediale 
st,iie In one or more photons and subsequcnih ioni/ed In additional photon(s) The ic-
siiliing ions cieated m the laser focus aie detected b\ an elee ti κ al piobe REMPI ILLS 
IH en applied in low piessure flames and hot filament 1 cac lois to detect CH f and H dui mg 
diamond giowth [38 54 55] In plasmas the1 man\ It ее elections ma\ hainpei REMPI 
nieasuiemcMits and in the oxvatetvleiic flame w liei e the h pit al distance between flame 
boni and substiate is onlv 1 mm, the delect 1011 piobe wlmli is not infinitely small, may 
distuib (he deposition process 
D e g e n e r a t e F o u r Wave M i x i n g 
DegeiHMato Four \\a\e Mixing (DFW M) is a tliitd-oidoi non-linear process m which three 
lasei beams ol a single frequent \ ^ cneilap 111 a mediiiin to prorlue e а с olici ent fourth beam 
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also at frequencv ω One \\av to think ol it is that two lasei beams crossing at a \ei\ small 
angle set up an ïnterferem e дгаітд and the third lasei beam scatteis off this giating 
OFW M detection of ( Ή and C¿ welding tempciature and relative e one entiations has 
been tarried out down to a few hundied miei ons above tin1 substrate m an atmospheru 
RF plasma ieactoi [56, 57] Similar ineasuiements have been peifoimed on C¿ m an 
atmospheric o.w atetv lene flame although not dining diamond glow th [58 59] 
Coherent Anti-Stokes Raman Scattering 
Λ well established technique foi ineasiiimg lempeiatuies and ( OIK enti at ions m the gas 
phase is Coherent Anti-Stokes Raman St attenni; (CARS) Two laset be,mis of hequcne ν 
j.ι and one oi hequemv ^¿ are irossed at a small angli1 and when α.ι ^¡ roiiesponds 
lo a Raman attive transition in the molecule ol interest the anli-Stokcs Raman beam of 
liequoncv 2ω\ —LÜ¿ IS genciated С \RS is a zeio-diiiiension.il tec hnitjue and tan be used to 
determine absolute teinpeiaturcs but is lather complicated expenmentallv ,md in tenus oí 
signal inteipietation Tenipei atines and с ont enti at ions of H, have been determined dui mg 
diamond glow 111 m a hot filament îeactor using С \RS [9, GO] 
Third Harmonic Generation 
С ontentiations of atomic hvdrogen m a hot filament revieren can be miasuied bv third 
liaiinonit generatron (TIIC!) [GO] In this method the atomic hvchogen is excited to the η 
— 2 knel bv three lasei photons and the thud haiinonic lesulting from subsequent detav 
b.uk to n = l is detetted In a solai blind photomultiphei tube Both the iiequencv shift 
ot the THG signal with respect to the Lvinan π iiequencv and the THG mtensitv aie 
pt()])orti()iial lo the Η t ont enti at ion II the applied lasen powei is not too high, miilli-
photon photohsis and photoe hemistiv aie avoided in the thiee-photon epi lat ion 
1.4 Present work 
I he research presented m this thesrs concerns the .ipiilitation o( the Iwo-dimensional LIF 
metliod to the atmospheric oxvae etv lene flame dining diamond growth This flame is cho­
sen since it с an glow diamond lavéis al high ìate-s is easv to operate Iras a potential of 
upscahng the1 depositetl aiea, and bet ause diamond giowth b\ this flame is well established 
b\ now The exact déposition mechanism howevei, is not well known and the LIT I ее lí-
menle is used It) shed stime extra light on the li,une piocesses and obtain lelations hel ween 
the gas phase and the diamond lavei с haiac tenstus such as giowth late inorpliologv. 
and nitrogen me oipoial ion The LIT method is applied because ol its species spec lhc l-
l\ high spatial resolution non-mtiiisiveness and high sensitiv it\ In с ombination w ith a 
pulsed lasei and a CCD (c haige e empieei tlev it e ) с amera both laminai aird turbulent flame's 
aie studied in detail The obtained information elucidates the iole of flame species and 
then importance (or unimportance) loi diamond giowth The lelations between diamond 
giowth and flame characteristics can he used as a monitoi m the growth pioeess enabling 
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fast feedback to obtain diamond lavéis with pioperties closer to desired for industrial ap-
plications and reveal which parameters are important for upsc ahng the deposition area, 
«mother (economic) aspect of industrial application oí flame growth of diamond 
1.5 Outline of the thesis 
In this chapter a frame of reference has been given for the various possibilities of diamond 
giovvth horn the vapour phase and for several lasei based techniques as applied to them 
to obtain moie insight about the plivsual and с hemical processes taking place In chapter 
2 hrst the oxvacetv lene flame is clesc nbed in moie detail and then a iecipe foi growing 
diamond with it is given λ description of the Γ IF method as applied dining the diamond 
giovvth pi oc ess is given and some results not discussed m subsequent chapters are reported 
Finalh some quantitative aspects of the LIF measuiements aie disc ussed, as well as a short 
ι \periment on Іаьеі assisted flame deposition of diamond 
The tluee species most prominent m the emission of the oxvacetv lene (lame C¿, CH, 
and OH aie studied с loselv bv LIF and then importance (C¿ CH) οι imiiiiportanc e (OH) 
loi diamond giovvth is discussed m chapter 3, which shows fluoiesc enc e belonging to an 
unidentified species to lie useful as well Not onlv the exact composition of the acetvleuc 
,uid owgen souicc gases tutus out to be impoitant but also the atmosphenc environment 
ol the flame as this has a laige influence on the resulting diamond lavei Tins is explained 
in chaptei 1, vvlieie the chstiibution of the C \ ladical during diamond giovvth is studied 
m laminai and turbulent flames ON is ciealecl largely bv (he ieaction of carbon species 
hom the flame with nitiogen species bom the ambient an and is found to have sigillili ant 
influence on the giowthiate inuiphologv and nitiogen me oipoiation of the diamond lavei 
The smallest atom m the univeise the In drogen atom is impoitant in mam pioc esses 
including diamond giovvth Chaptei ~> shows Ihat atomic hvdiogen is ubiquitous at and 
lnvoncl the flame front and that its elistiibudon close to the- substrate is и fleeted m the 
lot al vanaiion of the diamond lavei giovvth tate 1 he deposition conditions foi which the 
pi esente ol C¿ is studied aie extended m this chapter and tuibulent flames aie discussed 
as well 
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Chapter 2 
Laser diagnostics in an oxyacetylene flame: 
experimental setup 
Abstract 
Utei a description of the oxyacetv lene flame, the пчірс [ui diamond giouLh and the 
шаш characteristics of the deposition setup are given 1 he technique oí laser induced 
fluorescence measurements m the flame is explained an example of optical multichannel 
anal\7CT (OMA.) detection is given and I he detected species aie levievved The chapter 
concludes with a discussion of quandi alive aspects of LIF detection and a shoit aretv lene 
photodissoc latum experiment 
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Figure 2.1: Natural omission of the. laminar oxyacetylene ñame between 190 and 800 
run. Left: neutral ñame (neither fuel-rich nor oxygen-rich), the oxygen now is 3.0 SLM. 
Right: same oxygen now as left, but acetylene now now increased to diamond growth 
conditions (Sar=5%). The burner oritìce is 1.4 mm 0; dimensions are in mm. Intensities 
are represented on a gray scale ranging from black to white (because the acetylene feather 
and the outer ñame are much weaker than the ñame front, low intensities are enhanced 
in these images). 
2.1 The oxyacetylene flame 
The word 'flame' stems from the Latin fiamma, meaning flame, fire, glow, and heat (of 
passion). Not unlike 'diamond', the word 'flame' arouses people's interest and ignites 
some sparkles in their minds and eyes. In a more limited sense of meaning, a flame can 
be depicted as in figure 2.1. This figure shows two images of a laminar oxyacetylene 
flame: a neutral flame (neither fuel-rich nor oxygen-rich) and a typical diamond deposition 
flame, but without substrate present1. The C2H2 and 0 2 (typical gas flows around 2.5 -
3 SLM each) are premixed in the burner and the inner diameter of the burner tip linearly 
'Throughout this thesis and the experiments described herein the gas How of the flame is directed 
downwards. This is only because of practical reasons concerning cooling of the substrate and the burner 
head and has no implications for diamond growth. 
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elee leases to the orifico, which is n p u a l h 1 -4 nun о The blight cono is rito Hamo hont 
ilio hottest paît ol the Панк4 ( АЗООО 'С) wheio the priman combustion loactions take 
place H the (lamo is fuel-iich as m the light-hand side of figlilo 2 1. the combustion at the 
Urlino front is incomplete and a ìelatneh blight mantle, the1 acetylene feathoi, is formeel 
aiound the come al flame fi ont Нел onci tlio acot\lono feathoi the outer flame1 (sometimes 
ι elei ι eel to as see ondai \ flame) is \isihle it is a diffusion flame and it is hoie that the final 
combustion products H¿0 and CO,» aie piodueoel Moie liiloiiiiatioii about the stiuetuie 
.niel tompoiatuie ol the o.w.ic et\ lone flame can be found in the book I л Ga\elon and 
Uolfhaiel ill 
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Figure 2.2: Sptxtrum oí the iitituidl emission ol the flame troni the acetylene feat her, 
and the outei fiume of the oxv<ite.tvlene flame Tiie ia-st two aie lecorded abemf 2 5 mm 
l)clow the tip of the flame hont SUKO the outer fíame envelopes the flame float and 
,uctvlcnc le.ithei. its 4pecti.il /catinos ein be ilistinguished m then spc<ti<i as well The 
position loi CN omission is mdii.ited as well but at tiio low ¡esolution used lieie if is 
masked hy СИ emission 
The ou tei Паше is alwa\s piosont niospoctno of the1 ac ot\ ΙοίΗ'/οχλ gen oi C'/O ratio 
I he length ol ilio flame f ι ont niñeases with tins latio as с an bo seen емтріі guitta upon 
close inspection of figure 2 1 The appeaiaiue of the aeeUleiio feathoi is \e\\ sonsitne 
lo the C'/O iaiio, but is also influenced 1>\ the total gas How, liurnoi oiiheo chainetci, 
goomotiv of the buinei, and teinpeiatuio ol (ho burlici head Since diamond growth 
cnticalK depends on the acetylene feathei, tlic C'/O iatio is noi a useful parameter in the 
experiments Instead the aeon lone supei saturation S„, is used which rs donned as the 
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percentage of extra acetylene flow compared to that of the neutral flame. The neutral 
ñame, shown in the left-hand side of' figure 2.1, is neither oxygen-rich noi fuel-rich and 
has S„ r=0%. Starting from a fuel-rich flame (S„f >()%), the neutral flame occurs when the 
acetylene feather has just disappeared, which is determined by observation by eye or more 
accurately by LIF, as discussed in chapters 3 and 4. 
The flame front of the oxyacctylene flame appeals blue-green to the naked eye, and the 
acetvlene feathei looks a little more whitish. The emission of the flame can be dispersed to 
obtain a spectrum [2], which shows that the riamo emits light from 230 nm (ultraviolet) 
to 800 inn (infrared), as is depicted in figure 2.2. The spectrum of I he oxyacetylene flame 
and the origin of the excited spooios responsible for it are discussed in detail in the book 
bv Cavdon [3], but the most important characteristics can already ho soon in figure 2.2. 
Emission of the flame front consists of the C¿ Swan system (434< A <720 inn) and the 
CH {Λ. B, C}—>X systems (main emission aiound 431, 389. and 311 inn, respectively). 
In the acetvlene feather, emission of these two species is still the most important, but 
С ¡ emission around 405 nm, the Comet-Head group, becomes appaient as well. The most 
inipoitant ladiating molecule in the outer flame is OH. Its emission lies between 260 and 350 
inn and is so strong it causes actinie conivnetiwtvi ("welding blindness'') if the human ove 
is not protected. Due to the high tempeiatuie of the flame, high rotational and vibrational 
le\ols of Oli aie well populated, which is л ііу emission of the ox\ acetylene flame has boon 
used to tabulate OH transition frequencies to a large extent [4]. 
2.2 Recipe for diamond growth 
L'he acoh lone feather ma\ be consideied a gas phase supersatuialed with carbon species 
and the onlv pierequisite to grow diamond out of it is a cooled substrate where it can 
condensi1 The experimental setup for diamond growth combined with LIF detection during 
deposition is dopictod in figure 2.3. 
Exa< t experimental details aie given in the respective chapteis dealing л іНі the various 
experiments (3, 4, and 5), but important paiamotois and their typical values aro described 
here. As already pointed out before, the acetvlene supersatuiation S,„ is important during 
diamond deposition, which is why both the oxygen and acetylene flows are regulated by 
mass flow controllers. The burner orifice diameter is 1.4 mm and the owgen flow is 3.0 
standard liters per minute. A so-called cold finger (a water cooled copper iod. not shown 
in figure 2.3) is clamped to the burner head to provont it from heating too much, which 
would otherwise enhance tin1 risk of flame flashback. Diamond giowth can take place on 
the subsliate, positioned in the acetylene feathei, loi 0<S„, <9%. If S„
r
 is negative, the 
possibly prosont diamond will be etched away (since diamond can be1 oxidized above Ä 6 0 0 
О), a proceduto sometimes very useful in cleaning the contaminated suiface of'a diamond 
laver on top of which another diamond laver has to be deposited. Foi S„, > 9 % the deposit 
will not contain diamond anymore, but mostly amorphous carbon. In most oxpciiments 
S„,=5 l / is used, resulting in an acetylene flow of «2.5 SLM. 
Tin' substrate consists of a thin (0.5 mm) molybdenum square soldered to a molybde­
num holclei. Molybdenum is chosen for its high melting point in combination with good 
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Figure 2.3: Schematic representation of the diamond growth und LIF detection setup. 
MFC = ¡nass fíow controllers, SHG/THG = second/third harmonic generation (if appli-
catie). PD = Pellin-Broca prism. 1/1 = image intensifia. CCD = charge coupled device 
camera. The distance d between the substrate and the tip of the fíame front is indicated. 
thermal conduct ivi ty . T h e subs t r a to is cooled from below bv a pulsed water nozzle, which 
is regulated by a the rmocouple located 2.5 m m benea th the centre of the subs t r a to surface. 
The thermocouple t e m p e r a t u r e T s is kept at 900±1 ' 0 . result ing in a deposi t ion t e m p e r a -
tu ie T(; at the s u b s t r a t e surface of 1()Г)()±2() "С. T h e spra\ cooling is located iir an enclosed 
housing, with a vent for water, s team, and H2. which results from the react ion Mo + 2 H 2 ( ) 
—> Mo()_> + 2U¿ at the b o t t o m of the substra t i 1 holder. Prior tu deposi t ion lire molybde-
num subs t r a t e is scra tched with micromet re sized d iamond powder to enhance rrucleation 
and adhesion lo the subs t r a t e of lire d iamond laver to be grown. Diamond growth on air 
unpolished subs t r a t e is also possible, bul the adhesion lo the substrate1 is much less in tha t 
cast1. 
Apar t from S u r arrd T r f . the dis tance d between I he tip of the flame front and the 
substrate1 ( indicated in figure 2.3) is a rrrarn parameter in de te rmin ing the charac ter i s t ics 
of the ob ta ined d i amond laver. Typical values of d are between 0.5 and 3 m m . л ііеге short 
dis tances result iir a high centra l m a x i m u m irr the diarrrorrd growth ra le c,¡ (which can be 
more than 150 / /m/ l i ) arrd larger d is tances yield a ((Mitral valley sur rounded bv arr airrruhrs 
oí enhanced growth. Diarrrorrd layers deposi ted at a dis tance d of f lo 2 irrm reveal iir 
their centre a cont inuous area of uniform thickness and well connected r andomly or iented 
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Figure 2.4: Photographs revealing the morphology of a diamond layer, deposited by a 
laminar fíame at d=4.04 mm. (a) Normal photograph, showing the entire layer; various 
regions are indicated. The slight spherical asymmetry is caused l>y an irregularity in 
the burner tip. (b) SEM photograph of the core zone, showing normalsized crystallites 
embedded in many much smaller ones. The scale bar is 10 μιη long. 
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Figure 2.4: Continued: (с) SEM photograph of the transition zone, revealing a highly 
{1(10} textured region, beyond the annulus of enhanced growth (which in located outside 
the upper right-hand corner of the image). At the left-hand side the small crystallites of 
the diamond layer edge become visilne. The scale bar is 100 μιη long. 
{111} and {100} facets. The diameter of this region is 4 - 5 mm. A photograph showing 
an entire diamond layer, deposited with a laminar flame at the somewhat larger distance 
d=4.04 mm, is given in figure 2.4a2. At distances d larger than about 3 mm a so called 
core zone [5] of «2.0 mm 0 develops in the centre. In this core zone the crystallites mainly 
reveal {111} facets and are often much smaller than in the rest of the centre. They also 
show a large amount of secondary nucleation, as can be seen in figure 2.4b, which gives a 
scanning electron microscope (SEM) photograph of the core zone. The large crystallites in 
this photograph, which are of normal size, are interspersed with many much smaller ones. 
This is why the core zone appears slightly darker than the surrounding central region in 
figure 2.4a. 
Outside the centre an annular region of enhanced growth is observed, where the mor­
phology is markedly different. This annulus typically exhibits large columnar crystallites, 
separated by voids or embedded in an amorphous layer, which frequently have {100} top 
facets almost parallel to the substrate. In figure 2.4a it appears darker than the centre 
due to a lower density of reflecting facets. Outside the annulus of enhanced growth a 
sharp transition zone is generally found, which is only 0.1 - 0.2 mm wide and can exhibit 
a continuous, highly {100} textured morphology. A SEM photograph of this is shown in 
^Photographs of diamond layers deposited at smaller distances are given in chapters 3 and 4, but the 
general description is identical. 
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Figure 2.5: The pinuiph of)a,ser induced ñuoicscpiice 
figuie 2 к inoiphologies like this ,ім <>t interest to mam applications of poh< r\stalline 
diamond Іамчь Beyond this transition /one the morphology lesemhles that of the central 
aiea Willi the size of tin1 crystallites lapullv diminishing tow an Is the edge of (he diamond 
l.ivei 1 he iehVctivity of the outer edge is smallei, owing to the1 vanishing a s slalhte size 
\ftei gmwth the deposited diamond lavéis an1 chararten/eel In optical chfterontial 
mleileience contiast nnc lose 0[)\ (DI('M) srannmg electron micios<op\ (SFAI) Raman 
spectiosc op\ and с athoeloluminesc enee topographs (C'L) The diamond Ia\ei ІІпскпеььіь 
determined bv focusing the optical mieioscope with an accurac \ of ± 5 //in a( different 
locations of the laver Лп Лг+ lasci is focused to a spot size of SÍ30 //m to obtain Raman 
sprctia which vield mfoiiiiation on the puiit\ of the deposited lasci I he nu oipoiation 
of niiiogdi into the diamond laser is studied bs CL m sshich technique the diamond las« 
is niadialed bs actcleiated electrons (1 I kc\ ) and the subsequently emitted photons aie 
obseisecl 
2.3 Laser Induced Fluorescence 
The lasci induced fluoresc eneo (LIF) technique is a ssiclespiead sensitise diagnostic method 
m mans apphc ations At low dcnsitic s the population in a single quantum state- e an be de-
teimmecl quantitatively LIF is used in fundamental studies lo obtain atomie oi molecular 
paiameteis like in photodissociatioii measurements sielding pioduc t state «listiibutions, 
m dossed beam dsnaiinc ex[)enments to obtain colhsional cioss sections en in moleculai 
beam sludies to get pte'cise information about moleculai stiue tines and pieehssoudtion 
oi lonizalion pioc esses In more4 application oiienleel ieseareh LIF is utilized lo detect 
inajouts and iinnoiity species in mans siluations loi instance m wind tunnels, in flames 
of saiious piessures and sizes ranging hom inilhiiieties to met i es and in lunning engines 
i b i 
LIF is a tsso-step technique the punciple of which is depicted m figure 2 Ί \n atom oi 
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molecule is cxcite-d Ь\ a laser photon with an eiieig\ /)//,,, (wlieie h is Planck s constant) 
dom an initial stati- / to an elee lionit alh exutcel final stale / If f ho atom 01 moleuilo 
is not disturbed b\ other processes it will dec a\ to a lovu'i ehcUoinc state b\ emitting a 
fluoiesc enee photon The fluoresc enc e signal F is pioportional to the1 population densiU », 
m strile / If the excitation dequeue \ u,,, is scanned \arious states can be- ])iobed and tin 
population densin distnbution m the- ìotational and \ibiritional lr\els of ,1 molecule can 
thus be deteiiiuned Since1 ti ansi I ions (rom the- e\e iteci state lo moie than one lower level 
aie possible the Huoiesrenee will contain a combination of se\eial wd\eleng(hs This has 
the enoimous ad\antage that unwanted signals с an be hlteied out allowing the fluoiescenc e 
sign,il to be obsened against а /ею (01 weak) b.ic kgiound Since lasci poweis aie often 
sufhc к nt to excite- the- spet íes oí inte к st and to dete-e t it w ith a good signal-lo-noise ratio 
two-dimensional imaging of spot ics is possible This is realized In using c\ lmdiical lenses, 
acting as a telescope, which nanow the1 lasei beam m one direction and if necessan, 
placing additional lenses m the lasci be ani to enlaige it m a pc lpcndic ulai dneetion thus 
11 eating a lasei sheet The fluoi ( si ent ι is ι ollec ted b\ a с aim ia sssteni at 00° to the lasci 
be.iin 
Figuie '1 'λ depicts how the LIF teelinic|ue is applied to the ox\aeet\ lene llame rluring the 
deposition of diamonel The second oi I hud haï mon к of a neoih пиши \ ttiiiim-aluminnim-
gainel (\d 'S AG) laser is used to pump ri che lasci The output ol the che lasei ( J ns laser 
puise s w it h a icpctition dequeue \ o( 10 H/) is duce teel to the flame and passe s tluough the 
e \ Imdiie al telescope It necessan ι he dequeue \ o( the che lasci is doubled m a buefringent 
civstal ,md can be mixed in a second biieliingent civstal to obtain the Ihud haimomc 
The \\ri\ele ngths are then sepaiateil m a Pelhn-Bioia pnsin and the unclesned wavelengths 
aie clumped Fluoresc enee is colle e ted b\ a ι hai ge ι oupleel den и с (CCD) с .uncía equipped 
with rin image intensifier with an appiopnate hltei in dont oí it and the signals aie 
cligiti/ed b\ and can be further pioeessed on a pei sonai (oiiipiilei The exposuie time ol 
the image- mtensihei is Upicallv 20 ns fins is long enough to captine the LIT signal and 
shoil enough to ledine the naluial émission ol (he flame e onsideiabh (20 ns at 10 H/ 
(onespoiuls to a fai toi of 5 10'') which is impoitaiit when stuihing bright Haines such as 
the owrie eulene flame 
2.3.1 Optical Multichannel Analysis 
In oidei to select the- optimum e\c it at ion and del ce tion waveb m;l h for making LIF images 
of fíame species fust them e-xc lt.ition and dispe-ise-el fluoresc ent e spec tia lune- to be lee end-
ed \ useful tool foi flomg so is an optical multic hannel anah/e i (ОМА) It is constructed 
1>\ lemoMiig the exit slit of a monoc hiomator ( lobin \von M2Ö, GÜ0 g/niin, K'solution 1 
inn) and placing the CCD eameia without am optics directly behind it \ sphencal lens is 
used to cieate a l l image of the lasci beam tia|cetor\ through the flame on the entrance-
slit ol ι he monoc hiomator In this WrU a CCD image contains spatial infoi mat ton on one-
axis and clispeised wavelength inclination on the other The icsultmg ic-solution is about 
0 2~> inn per pixel which corresponds to a total lange of 70 urn viewed in an image An 
example of this is shown m figlile 2 G where G5G um atomic In eh ogen fluoi esc e-nee (Balmei 
ei) is \isible aft ei two-photon exe it rit ion at 205 nui togcthci with the second οι elei \ 0 Ano-
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Figure 2.6: OMA image of atomic hydrogen fluorescence (656 nm) and second order 
NO Huorescence (607 and 630 nm) after excitation at 205 nm with one (NO) or two 
(H) photons. The line at 615 nm is due to scattered light of the dye laser fundamental 
wavelength. The signal around x=0 mm consists of natural emission of the. fíame and 
non-resonant, fluorescence. Recorded with a 0.05 mm wide entrance slit, intensities 
are represented on a gray scale from black to white (to make the features stand out 
more clearly, low intensities are suppressed in this image, whereas medium intensities are 
enhanced). 
rescence at 607 and 639 nm. This NO fluorescence stems from the one-photon Α 2 Σ + ( υ ' = 2 ) 
<— Χ 2 Π(υ"=0) transition of NO (7 system) at 205 nm [7], which, as a pure coincidence, 
is excited simultaneously with the Lyman fi transition in atomic hydrogen, and results in 
v'=2 —»· v"=6 - 10 fluorescence between 263 and 320 nm. From figure 2.G it is clear that 
atomic hydrogen is present from the centre of the flame to at least 4 mm outside, whereas 
NO is only present beyond 2 mm from the centre. 
Using the OMA it is possible to obtain an excitation spectrum and a dispersed fluo­
rescence spectrum simultaneously during a single wavelength scan of the laser. For this 
purpose a column of width Δ ι of an OMA image (figure 2.6) is integrated in i-direction 
and stored as a single line. This is repeated continuously while the laser wavelength Xtxc 
is scanned. The resulting image gives λ^,ρ versus X
exc
. Figure 2.7 shows such an image, 
where \
exc
 is scanned around 358 nm. An entrance slit of sal mm wide is used for recording 
this image. This deteriorates the spectral resolution in dispersion to « 6 nm, but it has 
the advantage of a higher light yield of the OMA system, which is important when inte­
grating a limited number of laser shots per OMA image while scanning the laser. Around 
A
e i c =358 nm the Β
2
Σ+ «- Χ 2 Σ + , Δ?;=1 transition of CN (Violet System) is excited, and 
subsequent fluorescence around 358, 387 (strongest), and 420 nm (weak) is visible in figure 
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Figure 2.7: OMA image of \(цьр versus XKXC around \cxc=358 nm, recorded with an 
wi mm wide entrance slit, which results in a resolution of ~6 nm in dispersion. The 
strong progression around A¿!sp ~387 nm is due to the CN Violet System, as is the much 
weaker one around 420 nm. Around \,ttsp ~404 nm fluorescence of the weak Deslandres 
- d'Azambuja system of C^ is discernible above the background signal. Fhiorescence of 
both molecules is visible at \<nSp = Aelc (the 6 nm wide band around \dlsp=358 nm) as 
well. The gray scale representation of intensities is similar to that offìgure 2.6. 
2.7. Separate excitation and dispersed fluorescence spectra of CN are given in chapter 4. 
Upon close inspection of figure 2.7 weak resonances can be seen around А^.,
р
=404 nm; 
at the corresponding values of X
exc
 they are visible as well at A(jÎSp=358 nm. Further 
measurements showed fluorescence around 340 nm, belonging to the same molecule, to be 
stronger. ОМА measurements, made around 340 nm while the laser beam traverses the 
flame front, reveal the emitter to be the Deslandres - d'Azambuja system ( С ' П 9 - A 1 ! ^ ) 
of C 2 . The excitation spectrum, recorded by collecting the fluorescence between 350 and 
365 nm, is given in figure 2.8a: two bandheads are indicated, the system is degraded to the 
violet [8]. The dispersed fluorescence spectrum of the (2,0) bandhead is shown in figure 
2.8b. The upper trace shows the LIF signal superimposed on a non-resonant background 
and the natural emission of the flame. The latter is suppressed already 5T0 f i times by 
gating the image intensifier, but it is still visible (compare to figure 2.2). The non-resonant 
background is laser induced, but shows no clear spectral features and extends over more 
than 150 nm. It is often observed when UV laser light is directed through a fuel-rich flame 
and is probably due to polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAH), polyacetylenes, or other 
large hydrocarbons present in the fuel-rich oxyacetylene flame [9]. It is argued that easily 
saturated Сз transitions may be responsible for a broad background when (ultra-)violet 
laser light is directed through an environment rich in carbon species [10], in which case the 
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Figure 2.8. Debatidles - d Azamhuja sysíni) ("С1 П9 - A'UU) of C¿ (л) Exntatioii 
spt< trum obtdined rc( ordmg tin (2 1) Пион s(< ш с (b) Dispeised Пиоіеы eine sper trim) 
of the (2 0) bandhead The upper trate (ontains Ci шюгемеше, liroad non-resonant 
fluiti cscence and nat m al emission of the Нате (visible around 470 ,ind 510 nm, compaie 
/I^IIK 2 2) In the lowei trace the last two have been lemoved Vibiational (¡uantum 
munl>en ate niduatid 
550 
( unit t Head group oí С) is concerned Suit ο, though, this svslem can be excited between 
ill) and 410 nm [11 12] and the (2 Ü) bandhead of the C2 Desldiidies d \zambuja svstem 
is ( \ i i ted at А,.,, = 34() inn the broad non lesonant background in the spot trum shown in 
hguie 2 8b is not thought to be due to C t The total backgiound 111 the uppci tiacc of 
liguie 2 8b is determined by iccording the dispersed fluorescente spettimi! again, but now 
while the lasei wavelength is tuned oil lesonante Subtiat tion ot this spet h u m yields the 
dispersed C¿ fluoiest ent e (lower trate 111 hgnre 2 8b), 111 wlnth the Huoiesr once ol u'=2 
—> 1" tan be discerned up to v"=6 
2.3.2 Species imaging by LIF 
\ leview of the species tletet teil by LIF 111 the oxyat etylene Наин1 during diamond growth 
is given 111 table 2 1 All transitions ( an be exr ited by a dye laser, using its second or thud 
haimonie if necessary Only for NO extitation at 193 nm a tunable AiF excimei lasci is 
used For detection o( atomic hydrogen the thud haimonie ol 015 nm dve laser radiation is 
us( d which is sepaiated from the second haimonie and the fundamental frequent ν bv the 
Pi Ihn Biota piism (see figure 2 3) This implies that bv rotating the prism and changing 
the filters 111 front of the t amera optits not onlv atomit hydrogen but also NO OH, 
and ('2 tan be detected in the flame, .us mav be deduced from table 2 1 while leaving the 
diamond growth conditions and the deter tion geometry intact Images of these foui spet íes 
timing diamond deposition at a distance d=2 50 mm between flame front and substrate 
ак shown m figuie 2 9a The atomic hvdiogen fluorescence is ieroided with a 65C±5 nm 
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Table 2.1: Species detected by LIF during diamond growth mid their excitation wavelengths 
interference filter, NO fluorescence between 263 and 320 urn is collected through a Schott 
l'G5 absorption filter, OH is imaged via a Schott WG 335 filter and a broadband low-pass 
filter suppressing the red laser light is used for viewing C-¿ fluorescence around 510 urn. In 
all four images the natural emission of the Наше is subtracted'. The C 2 natural emission 
of the Maine as observed through the 656 inn interference filter is com-erted to isophotes 
(representing steps of equal intensity difference) and superimposed on (he fluorescence for 
ease of reference. 
Comparison of these four images learns that C¿ is only presen! inside the acetylene 
leather, whereas OH and NO are delected outside the feather, where they are formed 
by reactions with ambient air. The signal inside the acetylene feather in the NO image 
is due lo non-resonant fluorescence, as already discussed in section 2.3.1. which is not 
suppressed by the UG5 filter. Tin1 presence1 of atomic hydrogen extends from the axis of 
the flame to well outside the acetylene feather. This can also be seen in figure 2.9b. where 
horizontal profiles of these species are given, each taken at 1.3 mm above the substrate. 
The distribution of C2 is described in more detail in chapters 3 and 5, and in the latter the 
behaviour of atomic hydrogen is presented as well. More information on OH is given in 
chapter 3. NO is located well outside the acetylene feather al a slightly larger separation 
from the flame axis than Oil. Close lo the substrate it might be present only above the 
outermost edge of the diamond layer which consists of dmiinishingly small crystallites. 
Therefore, and since it, is not expected to he important for diamond growth, its presence 
in and around the flame during diamond deposition is not. studied in further detail. 
'The images arc not corrected for the small vertical inhomogeneity of the lasei intensity profile, since 
this can only be detciinincd when the substrate has been removed after a growth experiment. 
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Figure 2.9: Images (a) and profiles (b) of the distribution ofH, NO, OH, and C2 during 
a single diamond growth experiment at a flame - substrate distance d=2.50 mm. The 
weak signal inside the acetylene feather in the NO image is not due to NO but to non-
resonant fiuoresc.ence. lsophotes (having equal intensity difference steps) represent natural 
C-2 emission of the flame at 656 nm. The tip of the burner head is located just above the 
upper edge of the images. Fluorescence intensities are given on a linear gray scale, the 
substrate is indicated in gray, and dimensions are in mm. The profiles in (b) are taken at 
1.3 mm above the substrate. 
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2.3.3 C 2 H d e t e c t i o n 
Л species not listed in table 2.1 among the ones detected during diamond growth, hut 
which is present, in the flame, is the ethynyl radical, C2H. Its mole ('metion is calculated 
to be « 1 0 _ J , about an order of magnitude higher than that ol C 2 [13]. Laser induced 
fluorescence spectra of C 2H have recently been measured by Hsu and co-workers after 193 
urn photolysis of acetylene in a flow cell (typical C 2 H 2 pressures below G5 Pa), a molecular 
beam, or a supersonic jet [1-1. 15. 1С. 17]. In these experiments 2 Σ - 2 Σ ] . 2 Π — 2 П . 2 Л — 2 Л . 
and 2Ф -2 Φ transitions have been found around 258. 2G4. 270. 277. 285. and 292 inn. but 
the spectroscopy of C-2H is not fullv known yet. 
Since C 2 H is present in the atmospheiic piessurc oxyacetylene flame during diamond 
deposition, attempts have been made at detecting LIF of G2H by directing the dye laser 
beam through the flame at the wavelengths mentioned above. The spectra obtained at the 
flame front and in the acetylene feather of the fuel-rich flame (S,„ up to 15%) cany no 
spectral signature of any kind, but only show a large non-resonant backgiound caused by 
the ultraviolet laser beam traversing the flame, as discussed in section 2.3.1. Outside the 
acetylene feather many OH transitions are detected simultaneously, which яге useful for 
calibrating the laser wavelength. 
An Ai'F excimer laser (193 nm) has been used for photodissociation experiments in 
the flame in order to try to increase the C2II density. Subsequent (up to 300 ns after the 
ArF laser pulse) LIF detection with the dye laser only yielded featureless spectra and a 
non-resonant background as well. Since quenching of fluorescence may be important at 
atmospheric pressures, the acetylene photodissociation experiments have been repeated in 
a low pressure cell, where 50 hPa or less of C 2 H 2 has been flowed either pure or in an Ar or 
He buffer flow. Unfortunately, these measurements also did not reveal any spectral feature. 
Considering the calculated mole fraction of C 2 II. its detection in the flame by LIF could 
have been expected to be possible. From the attempts described above, though, it may be 
concluded that vet unknown factors govern the LIF detection. These factors may includi4 
a small transition moment of C 2 H, rapid consumption of C 2H by other flame species, or 
pi ('dissociation in the excited state, and have to be better known befoie LIF detection in 
the oxyacetylene flame may be successful. Cavity ring down spectroscopy may be a more 
fruitful technique for C 2 H detection in the flame. 
Indirect detection of C 2H by focusing a 193 nm ArF excimei laser in the oxyacetylene 
flame has been reported in literature [18]. In the laser focus (power density 333 M W f m " 2 ) 
additional CH (Α 2 Δ —» Χ2Π) emission is observed at 431 nm. This is believed to originate 
from one-photon dissociation of C2H [18]. but since CH (Α 2 Δ) may be created from other 
species as well during photodissociation at these high power densities, due care has to be 
taken in the signal interpretation in experiments like this. 
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2.4 Quantitative aspects of LIF 
2.4 1 F l u o r e s c e n c e losses 
In Μ ( tion 2 3 it is ponitori out that the LIT situai is piopoitional to the population dcnsiH 
in the lo«ci state4 of the species ol lntoiost Del outlining this propoi tionaht\ ( (instant id 
ι s/ quantification of the LIF signal suffeis fioin se\e lai ptohloms il Mio LIF im (hud is used 
in atmospheric pi essuie ñames Due to collisions of tho excited speens with neighbouring 
species m tho flame pait of the fluorosi enee is quenched Ajiothei Iiaetion of the oxoitod 
speeies does not Huoiesce because it ma\ picchssoc late (if applicable) oi become ionized 
be (OH il e an doea\ lo Mie luwei state both loss channels occumng ,it low pnssuies as 
well These aie fluüiescenee loss mechanisms and then total iato is denoted L The late 
ol spontaneous emission (deputed in nguie 2 ">) is 1 and tho iati (eu absoiption and 
stimulated emission is σί In the Іішаі limit [a] «^ . 1 + L) the total (luoiesc ene e F is 
piopoitional to n, l/( 1 + L) whoio the piopoitionaht\ constant uiainlv depends on tho 
mlensiH and the bandwidth of the lasei This constant can be (abbiateci at low densities 
(/ " · ' 4) when the population n, is known foi mstanee in a low pnssiiH cell Such a 
ι ahbiation cell and the flame ot interest then ha\e to bo niton hangoable while lea\ mg the 
excitation rind detection goomotn mtart 
\t atmosphoiie pi essuies the (ollisional quenching iate Q is t\ pic alh 10я s ' wheieas 
Mn t\ pie al spontaneous emission iate is a lac loi ol 10 lowei If Q weie constant this 
would still not pose a pioblem but Q is known to depend on the natine of (he collision 
pai l nei s the local leinpeiatuie and piessuie and on the Mbrational <me| lotational le\el 
1 he e veiled species is in 1 hese factois in,i\ all be4 different in \anous pails of Mie flame 
('ahhiation ot the LIF signal in a cell is liaidly possible, foi the gas phase ((imposition, 
piessuie and temperature in the cell would ha\e to be identical to those in the flame The 
highh loactne natine ol the flame species cone emed resulting in then shoit hlelimes onh 
.idels to the (alibiation difficulties Hence rahbialion of the LIF ineasuienic nts presented 
in this thesis is not attempted 
2 4 2 Inf luence of t e m p e r a t u r e 
1 he population density in a quantum state ?;, in thermal oquihhiiiiin is gi\en bv the 
Holt/mann distiibution 
( - L /k¡ 
n, = ji(2/, + l) —j— 
wheio ii is the total population J, is the lotational quantum number and E, the» energ\ 
of slate / k is Boltzinann s constant Τ is the temperatine, and Ζ is the sum o\ei all ι to 
noi mahze n to 1 Fiom this it can be seen that low rotational and \ ibial lonal le\els aie well 
populated at low tempel, itures and that the relatne densiU in highei states me ι ease's with 
t< nipeiatuie In pune i[)le therefore, the temperatine of a species can be de forminoci from 
simulating its spettinili using tho Bolt7inann ec|iiatiou and the tiansition piobabihtios A 
se nous difficultv though, in doing so is that the quenching Q depends on (he lotational 
le \el imohod a dependeiico often not known Onh if this dependence is deleimined oi Q 
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Figure 2.10: C¿ LIF image during diamond growth showing tl¡e locutions at which 
excitation spectra are recorded simultaneously. Intensities are given on a linear gray scale 
and dimensions are in mm. 
is known (or assumed) to be independent of' the rotational quantum state a temperature 
may be deduced from a simulated speet rum. 
The spatial variation of the temperature is one of the intriguing aspects of the oxy-
acetylene flame during diamond deposition. Since the tip of the flame front, which is at 
about 3000 CC [1], is only one or two millimetres above the substrate surface, where the 
temperature is «1050 °C, a large vertical temperature gradient exists close to the sub-
strate, and there may be a lateral temperature gradient as well. In order to investigate 
the temperature distribution in the flame, excitation spectra of the C2 Δ υ = 2 Swan band 
have been recorded simultaneously at four different positions in the flame during diamond 
deposition. The spectra are collected in square areas of 0.20x0.20 mm 2 , the location of 
which is shown in figure 2.10 (x=0 [A, B], ,r=1.22 mm [C], ,r=2.68 mm [D], and y=2.22 
mm [A, C], y=0.38 mm [B, D]). The signal intensities of the spectra are strongly different: 
on the (2,0) bandhead it varies as A : В : С : D = 1.00 : 0.05 : 0.20 : 0.03. The spectra of 
locations A and D are shown in figure 2.11, together with a calculated spectrum. All spec­
tra are normalized at the (2,0) bandhead. The relative intensities in spectrum D of higher 
rotational and vibrational levels are larger than in spectrum A, indicating the temperature 
in location D may be higher. 
LIF thermometry of C 2 in diamond growth system lias been reported in a low pressure 
DC arcjet [19] and in a low pressure microwave reactor [20], with an estimated error 
of 500 and 200K, respectively. One reason for this relatively large error is the overlap of 
rotational lines, inhibiting the creation of a Boltzmann plot to determine the temperature. 
The bandheads of C2 consist of piled up Ρ branches (J=20, 21 at the (2,0) bandhead) 
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Figure 2.11: C¿ excitation .spec/та. Upper paii: observed s¡>ectra A and D (from tigurc 
2.10): lower part: spectrum calculated for T=2500K. All spectra are normalized η I. the 
(2.0) lmndhead. 
.nid furlІнч to the violet the P b P 2 . and P ( blanches still олчтіар. as is shown in figure 
2 ff. A measure of the temperature can be obtained when the íelative intensity of tlie 
(2.0) bandhead is compared to that of for instance the line consisting of the overlapping 
Pi (45), P>( 1 1), and P¡( 13). and the two neighbouring lines, as indicated in figure1 2.11. The 
small background between these lines (inavbe due to the R branch becoming important 
at elevated temperatures oi to a non-resonant signal) is subdaclcd and the quenching of 
fluorescence is assumed to be independent of the rotational level involved. Spectrum A 
Then vichis a temperature of 2300K. wheieas D has an appaient temperature of 29Ü0K 
(spectrum В gi\es 2800K and spectrum С yields 2400K). with an uncertaintv of about 
800K. If. however, the intensity of the (3,1) bandhead is compared to that of the (2,0) 
bandhead, the resulting temperatures are lower: 1700, 2200, 2100, and 2300 (again ±800K) 
foi A. 13. C, and D, respectively. In contrast to what is expected, the temperatine closer to 
the substrate appears to be higher than at I he flame front, which has the lowest apparent 
temperature of' the recorded spectra. 
From these results it may be concluded that the model which is used to derive tem­
peratures from the observed spectra is not good enough. Apparently the quenching does 
depend on the rotational level the C-¿ molecule is in, and this in such a way that the rota-
tional dependence seems to invert from spectrum A to D: Q appears to increase for high 
lotational levels in spectrum A, whereas an apparent decrease is found in spectrum D. 
Yet one useful fact arises from the simultaneous spectral measurements: the spectra and 
apparent temperatures at the locations В and D, both close to tin1 substrate, reveal only 
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slight differences, indicating the lateral gas phase temperature variation just above the 
substrate may be small. Two molecules hettei suited fot LIF temperature measurements 
are OH and NO. for the rotational level dependence of Q is much better known for these 
two. Unfortunately, though, bolli OH and NO are not detected in the flame above the 
growing diamond layer. LIF theimometry of NO seeded in a low pressine (30 h Pa) DC 
aicjet during diamond growth is reported to weld tempérât mes (with an erroi of ±100 K) 
compatible to those found by LIF thermometry of CH and C¿ in the same sel up. The 
addition of NO, however, has been found to deteriorate the resulting diamond layers [21]. 
In the experiments on CN no measurements have been carried oui as described above, 
due to the much lower signal levels. As is shown in chapter 4. C \ is mainly present 
at ihe nairow interaction zone between the acetylene feather and the ambient ait. The 
temperature variation in this zone will be much less than between the tip of the ñame front 
and Ihe substrate, since- it is in contact with room tempeiatuie air. The influence of the 
temperature on the CN LIF signal can be assessed from some simple calculations. A piled 
u]) Ρ blanch forms the (1.0) bandhead of the CN Violet system and it turns around at, 
.1=10. Using the formula for the Boltzmann distribution given abo\e, it can be calculated 
that at T=1800K the .1 = 18 level has the highest relative population and the 1-40 level 
has 'M'A of the 4=18 population. At a temperatine of 1300K the highest population has 
moved down to 4=10 and the population in the 4=40 level is then I I'/ of the 4 = 15 level. 
This suggests that the CN LIF signal chops by a factoi 2 to 2.5 when the temperature 
decreases to 1300K. 
The effects of temperatine variations within the atmospheric pressure oxyacetylenc 
Hnmo on the LIF signals art1 shown above to be complex and are therefore1 not taken into 
at count in the lemaining chapters of this thesis. But main' lesults given there concern 
relative densities in a layer parallel and close to the substrati1, wheie the temperature is 
not expected to vary very much. Hence I IK1 conclusions diawn from these results will not 
be affected much by neglecting temperature elfects 
2.5 Photochemistry 
Although the photodissociation experiments in the oxyaccl viene flame- mentioned in section 
2.3.3 weie not successful in the sense intended, thev yielded other information which may 
be of use in laser assisted diamond deposition, namely that additional carbon containing 
species like C, C-¿. C.i, and Oil are created in the focus of the ArF laser which mav 
influence the diamond growth. In an additional experiment the light of the ArF excimer 
laser was focused vertically in Ihe Hame by a cylindrical lens, resulting in a line focus of 
0.4 mm thin and more than 10 mm high inside the conical flame front and piotruding 
out of it. A power density of 25 MYYem 2 was obtained at a pulse length of 12 ns. 
This leads to photodissociation of the acetylene and (lame species, and the laser focus 
appears white to the naked eye. Each laser shot is also accompanied by an audible bang4. 
Photodissociation of acetylene has been íeported in the literatuie to yield CH (Α2Λ —> 
4FC)(UMIIR a high power pulsed UV lasei in front of the burner oiifice is an elegant wav of igniting the 
oxyacetvlene flame. 
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Figure 2.12. Inst,ιιιΙ,ιιιι ons ι mission i/fei 193 іші piioiori/ssoc i.ilion m tlir oxydcctylrno 
Hunt (ÍI¡>¡>( ι ti,i<() The carbon ¡x'dk if 193 nin a/so lontdins sraffcieef Ільеі light tin 
siii.iU iimtiriiki il ¡¡aks ЬеЫееп 193 ¡nul ІОО ши не (Іш to NU H noi ts(( пес Lom ι í/aee 
η,ιίιιΐήΐ emission at the fidine at th( s irai s(<ü< (іотрліе to hguH 2 2) 
П) С, (f/'n, II,,) and С2 (С'Π,, —> Vil,,) emission and photodissoe latum of 
.»((lone (C'HiCOCH)) in which the acet\lenc is dissohecl in the nas bottle and which is 
pi (sent in small amounts in the flame as well also causes emission ol ( Η (Α2Λ —» \ 2 Π ) 
[22 2 3] Hguie 2 12 shows the dispc ised (mission spec tinnì after 105 nm photodissoe lation 
in (lie luel-neJi (S„,=G%) oxvacetvlene llame and leveals emission ol atomic <aibon (3 'P 
->• 2'D at 193 1 nm and 3'P -> 2'S at 247 9 nm) C, (Comet-Head цкшр around 10J nm) 
and ( II (( 2 Σ + -> П at 314 nm and B-'L" -> П at 389 inn) m addition to the ι mission 
bands ah each mentioned abo\e Production of these species m then \anons excited st cites 
imohes inultiphoton absorption ebree tl\ b\ acetylene or In the inte imechate С 2Н radical, 
which is cieated b\ one photon dissociation of СДІ,, [22 23, 24] Emission ol the П„ —> 
\ ' Σ + liansitioiis in C¿ (Phillips neai mlia-ied system, f>90 - 1100 nm) is ieported as well 
[22] but is not obsened in hguie 2 12 owing likeh to the docieased sensitmU of the ΟΜΛ. 
s\ si em be\ond 700 nm 
I lie effect of I lie 193 nm laser focus on the shape of the Наше can be seen in figure 
2 J 3 on page 42 The lasser beam enteis the flame fioin the right-hand side and the species 
cicalici in the laser focus appeal to tiavel luithei in the direction ol the lasei beam up till 
A/— 600 ns after the \ r F laser pulse \ltei tins a knot is tied in the flame hont, which 
appeals to mene demn at about 50 m s - 1 which is the same oidei of magnitude- as the cold 
gas flow \elocit\ of the burner input gases The emission of the excited species cieated in 
tin ac et\ lene photodissociation is extinguished alter about 40 /ÍS, but then the flame front 
d< \elops a blunt end This appeals to mo\e at the same speed as the knot obsened before 
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and if is not before At > 120 /is thai I he flame is undistorted again. Moving at 50 ni-s~' 
for 120 /¿s corresponds to a distance of G mm, which is roughly the length of the flame 
front, indicating that the (lame distortion and the species created in the laser focus may 
he located in a single pocket of gas that moves through the llame, changing its appearance 
in time. 
In order to check whether the species created in the 193 in« laser focus have an ap-
picciatile influence on diamond deposition, two growth experiments of one hour each have 
been performed, both with the laser now focused in a horizontal plane pai alici and close1 
(o the substrate. In both experiments the repetition rate of the AiF exciiner laser was 
25 Hz. (he maximum possible rate Γοι a prolonged period of time. Only one half of the 
expected deposition area was covered by the laser beam in order to enable comparison 
between the two hahes with and without gas phase photodissociation. all else being equal. 
In one experiment, with a flame - substrate distance d=0.76 mm. the distance between 
laser focus and substrate was 1.68 mm (id est the laser focus is located above the tip of 
the flame front), in the other the laser focus was at 0.8-'3 mm above the substrate, while 
d=l.02 mm. 
Although the emission from the AiF laser focus is strong, it does not vield information 
on the quantity of additional carbon species formed in it and the effect on the diamond lavet 
is unpredictable. Careful examination bv optical micioscope of both deposited diamond 
lavers revealed no effect on their morphology. The local variation of the growth iate in 
the part of the diamond layers covered by the laser beam was found to be equal within 
the measuring accuracy to that in the uncovered part. Hence it may be concluded that in 
these two experiments the quantity of species created in I he laser locus was too low and/or 
that theii transport to the substrate was too slow, if they would have had any effect at 
all. There is a coinpanv. however, thai utilizes high powei excimei laseis for laser assisted 
diamond growth, but the exact processes aie not publicly known. Incieinenting the duty 
cycle of the ArF exciiner laser is thought to be necessary for further experiments on laser 
assisted diamond deposition in the oxyacetylene flame. 
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Figure 2.13: Flame distortion due to the 1Ü3 nm laser focus in the oxyaretylene Наше. 
The time At after the laser pulse at which the image is taken is indicated. For At >600 
ns the gain of the image intensifìer is constant, between 0< Δ/ <200 ns it is decreased to 
prevent it from saturating due to the large amount of excited species created in the laser 
focus. 
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Figure 2.13: Continued: The knot which is tied in the ñame front between 4< Δί <25 
/is has an apparent downward velocity of about 50 m-8 . All wavelengths between 190 
and 800 ши are recorded; intensities are represented on a linear gray scale. 
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Chapter 3 
Two-dimensional distributions of C¿ , CH, and OH in 
a diamond depositing oxyacetylene flame measured by 
laser induced fluorescence1 
Abstract 
Two-dimensional Laser Induced Fluorescence (2D-LIF) measurements are applied to the 
chemical vapour deposition (C VD) of diamond by an oxyacetylene flame. The fluorescence 
distributions of C2, CH and OH are measured for various deposition conditions. The 
influence of the temperature of the molybdenum substiate and the distance between the 
substrate and the flame front on the two-dimensional distributions and on the cpiality 
and morphology of the deposited diamond is investigated. A relation is obseived between 
the C2 distribution in the flame and the local giowth rate and quality of the diamond 
laver, therefore C¿ is thought to be an important species for diamond growth. The exact 
role of CH as a growth species is less clear: OH seems to be of minor importance. All 
measurements are performed during diamond deposition. 
'Adapted from: R.J.H. Kleiti-Douwel. Л..1 L Spaaii]aaib, and Л..], tei Meulen. J Appi. Phys 78, 2086 
(1095) 
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3.1 Introduction 
Diamond déposition by a flame piobably dates back lo (lie development of the firsl burners, 
their inventors not knowing they might have deposited diamond among the soot they 
piodmed. In 1988 Hirose and Kondo [1] reported diamond deposition obtained with a 
laminai oxyacetvlono flame, operated with a small excess of acetylene. The technique of 
diamond deposition b\ a laminar Hame is well established bv now and deposition rates 
exceeding 100 //in / h [2. 3] wil li a quality comparable lo that of natural type Ha diamond 
[.'{. I] are reported. 
Γρ till now many experiments have been pei formed on the gas phase of the Наше 
in ordei to study the processes leading to diamond deposition. The experiments include 
optical emission spectroscopy (OES) of C_>. CH and OH [!3, (j, 7] and various laser based 
techniques, among which Laser Induced Fluorescence (LIF) detection of 0 2 and Oil [8] 
and planar laser induced photodissociation fluorescence ol (TI [0]. These1 and other optical 
diagnostic tools have also been used for characterization of othei diamond chemical vapour 
deposition (C\"D) processes, exempli ijivtia OES of H, U2. О. С 2 . CH. О and ОН [10] 
and degenerate four wave mixing (DFW.M) detection ol' C¿ and СП [11] in a microwave 
plasma: LIF detection has been applied to C-¿ and СП in a dc arc jet plasma [12] and to H 
in a hot filament C\'D reactor [13, 14]. 
OES measurements provide evidence about the presence of various species in excited 
elect ionic states in the reaction system. Hirose et. alii [G] have found the relative OH 
emission intensity in the flame to be higher under 'high-quality diamond" growth condi­
tions than under '"ordinary opaque diamond" growth conditions. Okada and coworkers [7] 
deteimined vertical profiles for the emission intensity of C-¿, CU and OH. They found the 
V, ,ind CH emission to decrease with increasing distance1 from tin1 burner tip, but the OH 
emission to remain constant. 
A limitation of OES. however, is that it onlv piobes excited state species, whereas 
ground state species aie also impoitant for diamond giowth. An often applied method 
to probe species state selectively is the LIF detection technique. Using this technique 
I he delected species is unambiguously identified by its excitation spectrum and undesired 
signals often can be filtered out. Furthermore, the LIF signal is directly proportional to the 
density in the probed lower state of the specific molecule under investigation. A problem 
often encountered in quantifying LIF signals is the quenching of fluorescence by collisions 
with other molecules present in the system. Certainly in flames used at atmospheiic 
piessure collisional quenching cannot be neglected. 
The pioblem of the OES method being a line of sight inlegialiiig technique is avoided 
by the LIF technique, where the laser beam is focused in a small volume. Matsui et ahi 
Щ have obtained lateral profiles of C¿ and OH in an oxyacetylene flame, determined by 
LIF, foi various distances from the burner tip. 
Many experiments on gas pha.se diagnostics of diamond CVD processes have been re-
stricted to point [6, 7, 11, 12, 13. 11] or line [8] measurements, which makes it diffidili 
to determine two-dimensional distributions of the species of interest. Also many measure-
ments have been carried out without the actual substrate in place [5. 6, 7, 8, 12], in which 
case the gas phase composition, temperature and dynamics are strongly different from 
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diamond deposition conditions Foi the oxvae etvleno Наше foi instance the substiate 
le inpoiatnre is about 1700 Κ οι шок1 low ei than the temperature at the Manie fi ont and 
ihiiefoie a laige ternpeiatuie giadionl < \isis m llie teflon |ust above the substrato Dc1-
1 rilled ι ak illations bv Matsui et ahi [!")] and Goodwill [16] show that the или entiation 
oí inanv nnpoi tant species changes \ e n îapidh e lose to the substiate Cappelli and Paul 
[')] ha\e peifoinied two-dimensional nieasuioments but did not detect species сlosei than 
1 mm to the substiate 
I IK two-dimensional LIF technique is wideh used as a combustion diagnostics tool 
because it allows high lesolution non-intiusne sensitive1 state selectnc in siiti measuie-
inents ol a laige vaiictv of species m a wide1 lange of enviionincnts flames umging horn 
liiillinieties (this woik) to luetics [17] m si/e and hom low piossuie flames [18] to the ad-
\eise combustion environment insule a iunning Diesel engine [19] In this woik the 2D-LIF 
method is applied to the diamond depositing oxvaeetvlene flame m oidei to gam insight m 
the gas phase cheunstiv and the deposition piocess Knowledge about the cheiiiistiv and 
dynamics of the dominant diamond piocuisois is indispensable foi the optimization and 
upscaling of the flame deposition setup LIT signals of these piecuisois mav also be used 
lo automate the deposition piocess and allow lai go scale, stable diamond giowth 
1 he LIF distributions of O2, CU and Oil dining diamond deposition aie шеаыпесі m 
this woik The lelation between the qualitv and moipholog\ of the deposited diamond 
la\ois and the1 distributions of these species 111 the boundaiv laver is studied foi \anous 
deposition conditions 
3.2 Experiment 
3.2.1 Diamond deposit ion 
I lie flame deposition setup used to deposit diamond lavéis has been desenbed In behei-
inei e/ «¿7? [20], but inajoi details aie given lieie toi ease1 of référence Л с ominen íallv 
available welding torch equipped with a buinei lip with an orifice of f 6 mm о is used to 
pioduce a laminar flame bv burning high puiilv ace tv lene (99 6/í) with owgem (99 99")%) 
λ niolvbdenuin substiate is positioned pei penche ulaih to the flame axis at a distance d 
below the tip of the flame fiont, as shown m hguic1 3 1 The distance d which is typically 
1 min can be adjusted with an accuiaev of 0 1 mm and is deteimined with a e athetome-
tei and a OCD camera The substiate is sohlend onto a molybdenum substrate1 holdei, 
which is clamped onto a stainless steel e oolei equipped with a pulsed water spiav unit 
V tlieimoeouple measures the temperatine I
s
 at appio\imatel\ 2 5 mm below the centre 
of the substiate suiface λ tcmpeiatuie contiollei, connected with the theiinocouple is 
used to legniate the water valve In this wa\ Γ\ is kept constant to ± 1 ' C The actual 
giowth temperature Td at the substiate
1
 suilaee is not e\a< tlv known but fioin pievious 
studies using an IR two-coloui pviomelei [20 21] it is known that T,¡ « T s + 150 °C for all 
deposition expeiiments described in this woik 
Dining the experiment the1 gas flows aie kept constant In means of mass flow controllers 
I he cAvgen flow is 2 84 ± 0 02 stanchile! litéis peí inmute (SLM) The acetvlene flow is 
deteimined bv the acetvlene supoisatination S,„ needed for diamond deposition Sal is 
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oxyacetylene 
burner 
temperature stabilized 
cooled Mo substrate 
computer 
pulse divider 
cylindrical 
lenses 
V 
dye laser 
Nd:YAG laser 
Figure 3.1: Schemat ic overview of the experimental sefnp. showing welding torch, cooled 
stilist iute. Lisci. CCD camera with image, intensifier (I/I), und computer. The temperature, 
stnliilization is not shown. 
defined as I lie penentaftc of extra acetylene How compared to the aretvlcne flow of a 
neutial Haine. The neutral flame is neither ох деп-іісіі noi fuel-rich and shows a distinct. 
( onical Наше front. An overmeasure of acetylene causes a so-called acetylene feather to forni 
oulside the Haine fi ont. The disappearence of the bright feather occurs at an acctvlene flow 
loi which S„,=() (/ and is determined b\ sight and also more- accuiatelv by LIF detection 
(as discussed below). S,„ is used as parameter for the acctvlene How. lather than the1 
absolute acetvlene-lo-oxygen flow ratio R [8], because in conliast lo S,„ the flow ratio H is 
known to depend on t lie total flow, the burner oiifice diameter, I he geoinetiv of the burnei 
and the temperature of the burner head. In all expeiinicnts S,„=.VX is used, unless stated 
otheiwise. T 4 is varied from one deposition experiment to anothei between 850 and 1150 
С and d is varied between 0.58 mm and 1.9!) mm. 
The molybdenum substiates used are 12 nun χ 12 mm scpiaie and 0.5 mm thick. They 
aie scratched with micrometie sized diamond powder, puoi to deposition, to enhance 
diamond iiucleaiion. The deposition rime in all expeiitiients is about one hour. The 
millième of the key parameters T,. d and S„, on the growth rate, quality and morphologv 
of the deposited diamond has been described in detail 1л Schennei and co-workeis [20]. 
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3.2.2 T w o - d i m e n s i o n a l LIF 
A s\stem consisting of a pulsed ІшігіМг laser and a CCD camera with image intensifier is 
used (o perform in situ two-dimensional LIF measurements in the Hame. The species under 
investigation are probed with a dye laser, pumped with the second or third harmonic of a 
\Td:YAG laser, operating at 10 НУ. The time duration of the laser pulse is fi us and the 
power is kept low enough to avoid saturation of the specific molecular transition induced. 
Pulse to pulse fluctuations in the laser power are eliminated by aveiaging ovei 10 laser 
shots. The laser beam is transfoimed into a laser sheet by two cylindrical lenses, lesulting 
in a cross section of 4 mm high χ 0.1 mm wide in the flame. Due care is taken to obtain 
a homogeneous laser beam profile in the vertical direction. 
The laser sheet is directed through the centre of the flame and the fluorescence is 
collected at right angles by the C'C'D caineia. The inhomogeneous lowei edge of the lasci' 
beam is directed to just below the substate and is therefore cut off. In oidei to obtain the 
highest possible spatial resolution, expandable bellows arc mounted between the camera 
and (he camera objective. For LIF detection of C¿ and CIL a Micio-Nikkor 200 mm f/4.0 
objective is used with the maximum expansion of 16 cm of the bellows, giving a spatial 
lesolution of 20 //m per image line. For LIF detection of OIL which lakes place in the 
ultraviolet, a UY-Nikkor 1013 mm С/4.Г) objective is used, with bellows Γ) cm expanded, 
lesulting in a spatial resolution of 10 //m. 
Images are acquired with a Pell ici cooled ('CD camera equipped with an image1 in­
tensifier, all comprised in one unit, and digitized with the accompanying A/D converter 
installed in a personal computer. Image processing is done with the coi responding .software 
package and is used for background subtraction and recording of spectra. Image acquisi­
tion is tiiggered by feeding the triggei of the Q-switch of the Xd:YAG laser into a pulse 
di\ idei/tiansformer. which triggeis the image intensifiei and the computer. Tin1 compute! 
triggers the actual integration of the CCD chip and simultaneously acts as a pulse counter. 
I luis allowing on-chip integration of multiple lasci shots. This is used to improve the signal 
lo noise ratio if signals are weak. The image intensifier is gated 10 ns and is switched on 
when the laser pulse intersects lite flame. In this wav the natural emission of the flame is 
suppressed by a factor 7x10''. 
Background subtraction is applied to all measurements to eliminate the remaining natu-
îal emission of the flame and possible non-resonant fluorescence. First, an image is obtained 
with the laser tuned exactly to the tiansition of' interest and immediately afterwards an 
image is obtained with the laser tuned off lesonancc. The only difference between these two 
images is the fluorescence of the molecule1 under investigation, which is therefore obtained 
by subtracting the resonant and off icsonant images. 
In order to avoid saturation of the image intensifier caused by reflections of the laser 
beam from the substrate and substrate holder, fluorescence has to be detected off-resonant 
and cut-off filters have to be used. C2 is detected by exciting the с/,,ІІ,,(с'=2)<— а ! П „ ( г " = 0 ) 
transition around 438 nm (Swan system). A long-pass filter transmitting only A >47() inn 
is used, which allows the detection of the с/'П.Дс')—» о*П„((;") fluorescence foi с' up to 4 
[22]. Fluorescence from the г' ф'1 levels is due to collisional icdistribution of population in 
the г/'П, state. 
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СП is excited al I he В 2 ^ - ( с ' = 0) <- \ ' П ( - " = 0 ) t iai is i t ion at 303 lira Because t h e 
Β Σ rind the \"'A strili s ι iuss cai li olhi ι s t m n g с olhsional ì ed i s t i ibu t ion between these 
l uu s t a tes l.ikes p la ie and (luoiescf li te (loin I lie \ - Λ ( ι ' = 0 ) —> ' П ( і " = 0 ) t iai is i t ion ( an 
In obsonecl a i o n n d I t i imi [2J] λ Si hol I K\ 118 (ilici is used lo block π (li < l ions oí (lic 
lasci birilli rind is ι onibined with a iiaiiow b a n d p a s s hltei ( m a x i m u m t iansmiss ion ri( 131 
inn and 10 nin b W U M ) to block non lesoiianl b a i k g i o u n d (luoioseeiic e 
Biir iusi the Fianc k-Conelon faefois foi Л ; / 0 tiaiisitioiis a ie t\ pic ,\l\\ < 0 ( ) 1 [24] ex-
i it, it ion ol (lie Л(< '—()) <— Χ 2 Π ( ι "=()) liaiisil ion и suits in icsonant Huoiesi ι ni ι ai ou nil 
( i l uni Initial a t t e m p t s to e x i l i c C H al I J l inn vicl ihd (hioiesc once whi ih ι onici bc 
idi iitihed as t h e С, Swan s\ stein dcsci ibed ,»Ьом l i n s О, Huoiesi e m e a i o n n d I J l inn 
is s t m n g ι noiigh to pi (%\ (Mit an\ C'll Пион si cui e leal m e lioin being de tec ted Hesonaiit 
de lee tioii of CH is also hampe led b\ s t i o n g с mission .it 1Í1 nin of the flame itself с auseel 
In n a t i u a l h a b u n d a n l с \c iteti С H E\c ltatioii ol the ( '\ (/ '=())<— П(і " = 0 ) t ia i i s i t ion 
of ( II a i o n n d ЗП nin is not used because ol s i m u n ρ κ ehssoc irition m the e v i t e d slate 
,2 "ι 
Lib detect ion of O i l is с a l l ied out In exei lal ion ol (he λ ' Σ + ( ί ' = 1 ) f- V i l ( ( " - ( ) ) 
l iai is i l ion ril 282 nui Rcsoii.int fluorescence .nid hisei lehVehons . n e cut off b\ a Se Iloti 
W G 30") lille ι wliii li ( l a n s n u t s the 1 —> 1 (luon scene e at 312 um Exci ta t ion of O H is also 
possible ,1t І08 u m (()<—()) but this oiilv lea\cs the min h weakc ι (J —» 1 fiuoi osceni c a l 313 
inn loi off-iesonant eletec t ion, using a, Scholl W G J ¡5 filici Anothei interest ing detei lion 
scheme foi OH is exci ta t ion rit 248 uni ( î <— 0) .nid dc te i l ion al 29") nui (3 —» 2) Duc lo 
piechssoe lalion m I lie \ 2 ^ ' ( Î ' = 3 ) s t a t e Hiioiesc ein с will not be influenced In (ollisional 
quenching 11ns d e l e i t i o n si h e m e can ihe ie lo ie be used lo dolci mino t h e t o m p o i a t u i o m 
the Η,ιιηο [26] I ho signals being xei\ weak h o u i ' w i с oiupriicd lo the othei two eh (с с tiou 
si he nu s (οι OH ment ioned abene t ins t iai is i t ion is not used (oi measu ie inenl s p iesented 
m this woik 
(¿ l ian t i ta lnc a n a h s i s of the I.IF signals is h a m p i i e d b\ i | i ienihmg of the ffuoiose em о 
dui lo molasi κ collisions ol the excited moloc ules T h i s quenching d e p e n d s s l i o n g h on 
Ilio pi essili ι l e m p e i a t i n e a n d collision p a i t n o i s and is Ihoioloic ex])cc ted to be eliifeienl 
m eliden nt tenions of the flame T h e q u a n t i t a t i v e d e p e n d e n c e is not known, so t h a t t h e 
I I t lesults с ,m o n h be lnterpiotecl in a more q u a h t a t n i ' way 
3 .2 .3 C h a r a c t e r i z a t i o n of t h e d e p o s i t e d d i a m o n d 
Bee rinse inoK bdcii iun substrate 's a ie used m all e x p c i i m e n t s the depos i ted d i a m o n d is 
ol p o b e n s t a l h i i e n a t u r e After growth t h e d i a m o n d l .ue i s aio с haiae ten/eel In optical 
mie msc op\ R a m a n spec t rosrop\ and Se a iming Elee t ion Mie rose op\ (SEM) 
The thickness ol the d i a m o n d la\ei is dote m i m e d In focusing the optical mieioscopo at 
dilleienl pos i t ions at ι ho dc])osited d i a m o n d lax ri and at the edge of the s u b s t i a l e , wheie 
no depos i t ion has laken place T h e exacl p m e e d u i i ' is desci ibcd m detai l bv Schcimei it 
"In [20] 1 he t h i i k n e s s inea-suiemeiils e oinbmed with Ilio tota l deposi t ion t i m e give t h e 
g m w t h i a t o e,/ with an A C C I I M U of ± 5 /mi/h 
Hainan s p c i t i a a io taken at r a d i a l h chfiercnt posit ions for each d i a m o n d la\ei by (ο­
ι using an \ i + lasci b e a m to a spot si/e of A;30 //in In oidoi to quantifv the quahlv of t h e 
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Figure 3.2: Natural emission >470 nm (C2) of the fíame during diamond deposition 
(Ts=1000 °C, d=0.S8 mm). Intensities are represented on a linear gray scale. The 
substrate is indicated in gray; the burner tip is located just outside the image. 
layer a quality factor Q is used: it is defined as 1000 times the area of the diamond peak in 
the Raman spectrum divided by the area of the background between 1100 and 1700 cm"1 
[20]. High Q values correspond to high purity diamond, whereas low Q values indicate a 
high non-diamond carbon content and/or a high fluorescence background of the deposited 
layer. 
3.3 Results 
3.3.1 Two-dimensional mapping of species in the flame 
The two-dimensional fluorescence distributions of the species of interest are measured in 
the flame while diamond is growing on the substrate surface. The deposition parameters 
are kept constant during each growth experiment. Weak reflections of the flame and of the 
laser induced fluorescence in the substrate holder can be seen in every image, but because 
these are below the substrate, the reflections do not influence the measurements. 
In the volume of interest a pressure gradient and a large temperature gradient exist 
between the flame and the substrate. This might give rise to diffraction of light by the 
corresponding gradient in index of refraction, the so-called mirage effect. A small effect is 
observed when the unfocused beam of a HcNe laser is directed through the conical flame 
front. It is checked carefully, however, that the beam of the dye laser, which is focused into 
a laser sheet, shows no observable deviation caused by the flame. Therefore the mirage 
effect can be neglected in interpreting the images recorded in the flame. 
Figure 3.2 shows the natural emission of the flame (laser off) during diamond deposition 
for λ >470 nm, which only consists of C2 emission lines [27]. The conical flame front 
can be clearly seen, together with the acetylene feather, which spreads outward as the 
flame impinges on the substrate. The exact vertical position of the tip of the flame front is 
determined by taking an intensity profile of the natural flame emission along the symmetry 
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Figure 3.3: Intensity piofìlcs along tlie syinmetiy axis of the Паше a) natural1 Наше 
emission (ol)tained noni figure 3 2). />) C¿ LIF sigimi (obtained Γι от Іщше 3 5а) Tlie 
method foi deteimming d and Зщ is mduated 
axis of the flame, as shown in figure 3.3a The tip of the flame front is here defined to hi1 
at the half maximum point in the intensity piotile. The substrate surface is located at the 
point of minimum intensity. In this way the distance d is determined with an accuracy of 
70 μπι 
The C¿ excitation spectrum, presented in hguie 3 4. is recorded in the ac etvlene feathei, just 
below the flame fiont The small background in the spectrum is due to the not completely 
suppressed natural ('mission of the flame Figure 3 5 shows the C2 LIF distribution at 
\anous distances d Upon inspection of these figures it is cleai that the highest LIF 
intensity of C¿ is found at the flame Iront, and also that the entire acetylene feather is 
filled with C¿, as carr be expected frorrr the combustion reaction mechanisms [28] The 
C¿ signal decieases strongly in going fiorir the1 flame front ro the- substrate, as is shown m 
figuie 3 3b. A dark boundary layer can be1 distinguished m all distributions, of both LIF 
and natural emission. 
In order to studv the boundary layer as a function of deposition parameters, the thick-
ness SBL of the boundary layer is defined here as the drstance betweerr the substrate surface 
and the posrtroir where the emission intensity (LIF or natural emission) is 10 % of the maxi-
mum intensity. Each value οΐδπι, is determined separately from the с orresponding intensity 
piotile along the1 symmetry axis of the flame, as shown in figure 3.3b The dependence of 
am on T , and d for both the LIF and the natural emissron rs shown rrr figure 3.6. δ
ΒΙ
, 
ìemains nearly constant with chairgrrrg T s , but increases slrghtlv with increasing d. 
Figure 3 5 ie\eals that the boundary layer rs not strrctly flat, but shows different struc-
luies for different deposition conditions. Horizontal C¿ LIF intensity profiles arc measured 
for dramorrd deposition at various distamos d, as shown in figure 3 7, while T s and Sac 
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Figure 3.4: Excitation spectrum of the C-¿ Swan band, recorded just below tiie fíame 
front during diamond deposition. The (2,0) band head is used for imaging. 
Figure 3.5: C'¿ LIF distributions during diamond deposition for various growth condi-
tions. The substrate is indicated in gray. Sac=5%, Ts=1000 °C, and d=0.88 mm (a) and 
0.58 mm (b), respectively. 
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Figure 3.7: Horizontal Ci LIF intensity profiles at a distance Ьщ, above the suhstiate, 
foi dilfeient deposition distances; T, — 1000 °C Q ¡s the (¡uality /actor of the diamond 
dc¡x>sit al the corresponding position at the substrate 
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Figure 3.8: Natural CH emission of the ñame around 431 nm during diamond deposition 
(Ts=1000 °C, d=0.95 mm). The substrate is indicated in gray. 
are kept constant, at 1000 °C and 5%, respectively. Each horizontal profile is taken at a 
distance SBL above the substrate. From figure 3.7 it is clear that the profiles show a single 
maximum at the symmetry axis of the flame for d < 1 mm, but that a shallow minimum 
appears in the C-¿ LIF intensity for d > 1 mm. 
Comparison of figures 3.2 and 3.5a, which are recorded immediately after one another 
during the same deposition experiment, shows that the natural emission of the flame is in 
all directions confined to a smaller area than the LIF distribution of C2. This is reflected in 
the larger values for 6BL in natural emission as compared to ÔBL for the C2 LIF distribution, 
shown in figure 3.6, with all deposition conditions the same. This is probably related to the 
fact that the natural emission of the flame for A >470 nm is caused by chcmiluminescence 
from the excited d3fl9 state of C2, whereas the LIF technique probes the lower lying α3Π„ 
state. 
C H 
For CH similar experiments have been carried out as for C 2 . Figure 3.8 shows the natural 
CH emission of the flame at 431 nm, while diamond is being deposited, and figure 3.9 
shows the excitation spectrum of CH, recorded at the tip of the flame front. The large 
background in the excitation spectrum is due to non-resonant fluorescence, probably from 
polyacetylenes and other large hydrocarbons which are formed in the combustion in the 
fuel-rich flame [29]. This non-resonant signal turns out to be directly proportional to the 
laser power. The background in the excitation spectrum therefore reflects the gain profile 
of the dye laser. The constant offset is caused by the natural CH emission of the flame. 
In figure 3.10 the two-dimensional distribution of the CH LIF signal during diamond 
deposition is shown. Because the absolute intensity of the CH LIF signal is lower than that 
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Figure 3.9: CH excitation spectrum recorded at the tip of the ñame front during diamond 
deposition. The transition marked with 'x' is used for imaging. The large background is 
due to non-resonant ñuorescence and is proportional to the laser power. 
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Figure 3.10: CH LIF distribution during diamond deposition (T.S=1000°C, d=0.67 mm, 
and Snr=5%). Reflections of the laser beam off the diamond facets arc not completely 
blocked. The substrate is indicated in gray. 
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s
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Figure 3.12: Horizontal CH LIF intensity prohles at a distant ( іЧщ ,il>ovc tlir subsiiatc, 
/о; difíaent deposition disfantts, Th = 100() °C Q is the qudhty Ut tin ol fJic dunnond 
deposit rit tlie conespondmg position <it tin substrate 
of the C¿ LIF signal and the optical c|iiahtv of the CH narrow bandpass flltti іь less than 
I hat of the long-pass filtci used for C¿, the signal to noise íatio for the СП LIF images 
is less than lor the C¿ LIF images Some strong ieflections ol the laser beam, caused by 
lacets of the growing diamond crystallites are visible beiause the\ aie not completely 
blocked bv the filter combination used The CH LIF distribution looks snnilai to the C¿ 
LIF distribution but certain différentes (an be obseivcd 
In the same wav as for C2 the thickness o#¿ of the boundai\ la\er is elete mimed and 
hoii70iital intensity profiles are taken at a distance ÓBL abo\e the substiate sulfate see 
hguies 3 11 and 3 12 iespectivelv Fiom figure 3 11 it can be seen thai an¡ does not change 
significantly with T\ as foi C¿ and that 5BL elearh mcieases with uicieasing d Due to 
the noise the trend 111 the horizontal piofiles given 111 figure 3 12 is less t leai than foi C¿ 
but evidently no maximum is observen! at the svmmctrv axis ol the flame for tl > 1 5 mm 
The spatial distribution ol natural CH emission shows the same features as the CH 
LIT spatial distribution Similarly to С2 it is confined to a smallci area than the LIF 
ehstiibution This also follows fiom figure 3 11 which shews that O¡¡L 1S smallci for the 
CH LII signal than it is for the CH natuial flame emission 
Non-resonant fluorescence 
Uthough the non-iesonant background excited around 393 11m is undeniable 111 spei no-
se opie measurements it can be of use in determining and controlling the supersatuiation of 
acetylene 111 the flame Figure 3 13 shows the non-resonant fluoiestence intensity lecorded 
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F i g u r e 3 .13 : Non icsondnt fluorescence signai cíete с fee/ in tlir flame, I 5 nun oH f/re 
syimmfiy axis Tin1 oxygen flow is constant at 2 S J SLM Tiie midsect ion oí tin two 
imt AÌ hts с one sponeís lo Ilio urutidì іілпн as dot ci шик d ì>v siglit 
in <i square .пса of 1 0 inn i 2 , 1 5 n u n oil (lic s \ i n i n c ü y axis oí the Наше, well outs ide the 
conical Hamo front 11ns area is inside the acetvlene feather if the Паше is fuel-rreh I h e 
o w g e n How is fixed at 2 84 SLM and the acetvlene How is varied slightly to change t h e 
Наше l ioni fuel-iich to oxvgon-iich condit ions T h e n o u t i a l flame is obseived bv sight to 
occur at an acetvlene How oí 2 58 SLM luc ic i oxygen-rich combust ion condi t ions the ie 
is no acetylene feather and no non-iesonant fluorescence is iecoiclecl m (lie selce led a rea 
I ndc ι f nol-i ir li condi t ions the signal a p p e a l s to niciease lineailv with the acetvlene flow, 
s t a l l i n g onlv lo s a t i n a l e at vcrv high acetvlene flow la tes , vvheie t h e flame changes to 
a long \ellow, soot ing Ilatne In oidei to dote i i iunc llie t i ans i t ion Iiom oxvgen-iicJi lo 
fucl-iich condi t ions, id t si the occurrence of the rreulial l lame, lv\o separa le lineai fits are 
m a d e one for t h e d a t a m t h e oxvgen-nc h and one1 for the d a t a nr the fuel-rich legrrne 
1 he intersect ion of t h e two linear hts t u r n s out t o correspond to an acetvlene flow of 2 ,"58 
± 0 Of ST M which is the flow for the nout ia l Я л т е In this way the1 somewhat i n a c c u r a t e 
dc tc rni inat ion bv sight ol the n o u t i a l llame r a n he1 icplac od bv the ас с urate1 d e l e i r n i n a t i o n 
b\ noii-ic sonant Iluoiose once dc lection m the acetvlene loalhoi Once Ihe desired value 
ol S,„ is ad jus ted when s t a i t m g a dei)osilion expei i inent , the absolute non resonant fluo­
rescence mtonsitv can be used as a feedback signal to keep S„, constant dui mg d i a m o n d 
glowth with a fai bettor accrrracv t h a n is possible bv observation bv sight 
Ü H 
1 he two-dimensional d is t r ibut ion of O i l d in ing d i amond deposi t ion is shown m hguio ,3 14 
Deposi t ion condi t ions are TS = 1()00 ° ( ' d=() 0 m m , and S„,=GVc Oi l is excited at 308 inn 
and dotec ted at 313 nm \ vorv lnigc ІЛГ signal is obta ined from the outei lobes, located 
outs ide the visible flame \s expected the signal liilensilv in the lobes haidlv changes as 
the llamo is vanecl n o m owgen-r rch to lucl-nch, because O i l m this region is e i e a t e d bv 
icacr ions of combustioir p i o d u c t s with ambient a n Il io O H LH signal is obseived m t h e 
legion between the lobes and the flame iront onlv il the flame is o w g e n - n e h In a fuel-neh 
Urlino alroaelv at s u p e r s a t u i a t i o n s of a few percent the1 ОН Г ІГ signal is vciv difficult 
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Figure 3.14: OH LIF distribution during diamond deposition (TS=1()00 °C, d=0.9 mm, 
and S
ac
=6%). The signai at the fíame front is non-resonant fluorescence, OH LIF signal 
is only visible in the two lobes. The tip of the burner and the substrate are indicated in 
gray. 
to observe. In figure 3.15 the signal intensity just above the substrate is compared to the 
intensity in the lobes. In this case OH is excited at 282 inn and fluorescence is detected with 
the camera system at 312 nm, in order to make use of a stronger fluorescence transition. 
But even then hardly any OH LIF signal can be detected just above the substrate, while 
the signal in the lobes is again very strong. Only at 282.25 nm weak OH fluorescence is 
observed. Measurements of OH with excitation at 248 nm give the same results, indicating 
that it will be very difficult to perform OH rotational temperature measurements by the 
laser induced predissociative fluorescence (LIPF) technique in the flame and the boundary 
layer under diamond deposition conditions. 
The very low OH LIF intensity inside the acetylene feather seems to contradict other 
experiments, in which readily detectable amounts of OH natural emission are measured at 
positions in the flame where good quality diamond is deposited onto the substrate [6, 7]. 
This contradiction may arise from the fact that optical emission spectroscopy (OES) is a 
line of sight integrating technique, whereas the two-dimensional LIF detection gives a real 
cross section of the area of interest. 
Temperature calculations from excitation spectra of C2 or CH arc not carried out, be-
cause collisional quenching of fluorescence, which plays a dominant rôle in this atmospheric 
pressure flame, is not quantitatively known. For CH also the energy transfer rate between 
the Β 2 Σ~ and the Α 2 Δ states is not sufficiently well known. 
3.3.2 Relat ion to diamond growth 
The growth rate v¿, Raman spectra and the quality factor Q are determined for all samples 
after growth. The behaviour of v¿ and Q as a function of T s and d is shown in figure 3.16, 
where Vd and Q are the maximum values measured for each deposited diamond layer. 
The results are similar to those obtained with the same setup in a previous study [20], 
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Figure 3.17: Photograph of a typical diamond layer. Deposition conditions are: 
T
s
=1000 °C, d=0.78 mm, and S
ac
=5%. The molybdenum square is 13 mm χ 13 mm. 
although absolute values are not completely comparable due to slightly different deposition 
conditions and differences in the Raman equipment. Figures 3.16a and b show that v¿ 
decreases with increasing d and increases with increasing T s . Although Q shows a radial 
variation within a single diamond layer, as will be discussed below, figure 3.16c shows Q 
decreasing with increasing d. The dependence of Q on T,, presented in figure 3.16d, is less 
clear. 
In figure 3.17 a photograph of one deposited diamond layer is presented. All deposits 
show a rather uniformly covered central area of about 7 mm 0, consisting of crystallites 
which mainly reveal {111} facets. For d < 1 mm, the area right beneath the tip of the 
flame front, about 1.8 mm in diameter, exhibits higher v¿ than the rest of the central area 
and sometimes breaks up into separate crystallites. In moving outwards from the centre of 
the deposit, the central region changes into an annular region showing mainly {100} facets. 
Further outside this annulus a non-diamond carbon deposit is found and sometimes even 
further outwards a very narrow ring (varying from 8.5 to 10 mm in diameter and less than 
0.1 mm wide) of crystallites with {100} facets can be seen. 
For two specific diamond layers, v¿ is determined at equidistant points along two lines 
passing through the centre of the deposit. One line is parallel to the direction of the 
laser beam during the LIF measurements, the other perpendicular to the laser beam. The 
results are given in figure 3.18, with T,=1000 °C and d=0.88 and 1.41 mm, respectively, 
the deposition conditions. The corresponding horizontal C2 intensity profiles are the top 
and bottom ones in figure 3.7. Upon comparison of the C2 intensity profile to the v,¡ profile 
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Figure 3.18: Local growth rate variar ion within a single diamond layer, along α line 
passing through the centre. Filled symbols: parallel to the laser sheet; open symliols: 
perpendicular to the laser sheet. Deposition conditions are those of Rgure 3.7. with 
d=0.88 mm (a) and d=1.41 mm (b). 
lot (1=1.41 mm, it, is clear that both am nearly flat across the diamond layer. The <;,/ 
profile measured in the direction of the laser beam even shows a shallow minimum around 
(he centre of the deposit, similar to the C¿ intensity profile. The 0 2 intensity profile and 
the rrf profile for d=0.88 mm. however, both show a clear maximum with about (he same 
gradient at the contre of the diamond layer. The small increase of cd further outwards 
is also observed foi olhci diamond lavéis deposited at d < 1 mm and corresponds to the 
tiansition of the uniformly covered area to the annular region with mainly {100} facets. 
In the C-2 intensity profile, however, no increase is observed outside the centre 
Figure 3.19 shows the Raman spectra and Q values of one specific diamond deposit for 
three points on a radial line starting at the centie. In this way Q values are obtained foi 
all samples. In figures 3.7 and 3.12 Q values are presented for radially different positions 
of those samples for which horizontal profiles are obtained during deposition. In figure 3.7 
a ι elation is observed between the Q value at a certain position at the diamond sui face 
and the C2 density in the boundary layer immediately above it. For d < 1 mm both Q and 
the Cj density show a maximum at the centre of the deposited laver and both decrease in 
moving radially away from the centre. For d > 1 mm, however, Q shows a local minimum at, 
the centre of the deposited layer, similar to the C2 density distribution. For the horizontal 
pmfiles of the CH LIF boundary layer, presented in figure 3.12, the relation with Q is less 
ι leai due to the noise. 
When the dimensions of the regions with different morphology in the diamond layer, 
as described above, are compared to the lateral dimensions of the (' 2. CH. and OH LIF 
distributions, shown in figures 3.5, 3.10. and 3.14, respectively, it becomes clear that the 
si/o of the uniformly covered central area corresponds to the width of the acetylene feather, 
which is about 7 mm at the substrate. The surrounding annular region with {100} facets is 
fot med at the edge of the acetylene feather, which is also the border of the ground state V,-¿ 
and CH distributions. Outside this region OH is strongly present and Q decreases further 
01 becomes impossible to determine. The very narrow ring of crystallites with {100} facets 
sometimes occurring is located just outside1 the acetylene feather. 
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3.4 Conclusions 
Піе two-dimensional LIF detection technique has been applied to a diamond depositing 
owaeelvlene flame to measure the ehstiibutions of C2, CH, and OH Two-dimensional 
density distiibutionb have been mcasmed with high spatial resolution and during diamond 
deposition onto the substrate thus allowing in s//u diagnostics oí the gas phase above the 
substrate 
Special attention has been gi\en to the daik boundaiv la\ei tvpicalh a fev\ hundieds 
ol muions thick which is obsened just above the substrate for both C> and CH 111 
iicituirf] emission of the flame as well as in laset induced fluorescence The thickness ol 
1 lie boundary la\ei does not appear to depend \e i \ stiongh on the substrate temperatine 
and the distance between the flame ft out and the substrate except for С H where- tin-
boundaiv lavei thickness increases if the distance is increased From the definition of the 
boundaiv lavet thickness in this woik it is cleat that it is a ielativc measuie of the iate 
of decrease 111 density of the investigated species a thin boundaiv laver coiiesponds to a 
lai ge clensitv giadient and a thick boundaiv lavei indicates a small densitv gtadient So if 
the1 substiate temperature is increased e oiiespondmg to a slight mciease in the diamond 
deposition iate the CH-to-Сг densitv ratio remains constant But if the distance of the1 
llame hont to the substrate is m u eased, lesulting in a lowci deposition rate and a lowei 
quality of the diamond, the CH-to-Cj density latio decieases 
\ íelation is observed between the C¿ densitv distribution 111 the boundaiv laver and the 
loe al vaiiatioii ol the growth rate across a single diamond laver The growth rate is nearly 
constant o\ei the central aiea if the C> density distribution is nearly flat and exhibits 
a eential maximum if the С 2 distiibution peaks at the centre The local macase ol the 
gi owl h iate iieai the annular legion with {100} facets cannot be explained by this íelation, 
but might be due to the uiteiaction between the acetylene (cathei and the ambient an 
\nother relation is obsened between (he quality of the deposited diamond and the C¿ 
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density distribution in the boundary layer, in which a higher C¿ density corresponds to 
a higher quality at the corresponding position at the diamond surface. For CH no such 
relations with the diamond growth rate and quality are found. This, however, might also 
be due to the low signal to noise ratio obtained for CH. 
Flame deposition experiments carried out by Schermer and coworkers [30] under similar 
ι oiulilions. but with a larger distance (up to »10 mm) between substrate and Hame front, 
show a high non-diamond carbon content and therefore a smaller Q value in the central 
legion of the diamond layer. The diameter of this region is comparable to the width of 
ι he central minimum in the horizontal C¿ LIF profiles measured in this work. Cappelli 
and Paul [9] performed flame deposition experiments of diamond onto a silicon substrate, 
with comparable distances between burner and substrate. They found diamond deposition 
to occur only in an annular region, whereas the centre of their deposits showed a high 
non-diamond carbon content. 
Combined with the behaviour of the boundary layer, this suggests that C'¿ is an im-
portant precursor for diamond growth. The importance of C-¿ for diamond growth is also 
described by Gruen and coworkers [31. 32]. who deposited diamond lihns in a hydrogen 
free environment, using fullerene precursors in an argon microwave plasma. They found 
C_» in I heir system to originate from the dissociation of Coo and explain their obtained rela-
tively high deposition rate with direct С2 adsorption to the diamond surface and conclude 
it is the main growth species in their system. In the work presented here indications have 
fdso been obtained that CH seems to be important for diamond growth. 
In general it has been found that the deposition of a closed polvcrystalline diamond 
la\er is restricted to the area covered by the acetylene feather. Ground state and excited 
stale C'j and CH are found to be present in the feather in readily detectable quantities, 
but OH is barely detectable inside the feather. Okada ei alii [7] conclude from their OES 
measurements that OH radicals "exist adequately in the acetylene feather" and suggest, 
like Cappelli and Paul [9], (hat OH is important for diamond growth. In contrast to 
lias, the OH LIF measurements presented in this work suggest that the rôle of OH, in 
huhogen abstraction at the diamond surface and graphite etching during deposition, is of 
mmol importance. OH has been detected, however, outside the acetylene feather, where the 
fluorescence signal is found to be nearly independent, of combustion conditions over a range1 
which is much wider than that for which diamond deposition is possible. This contradicts 
1 lie OES measurements of Hirose eí alü [G], who found a rather strong dependence of the 
diamond quality on the OES signal of OH. Most probably the OES signal of OH originates 
fmm the area outside the acetylene feather. 
The observed non-resonant fluorescence signal, excited around 393 um. turns out to 
be directly proportional to the acetylene supersaturation. This allows a more accurate 
adjustment of the supersaturation, a critical parameter in the deposition process, than is 
possible by sight. 
Finally, it is clear that an elaborate, two-dimensional model of the Hame deposition 
piocess of diamond is needed in order to calculate the behaviour of the boundary layer and 
the density distributions of various species found therein. 
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Chapter 4 
CN distr ibution in flame deposition of diamond and 
its relation to the growth rate, morphology, and 
nitrogen incorporation of the diamond layer1 
Abstract 
Two-dimensional Laser Induced Fluoiescence (2D-LIF) measuiemcnts are applied to the 
( lieimral vapoui deposition (CVD) of diamond bv an oxyacetylene flame to visualize the 
dislnhiition of CN in the gas pha.se during the diamond growth process The obtained 
diamond deposits are charactenzed bv optical as well as scanning electron microscopy 
(SEM) and cathodoluminebcence topogiaphy (CL) Experiments aie earned out in both 
laminar and turbulent flames and show CN to be present mostly at the outer edge of 
the flame, where ambient an interacts with flame gases Cleai relations an 1 observed 
between the distnbution of CN and the local variation of the giowth late, the moiphology 
and the nitrogen incorporation as identified by CL in the deposited diamond layei The 
observed different es between the laminai and tuibulcnt flame can be attributed to enhanced 
diffusion of nitrogen into the latter Significant differences arc found between the results 
ol cxpeiiments performed with acetvlene gas bottles from two different suppliers 
' Adapted from Π J Η Klein-Douwel 17 Schermoi and J J ter Menlen Diamond. Rel Mat π (1997) 
(snbimltcd) 
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4.1 Introduction 
Laser induced fluorescence (LIF) detection is a powerful method to investigate gaseous com-
bustion processes. The high sensitivity and molecule selectivity of this method enables the 
visualization of molecular distributions, without disturbing the combustion process. When 
pulsed lasers are applied in combination with imaging on CCD cameras, two-dimensional 
(2D) molecular distributions can be measured, even in single laser shots. 
In this study the 2D-LIF method is applied to an oxyacetvlene flame in order to gain 
insight in the gas phase chemistry and the deposition process of diamond. The LIF tech-
nique (ID or 2D) has been used in other studies as well to determine the4 distribution in 
the flame of carbon containing species like C2 [1, 2] and CH [2. 3] and non-carbon species 
like OH [1, 2, 4], H [5], and NO [4]. Although carbon is by far the majoi constituent of 
diamond, non-carbon species like nitrogen [6] and phosphorus [7] are also found to have 
a significant influence on the diamond growth process. This is of particular importance for 
flame g n w t h experiments, which usually are carried out in ambient air, where diffusion of 
nitiogen into the flame and possible incorporation into the diamond layer can hardly be 
excluded. 
Schermer ct. ahi [8, 9] have performed cathodoluminescence topography (CL) on a 
huge number of diamond layers grown by laminai as well as turbulent flames. Thev 
attiibuted the distribution of nitrogen related luminescent centres in these layers to the 
effects of diffusion with subsequent activation of nitrogen from the ambient air into the 
(lame. Furthermore it was observed that the piesence of nitrogen in the flame has a positive 
etlect on the diamond growth rate and that it favouis the foimation of textured layers with 
{1UU} facets pai allei to the substrate [8, 9]. These influences of nitrogen on the chemical 
vapom deposition (CVD) piocess of diamond have also been observed upon intentional 
nitrogen addition in microwave systems in the group of Koidl and co-workers [6, 10] and 
bv Jin and Moustakas [11], and in hot filament svstems by Cao and co-workers [12] and 
Bohl et ahi [13]. The last authors have also found from thermodynamic calculations that 
C'.X and HC'X can abstract adsoibed II atoms, thus creating vacant growth sites at the 
diamond sin face. Badzian et ahi. have speculated about this rôle of CX and IICX* as well 
[ 1 4 ] . 
The first attempts to visualize nitrogen containing species in the flame deposition setup 
described in (his work were directed at LIF measurements of NH. After excitation at 339 
urn a weak fluoiescence signal was found only at 336 nm, but this is too close to the 
excitation wavelength to be of practical use in the 2D-LIF measurements, where reflections 
of the laser beam off the substrate are unavoidable and have to be filleied out. Therefore 
('X' is used to investigate the effect of nitrogen containing species in the flame growth 
piocess. 
Hirano and Tsujishita [15] have compared different excitation and detection schemes 
lor CN in the Violet System and found the Β 2 Σ+(ΐ/=1) i- Χ 2 Σ+(ι/ '=0) transition (356 -
360 nm) to be the most convenient one for excitation, with subsequent detection of v'=\ 
—> r " = l fluorescence around 389 nm. This CN detection scheme has the advantage that 
the laser wavelength can be blocked by a suitable filtei and that it is not easily saturated, in 
contrast to i''—ΰ <— υ"=0 excitation with subsequent υ'—Q —> v"=l fluorescence detection 
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4.2 Experiment 
Tin· experimental setup used in this work is almost identical to the one used in previous 
experiments [2. 1С], but major and additional details will be given here for ease of reference. 
4.2.1 Diamond deposit ion 
Λ ( oniinercially available welding torch (orifice 1.4 mm diameter) is used to burn acetylene 
(!)!).()'/ purity) with oxvgen (99.995% purity), yielding a laminar Наше. A turbulent Наше, 
used in one experiment, is obtained with a CSEM designed burner [17], which has a 
lurbulence inducing step inside, but the same exit opening (1.4 mm diameter) as the 
laminar burner [18]. Both burners are operated with the same total gas (low of « 6 
standard liters per minute (SLM), residting in calculated Reynolds numbers of 2000 and 
7000 for the laminar and turbulent flame, respectively. Both the oxygen and the acetylene 
gas Hows are regulated by mass flow controllers. The oxygen flow is kept, constant, at. 
3.0 SLM. whereas the acetylene flow is determined by the acetylene supersaturation S„
r
, 
needed for diamond deposition. S„(. is defined as the percentage of additional acetylene How 
compared to the acetylene flow of a neutral flame. The neutial flame is neither oxygen-
lich noi fuel-rich and shows a distinct, conical flame front if a laminar flame is concerned. 
An increase of the acetylene flow results in the formation of a so-called acetylene feather 
outside the flame front. The disappearence of the acetylene feather occurs at an acetylene 
flow for which S„
r
 = 0% and can be easily be determined by sight, but more accurately by 
L1F detection (as discussed below). For the turbulent flame it is more difficult to determine 
lite disappearance of the acetylene feather, because the flame front appears ill-defined to 
I lie unaided eye [18, 19, 20]. Therefore the exact gas flows needed for the neutral flame 
aie determined with a laminar flame, after which the burner is immediately ieplaced by 
I he I in Indent burner, operated with the same ga.s flows. In all experiments S„, = 5% is 
used. 
A molybdenum substrate is located perpendicularly to the flame axis at a distance 
d below the flame front. In this work d is varied between 0.55 and 4.05 mm from one 
experiment to another, where the precise value of d is determined with a CCD camera 
[2]. It is known from previous studies that the optimum distance d is between 1 and 2 
nun for diamond growth, but also that the species distributions in the gas phase and the 
diamond layer properties are significantly affected by the distance between Hame front and 
substrate [2. 5, 8, 16, 18]. Therefore d is varied beyond the optimum range to study 
these effects in more detail. The substrate, 12 mm χ 12 mm square and 0.5 mm thick. 
is soldered to a molybdenum substrate holder and cooled from below with a pulsed water 
spiav. A thermocouple fitted in the substrate holder probes the temperature about 2.5 mm 
beneath the centre of the growing surface. Using a temperature controller connected to 
the cooling system the temperature at this position is kept at 900±1 °C in all experiments. 
Measurements with a two-colour IR pyrometer reveal that this corresponds to a deposition 
temperature T
r f of 1050±20 °C at the surface of the substrate. The total deposition time 
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in a growth experiment is between 1 and l j hours and the experiments are carried out in 
.iiiibient air, the flame burning at atmospheric pressure. 
Unless explicitly stated otherwise, all experiments described in this work are carried out 
using an acetylene bottle supplied by Hoekloos. Their acetylene is produced by cracking 
hvdiocarbons and is stored in the bottle dissolved in acetone. Because of' the acetylene 
pioduction piocess and storage in the bottle, an acetylene bottle nearly always contains a 
small fraction of N 2 or other nitrogen containing species as a contaminant. This may lead 
to additional effects on LIF signals and/or diamond growth. In order to check this, a few 
experiments are carried out using an acetylene bottle supplied by Indugas, who produce 
(he acetylene by the reaction of calcium carbide (CaC^) with water. In the acetylene bottle 
from Indugas it is dissolved in acetone too, but because it is produced in another way, a 
different concentration of nitrogen containing contaminants may be expected. 
4.2.2 Laser I n d u c e d F l u o r e s c e n c e 
The laser system consists of a Nd:YAG pumped tunable dye laser (Quantel YG 781 CIO 
and Quantel TDL 50, respectively), operating on Pyridine 1 dye, resulting in 5 ns laser 
pulses with a repetition frequency of 10 Hz. The red light is frequency doubled in a KDP 
iivstal and the resulting laser radiation, tunable between 335 and 362 nui and having a 
bandwidth of 0.1 cm" ', is directed through the flame, where the pulse energy typically is 
GO //J. Fluorescence is collected at right angles to the laser beam by a Peltier cooled CCD 
(amera equipped with an image intensifier (La Vision FlameStar II. 38-1x280 pixels, 12 
bits dynamical range), which is switched on for 20 ns at every (riggei pulse. Hereby the 
very strong natural emission of the flame itself is suppressed bv a factoi of 5xlO b . The 
CCD signal is sent to a personal computer, where it is digitized and further processed. 
Excitation and dispersed fluorescence spectra of the Β 2 Σ + ( ι / = 1 ) <— X ' 2 E f (ι,'"=0) tran­
sition of CN are lecorded first in order to select the optimum excitation and detection 
wavelength for two-dimensional imaging. For this purpose an optical multichannel analyz­
er (OMA) is built, which consists of a monochromator coupled to the CCD camera. The 
najectory of the laser beam in the flame is imaged onto the 0.1 mm wide entrance slit 
of the monochromator (Jobin Yvon M25. G00 g/mm, resolution 1 nm) with a spherical 
quartz lens. The exit slit is removed and the camera with image intensifier is placed direct­
ly behind the exit, opening. In this way a CCD image contains spatial information on the 
horizontal axis and dispersed wavelength information on the vertical axis. The resolution 
obtained is 0.25 nm per pixel, corresponding to a total range of about 70 run viewed in 
one image. 
For recording the excitation spectrum an entrance slit of ~ 1 mm wide is used. This 
deteriorates the spectral resolution of the OMA system to « 8 nm. but has the important 
achantage of a higher light yield, necessary when integrating a limited number of laser 
shots per image while scanning the laser wavelength. Using the image processing program, 
the total intensity between 375 and 395 nm is integrated, which contains the //=1 —> ?/'=l 
and r'=() —• c"=0 fluorescence of the Β2Σ+ -> Χ 2 Σ + transition of' CN. The t;'=0 state is 
populated by collisional decay of the ¡/=1 state. Once the desired excitation wavelength is 
determined, the dispersed fluorescence spectrum is recorded with the 0.1 mm wide entrance 
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sht 
1 lu laset beam is tiaiisfoimed into a sheet using two с \ lindi к al lenses (/ = 28 im 
and / = 4 j tin) acting as a telescope in hoii7ontal direction and a ι hurl c\linchicdl lens 
(/ = II cm) making the beam shghtlv diveigcnt in veitual direction The lesnltmg lasei 
she el is dilettevi thiough the с entte of the flame wheie it is 9 nun high and 0 2 mm thick 
The lower edge" ol the lasci sin et is d i l u t e d to just below the snhstiate and is theiefoie 
int oft thus ensiiimg enough lasei uitensit\ |ust above the substiale Fluoiesc enee images 
Kcoidicl m tins \\a\ Iheiefore iepiesent a ι ross section of the flame 
Two dimensional images ol the flame and the CN fluorescein e aie collected In the 
eaincra s\stem with a Micro-Nikkor 200 mm f/-l 0 ob)ecli\e combined with expandable 
bellows m fiont of it giMiig a spatial lesolution of 4") //ni pei pixel The ob]e(ti\e has a 
с onmieic lai aiiLi-ieflection co.itmg foi \isible light and tiarismissioii measinemcnts with 
I he flame itself as a spertralh semi-c onlmuous light souice show that the coating starts 
tiansnni ling at 379 nm The Λ ι = 0 fluorescence of C \ which lies between 383 and S90 
inn is Iheiefon tiansiintted b\ the coating Additional filtering is net essarv lo suppicss 
uon-iesonaiit backgiound rluoiescenc с which is piesen! when l \ lasei light is diletteci 
(luough the fuel-nth oxvatctvlene flame Theiefoie a combination of foni lellet tion and 
one (laiismission mteiferente hlters (Lasei Optik) is plat eel in front ol the cameia objective 
к sidling m an ehYctne naiiow band pass hltei transmitting onh 588±2 nm (HWHM) 
flu laser powei is alwa\s kept below 1 MW/tin 2 in the ñame ft) a\oid satuiation of 
the transition as described bv Iliiano and Tsujisluta [15] Although CN fluotcse ene e с an 
in piiuciple be delected with a single lasei shot, 100 to 200 lasei shots air mtegiated on 
the CCD rhip to ieach its full d\ nanne al lange The C \ fluorescein e image is obtained 
In letoidmg an image with the laser tuned exacth to the CN tiansition nnmediatelv 
afteiwards letoidmg an image with the lasei tunee! off tesoiiance and subtiactmg the two 
images Because the vcitical mtensitv elistiibution m the lasei sheet is noi homogeneous 
enough it is deteimined aftei e\er\ expeninont b\ leeoielmg the off lesonant lluoiescence 
whith is piopoitional to the laser powei m a \ei\ luel-nch flame (S,„ > 2V/Í) The CN 
lluoie stt'iice image is tfien divided bv the veitual Іаьеі intcnsitv distribution to obtain the 
laset powei noimali7ed CN fluorescente distribution The noisv uppermost part of the 
( \ Lll signal lesulting from сіімыоп bv verv low laser intensities is lcmoved lor reasons 
of tlaiitv The lower edge of the lasei beam is below the substiate and theiefore not 
\ isil)le Absorption of the laser beam bv the flame can be neglec ted under the experimental 
t onditions used m this work 
In all 2D imager shown in this woik the intensities recorded bv the CCD camera are 
îepiesented m aibitiarv units bv grav values on a linear scale tanging fiom black (zero 
intcnsitv ) to white (maximum urtensrtv ) When LIF images ol CN" aie shown (in grav 
valne-s) the e onesponding natural emission of the flame4 is superimposed as isoplioteb to 
fat ditate the mteipietation of the images The ìsopliotes depict 10 steps of equal ltiteiibitv 
difiere nee on a lineai grav sedie 
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Figure 4.1: Extit.ilnm spec f/imi of the 0 2 Σ + «- Χ2Έ+, Au=i fraiisjfiojj of CN (Violet 
Sweiu) Fluorescein e іь lolla ted between 375 and 395 nm (опіашищ tin Av=0 ttdiisi-
tions TLe (2 1) diid (I Oj vibiatronai b.mdhcads aie ¡udienti d the Lilla l>< in¡> used tor 
lmrißmg ¡imposes The ñame is operated on the ¡ndug<Ls ,uetyh ne ìnittle 
4.2.3 Diamond characterization 
\ l l( i gmwth the morphologv of the obtained polvcn stalline diamond bueis is studied in 
d( 1 ail I л орін al tliffciential unci fei enee conn ast unuosc op\ (DICM) and s< anning (electron 
niHioscop\ (SEM) The optical miuoscope is also used to determini the thickness of the 
diamond la\ei along the path of the lasci beam, which togctliei with the total deposition 
time \ields the deposition rate ι ,¡ with an accuiac\ ol ±5//m/li The exact pioeedure has 
hi < η pit Moush descube el (10] 
Ihe spatial distiibution of lummese ent point defects is detet mined 1>\ cathoelüluinmes-
11 ÍK с topogiapln (CL) which \ields infoi mation on Ihe me oipoiation of nitiogen ш the 
diamond la\ei Foi tins purpose the specimens an placed in a 8200 MKII cold-cathode 
luminescence s\stem and examined b\ low and medium magnification optical micioscop\ 
Diumg examination the acceleration \oltage of the elections is maintained at 14 k\ lesult-
ing m а репс dation depth between 0 8 and 1 7 /an [21] and the с urrent elensiU is kept at 
riboiit J //A/mm2 To pie\ent heating b\ the1 electron beam the specimens aie mounted in 
the С L unit while still being soldered to then molvbdenum substiate holdeis Веч ause of 
the good (hernial contact between the diamond deposits and these ie latneh laige holders 
ι he tempcialuie of the specimens dunng nnestigation increases onh slighth Irom 20 (o 
about Ï0 CC 
4.3 Results 
4.3.1 LIF m e a s u r e m e n t s 
The excitation spectrum of C \ is shown in figure 4 1 It is leroided al the edge of the 
aecnlene leather where its signal is most pronounced and while the flame is operated 
with the aeehlene bottle from Indugas Because the (1 0) Mutational bandheael gives the 
sticmgest signal when lecording Ac=0 fluotescence the dispeised fluorescence spectrum 
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Figure 4.2: Dispersed fluorescente speefiiiiii of the CN Violet Syrian with the LISCI 
tiuiíd to tin (1,0) vibrational Ьаш/ñeae/ 'lhe ñuoicsceme of'the (1,1) liansi/ioii is selected 
foi uudgmp, The signal mound 438 and 470 шп is due to naturai emission oí file ίί,ιιικ 
ίίκ [Lune is operated on ííie indugas dietylcne ì>ottle 
,ιικί C \ íluoiese сіке midges die iccordcd using this transition The exc ι tat ion wavelength of 
I lit (1 U) C \ baiidhead fuithcrniorc does not с они íde with a tiansition of 1 lie C¿ Deshinches 
- d V/ainbu]a s\stem. from which С'П,Дс/=2) <— П
и
(с/'=1) transitions can be exc iteri 
aiound 360 inn [4, 22] 
Гідше 4 2 shows the dispersed fluorescence spectrum, obtained m exactly the same 
flame as the ex< itation spec tniin Recoided with the ОМА system, the signal contains CN 
Huoicse eiu e non-iesonant background fluorescence and natural emission ol the flame Μ­
ι hough the lattei is suppressed bv the gated image intensifier it is still \isible m hguie 1 2 
oiiginaring bom с hemilumincscence of CH and C2 [22, 23] The non-iesonant backgiound 
fluorescente, which extends enei moie than 1Ö0 nm, is piobablv due lo pok tve lic aiomatie 
hvclioc aibons ( P \ H ) , polvac etvlenes, olhei laige hvchoc arbons present m a fuel-nch oxv-
ae ctv lene flame [24] oi mavbe to uniesohed transitions of C\ also present in the neh 
Наше [22] If no spec tial filtcimg is аррікчі when ice oichng images tin CN fhioiescence 
signal cannot \)c discriminateci above noise level against the high background despite1 the' 
12 bit dvnanne al iange of the tamera system Theiefore the 388±2 nm mteifeience filter 
combination is used which sclents onk the (1,1) fluorescence of CN 
\atu ia l emission of the flame if observed tluough the lnlcileicnc e hirer onk consists 
of chemilummcscence of CH (13 -> \ Ac -0) at 389 nm and CN (B -> \ Ai =0) at 588 
nm [22 23, 21] The C \ с hcmihinimesceiice being much weaker than I hat of CH [2,1] 
ι mission imager obtained through the liileifeicncp filter give the distiibulion of excited CH 
m the flame and ν îeld the dimensions of lhe flame front and the aectvlene feather as is 
shown m figure 1 òa This image is lecoidcd m a freek binning flame (using the Indugas 
ae e tv le ne1 bottle) id tbt w it hout being chree led tow aids a siibstiate but with the same gas 
Hows as used eluimg the diamond deposition experiments 
The coiiesponding CN LIT image, also obtained using the acetvlenc bottle hum In-
dugas is shown m figure 4 3b from which it is evident that CN is located at the edge of 
rhe aectvlene feather and that it is not found at or close to the flame1 hont It is also с lear 
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Figure 4.3: (a) CH (B —• X) chemiluminescence at 389 urn in the freely burning laminar 
ñame (no substrate, using the Indugas acetylene bottle), with the same gas flows as used 
during diamond deposition. The conical flame front and the acetylene feather are clearly 
visible. Pixel intensities are represented by gray values (arbitrary units) on a linear 
scale ranging from black (zero) to white (maximum), (b) CN LIF signal (linear gray 
scale), recorded immediately after (a) (the CH chemiluminescence signal is converted to 
isophotes, representing equal intensity difference steps, which are superimposed on the 
CN LIF signal). The images are constructed from three separate images each. Image (b) 
is recorded at different heights of the laser beam in the flame and is corrected for the 
vertical intensity distribution of the laser beam. The burner tip is indicated in gray and 
dimensions are in mm. 
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Figure 4.4: (a) CN LIF signal (linear gray scale in arbitrary units, ranging from blade 
(zero) to white (maximum)) during diamond deposition in the laminar ñame, with the 
corresponding CH chemiluminescence superimposed (isophotes, representing equal inten-
sity difference steps). The distance between the tip of the ñame front and the substrate 
is d=0.55 mm. The laser beam travels from right to left through the ñame and the image 
is corrected for the vertical intensity distribution of the laser beam (the noisy uppermost 
part is removed for reasons of clarity). The substrate and the burner tip are indicated in 
gray, the crosshatched area depicts the diamond deposition region, and dimensions are in 
mm. 
that with increasing distance from the burner tip the CN signal increases and is found 
closer to the flame axis. This may be explained by a mechanism in which the CN is formed 
from carbon containing species from inside the flame and nitrogen containing species from 
outside the flame. Because the flame is fuel-rich, the acetylene combustion is incomplete 
and species containing one or more carbon atoms are ubiquitous at and beyond the flame 
front. N2 from the ambient air is entrained by the gas flow of the flame and diffuses into 
the acetylene feather, where it may be decomposed by thermal dissociation or reactions 
with radicals in the acetylene feather. This mechanism is supported by the fact that in 
additional experiments in the freely burning flame the CN LIF signal is found to be pro-
portional to Sac, which in itself is a measure of the excess of carbon containing species in 
the flame. This in turn implies that the CN LIF signal can be used to monitor and control 
S„r during a deposition experiment. This method is similar to that of using non-resonant, 
background fluorescence signal for monitoring S,„, the principle of which is described in 
previous work [2]. 
The presence of the substrate creates a stagnant flow and forces the acetylene feather 
to spread outward. This can be seen in figure 4.4, where the CN LIF signal is shown 
during diamond deposition, with the corresponding CH chemiluminescence superimposed. 
Figure 4.4a concerns a laminar flame with a distance d=0.55 mm between the flame front 
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Figure 4.4: Continued: (b), similar to (a), but for the larger value of d=3.66 mm. 
and the substrate. Travelling in the gas flow direction from the burner tip down to the 
substrate along the outer rim of the acetylene feather, the CN signal slightly increases with 
increasing distance from the burner tip and reaches a maximum at about 1 mm above the 
substrate. Closer to the substrate the flow direction changes from vertical to horizontal 
and the CN signal decreases again with increasing horizontal distance from the centre of 
the flame. The maximum may be explained by the stagnant flow geometry, which most 
probably gives rise to high mixing rates of nitrogen diffusing into the flame at the point 
where the flow direction changes from vertical to horizontal. The decrease of CN signal 
closer to the substrate originates from the decreasing concentration of carbon containing 
species as the acetylene feather is stretched outward and from possible further reactions of 
CN with flame species and/or the growing diamond layer. Although the exact temperature 
distribution in the flame is not known, the temperature in the boundary layer just above 
the substrate is expected to be lower than that of the outer rim of the acetylene feather. 
This will diminish the population density of CN in the ground state levels excited by the 
laser and therefore will also result in a somewhat smaller CN LIF signal [4]. Note that 
the CN distribution closely follows the outer rim of the acetylene feather, as is the case in 
the freely burning laminar flame (see figure 4.3b). 
The CN LIF signal is found to be similar for larger flame - substrate separations, an 
example of which is shown in figure 4.4b, where d=3.66 mm. The influence of the substrate 
on the flow geometry and the CN LIF signal can be checked by comparing figures 4.4a and 
b to figure 4.3b. It is then clear that both the flow geometry and the CN signal between 3 
and 6 mm above the substrate are not substantially affected by its presence. Closer to the 
burner tip, this is expected to be true as well. Only in the area between 0 and 3 mm above 
the substrate the CN signal and the flow geometry are strongly influenced by its presence. 
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Figure 4.5: Average CN LIF signal (linear gray scale in arbitrary units, ranging from 
black (zero) to white (maximum); four images averaged of hundred 20 ns integrations 
each) and CH cheinilumincscence (isophotes, representing equal intensity difference steps; 
16 images averaged of two 10 fis integrations each) in the turbulent, ñame during diamond 
deposition. The ñame - substrate separation is d=2.5 mm. The image is corrected 
for the vertical intensity distribution of the loser beam (the noisy uppermost part is 
removed for reasons of clarity). The substrate and the burner tip are indicated in gray, 
the crosshatched area depicts the diamond deposition region, and dimensions are in mm. 
The averaged distribution of CN in the turbulent flame is shown in figure 4.5, together 
with the CH chemiluminescence signal. When compared to figure 4.4, it is immediately 
clear that the averaged turbulent flame front is much shorter than the laminar conical 
flame front. Furthermore, it is obvious that the flame; front of the turbulent flame is ill 
defined, making an accurate determination of the value for d impossible. However, using 
as a reference the outer rim of the turbulent flame front as it is visible to the naked eye 
during the growth experiment, d in the turbulent flame has been found to be roughly equal 
to the substrate - burner distance minus 4.5 mm for S a c=5% [8]. Following this definition, 
the distance d for the turbulent flame in the present work is «2.5 mm, which is between 
the situations shown in figures 4.4a and b for the laminar flame. In the first millimetres 
downstream of the burner tip, the region where the substrate has no effect on the flow 
geometry and the CN signal, the average distance of the CN signal to the flame axis is « 2 
mm for both the laminar and turbulent flame. In the turbulent flame, however, the CN 
distribution is stretched out over a larger area, both into and out of the acetylene feather, 
than in the laminar flame. Closer to the substrate the CN distribution in the turbulent 
flame becomes even broader. These differences are caused by the turbulence, which results 
in a better mixing of nitrogen with carbon containing species and over a broader range 
than in the laminar flame. Turbulent eddies in the flame also allow pockets of unburnt 
acetylene and oxygen to pass the flame front and penetrate deep into the acetylene feather 
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Figure 4.6: Hon/ontal рюЫеь of the CN L1F signal </ose fo fhe substi,it( (lining, <lia-
шшкі giowth (suini dud dashed lines light-hand animate) лші the de]>osit юн jare υ(/ о/ 
(ij( ronf's/xujrfijjg fíjaiuojid Jayer лЛму Ihr ¡Mth of the lasci lx,un (diamonds left-hand 
indínate) tor the laminai Нате (а - < ) and the tnibulent Наин (tl) The distance d be­
tween Наше dont and sniffiate is given, togethei with the height 7 above the stibstiatc 
at nhidi tin ¡nohles aie taken 
[2(1] 
L pon dose inspec turn of the law (lata of fiamos 4 4 and 1 j a weak homogeneous 
Г II signal is iound just above the centie of the1 diamond deposits In oidei to determine 
Us oiigrn excitation spectia have been recoided simultaneouslv in a hoti/ontal s tnp at 
diffeient radial distances fiom the flame axis The weak signal is also found to be due 
lo CV albeit with a much worse signal-to-noise iatio than at the edge of the acetylene 
feather and does not (hange noticeabh with the pressure in the acetvlenc bottle This 
is different from the CN distribution m the freelv hunting flame of the Indugas acetvlene 
bottle (figure 4 3b), whcie no CN signal has been found at and around the flame axis ш 
the first « 4 mm dowiistieairi of the tip of the Наше front 
Additional diamond deposition expeiimcnts in a laminai flame using the Indugas bottle 
luve therefoie been earned out The lcsults of these aie consistent with those in the freelv 
binning flame clear ON L1F signals at the edge of the acetvlene feather but within the 
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F i g u r e 4 7. SuinUi to /ідше JÍJ lint licrc tlu lmniihii flame JS oJjfaine d іьшд tin 
aeerWeiie liottlc siippjjeri Ь\ /ue/ii^as Пк nou-/oio 4gu,i¡ JIJ fije ceufiaí 2 jjjjjj ot tin 
¡notile* /»vus no spei ría/ situatine <>t С \ hut oiifsieíe tin < l'urie th( signal е.ш ho íoúdih 
iiUiitihod cis 1>о1оп^пщ lu С \ LIF 
IH mudai \ lax ci just aboxe l he' subsi iat i no spee trai s ib i lat ine e;I CN lias lx i n lound within 
an a iea with a d i a m e t e i of Ä 2 nun a ioui id the Maine axis loi flame - s i i b s t i a t e s epa i a l i ons 
(I between 1 1 J and 4 O J m m 1 hese expe innen t s indicate that the ( \ ρ κ χ ΐ ι κ t ion piexess 
m th( xolume of s;2 n u n dianietoi a m u n d the Паше a\is is dotci i i imod bx t h e exact 
((imposit ion of t h e acetxli'iie gas and not hx the diffusion oí ambient \ ; into the Наше Л 
d i í l e i m u in the gas ( oni])osiuon between the a r e n l n i e bottle supplied bx Hoekloos and 
ι hi one h om I n d u g a s is t h e n foie с xpee ted Gas ι h iomatographic , m a h sis on N_, has show n 
tli.it the \ , e o n c e n t i a t m n m the Hoekloos bot t l e was 2 f(J p p m ± 10'/ in t h e full b o t t l e (17 8 
ba i ) лші had (let reased to below the detect ion h u n t of ~> p p m in the u e a i h e m p n bot t le 
((> 1 bai) G a s analxsis d a t a loi ι lic b o u l e boni Indugas a ie u i i fo i tu i ia teh not a\ai lable 
I lu o b s e n a t i o n that t h e ( ' \ L I F intensit\ m the ι ent io ol the Hamo is not d o p e n d e m on 
ilio pi ossili e in t h e Hoekloos bot t l e is an indicat ion that the C \ p m d u r t i o n in this pa î t 
of tin flame does not i n \ o l \ e N , but anothe i u i t logen conta ining spi t ies piosont in the 
a i ( t \ l ino bot t le (which one is nol c h a i at prosont) 
Hoii7ontal p iohles aio laken b o m the CN fluorosi οίκο images in o ide i to e x a m i n e the 
d i s t i ibut ion of CN jus t a h m e t h e glowing d iamond laxoi more с losch Bee ause a bounclaix 
laxei thickness dm cannot be assigned to the C \ d i s t r ibut ions unlike foi С 2 and C H [2] 
be e anse of lack of signal at t h e flame axis two piohles aie taken at an axcrage d i s t a i n e of 
()() and 363 /пи a b o \ e t h e s i ibs t ia te toi e\ei\ growth expei imont T h e îosul ts aio shown 
m liginos 1 b and 4 7 Cae h piofilc is a \oiagod oxer a 140 - 180 /ли high h o i i z o n t a l s t i i p 
Maxima ol t h e CN d i s t r i b u t i o n 111 the piohles taken at 365 //m aie' found at a î ad ia l d i s tance 
of i nun 111 bo th the laminar and tu ibu len t flame but the width of the CN d is t r ibu t ion is 
laigei 111 the tu rbu len t Hamo due to іеаьопь discussed a b o \ c T h e profile's t a k e n at 90 /mi 
show b t o a d e r a n d smallei m a x i m a at a somexxhat laiger lâchai d is tance t h a n the piohles 
taken at 365 /лп T h i s is p a i t i a l h due t o the flow goometrx of the flame a n d shows t h a t the 
( N signal decreases w hen going down to the s u b s t r a t e It max how ex er also be indie atixe 
ol CN being c o n s u m e d 111 fuithei react ions befoie it toarnos the growing d i a m o n d laxer 
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Гром comparison of figure 4.7 to figure 4.G. it is clear that I lie CN profiles obtained in 
ι lie Наше from the Indugas acetylene bottle are similar to (he ones obtained using the 
Hoekloos bottle. It must be noted that the signal in the central 2 mm in figure 4.7 carries 
no spectral signature of CN at all and is due to noise. In figure 4.6, however, the signal in 
the ((Mitral 2 mm is found to stem from CN, in addition to background noise, as mentioned 
above. The similarity between the profiles in figures 4.6 and 4.7 indicates that the exact 
a< et viene gas composition has no discernible effect on the C \ production at the edge of 
the acetvlene feather, as already discussed above. 
The other major constituent of the ambient air. 0 2 . will diffuse into the flame as well. 
Since the flame is fuel-rich, however. ü-¿ will be consumed already at (he outer edge of 
the acetylene feather, the same location where most of the ambient N¿ reacts with the 
llame and where the CN LIF signal is found. This is supported by the results of previous 
work, in which the 2D distributions of OH and H have been studied during diamond 
giowth. Atomic hydrogen has been found to be omnipresent inside and beyond the edge 
of the acetylene feather [5]. whereas Oil has been detected outside and at the edge of 
the acetylene feather, but not inside it [2. 4]. Since OH is mainly produced fiom Q¿ 
,ιικί H [19]. the OH distribution can be taken as an indicator for the presence of oxygen 
dining diamond growth. Oxygen is therefore expected not to be important for gas phase 
oi diamond growth processes inside the acetylene feather. Outside the acetylene feather 
oxvgcn may be important, but its precise rôle during flame growth of diamond awaits 
further study. 
Diffusion of ambient air into the flame and its effects on lire flame and the diamond 
gi owl h could be studied in more detail if the flame would be surrounded by a shroud flow 
ol niliogerr or a rare gas. This would, however, greatly change the nature of the acetvlene 
leather and consequently affect the diamond growth process considerably. Since this would 
hamper comparison to the results of other flame growth experiments on diamond, which 
an" often carried out in open air at atmospheric pressure, and is beyond the scope of the 
work presented here, experiments with a shrouded flame have not been performed. 
4.3.2 Relation to diamond growth 
Figures 4.G and 4.7. showing the CN profiles close to the substrate, also give the deposition 
lale o¿ of the corresponding diamond layers, as measured along the path of the laser beam. 
The growth rate of the central region, about 2.5 mm in diameter, of each diamond laver 
strongly depends on the distance d. Comparing figures 4.Ga, b, and с shows that for 
(1=0.55 mm a high central maximum is found, whereas for larger distances it is replaced by 
.i shallow (figure 4.6b) to deep (figure 4.6c) minimum. In the case of the turbulent flame 
(figure J.6d). the central region shows a comparable, but slightly more uniform growth rate 
than the diamond layer deposited by the laminar flame at a similar distance (figure 4.6b). 
The more uniform growth rate is explained by the higher mixing rates in the turbulent flame 
compared to the laminar flame, resulting in a laterally more homogeneous distribution of 
giowth species. The giowth rate of about 5Ü /nn/h in the centre of the turbulent as well 
as lire laminar flame agrees well with results obtained under similar conditions in previous 
work [8]. 
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Figure 4 8: Giowtli iate u,¡ as шел sui orí m tin ι ail и ol tin diamond /anís leisiis 
Илии - siibslialc (iis/,i;j(( (/ Opta sqnaies H present specimens when но С Л' LIT ¡¡.is 
hi ai ulivi viti ni tli( к ulti oí the Ілттлі Udine (Iiidugdb hotth) solid symbol's mihi,iti 
s;» (linens и Inn- л wenk CN LIF signal ¡мь been found in tlic (< nti( ot I ÍK II.IUK (I liti kloos 
/)off/( di.iinonds Luninar fíame and triangle tuibiilent Наше) TIn iLislii d In« is іш ,ш( 
is ,ι guidi to the ( yr 
Conside ниц the ielati\el\ laige temperatine and ( OIK initiation giachents in I lu gas 
phase a giaelualh me leasing, growth iate of the diamond la\ei would be e\pe(led in 
going fi oui the penlon of the deposit to the f entre This is wheie the (lame fiont win« h 
is lin gas actuation zone is closest and species thought to be imposant loi diamond 
glow ili like CH) H and С^, aio expected to ha\ e high с OIK enti ations 1 his < onesponds 
to tin distribution just aboie the substrate" of H [3] and C¿ [2 3] as deteiiiiined b\ LII 
m pioiious stucli(s Geneiallv ho\\e\er, a (unous annulus of enhanced giowth is found 
supeiimposed on this prohle [2, 5, 8 16] This can also be seen in hgutes 10 and 1 7 
w liei e (he ladiiis ol the annulus is found to be 3 Ü to 3 5 mm If is striking thai I he giowth 
lale ol the annulus deueabes only shghth from about 75 to 4.3 //m/h i( d is ик leased 
hoin 0 r)"> to 3 66 mm, wheieas ud m the centre drops fiom 123 lo 13 //m/h Togethei 
with the observation that the morphology of the annulus diffeis signifie antlv horn that 
ol the test of the diamond layei [8 IG], these aie stiong indications th.it the growth 
mechanism in the annulus is diffcicnt hom elsewhere m the deposited diamond laici The 
lat I (hat (he maxima in the horizontal CN piofiles coincide with the- annulus ol enhanced 
giowtli Iheieloie indicates that CN oi a closeh related spe-c ios (only one oi two leaetion 
steps awa\) m,i\ be important m deteimmmg the local growth rate This agiees with the 
possibilities of CN and HCN to abstiaet adsorbed h\drogen fiom the glow mg diamond 
sut f,it e- [1 3 14], which creates free growth sites, and with the obsened positne effee ts on 
the giowth iate ol nitiogcn addition to Hame and other diamond giowmg C\ D systems 
[0 9 10 11 12 13] 
I iguie 4 8 shows the behawour of ι ,¡ as measured in the confie ol the diamond layers 
as a tunction of flame - substrate distance d The growth rate of the specimens giown 
lioin the- Indugas acet\lene bottle where no CN signal is obsened abene the1 substrate m 
the с entie ol the Hame is ss20/ini/h lower than expected foi specimens wheie a weak CN 
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signal is found in the centre of the Наше during growth. Though tin* exact value of
 л
 in 
rlie centre depends on many parameters, like the distance d and the exact composition and 
mixing ratio of the source gases used, this may also indicate that the increased nitrogen 
contamination of the flame has a positive (-fleet on the growth rate, consistent with findings 
(ioni previous experiments employing controlled nitrogen doping of the flame [9]. 
The morphology of the deposited diamond layers obtained in this study is similar to 
that described in previous work [8, 9. 12. 16]. SEM photographs are shown in figure 4.9. 
Specimens grown relatively close to the flame front have a continuous central area of well 
connected randomly oriented crystallites with mainly {111} and some {100} facets, as can 
be seen in figure 4.9a, which shows a part of the central area. For samples grown at larger 
distances in the laminar flame (d>2.3 mm) the central area becomes less homogeneous and 
,ui additional -zone referred to as core zonr in [8] arises in the middle of this region. With 
increasing d the presence of the core zone becomes more pronounced when observen! by 
binocular micioscope. Close observation by SEM reveals that the core zone1 exhibits a large 
amount of very small crystallites (see ligure 1.9b) compared to those normally observed in 
the central area (figure 4.9a). These crystallites, mainly bounded by {111} facets, reveal 
a large amount of' secondary nucleation. In previous work [8] the core zone was found 
to consist of a more amorphous layer, especially at large distances from the flame front 
(d=(i mm). I( seems that the morphology of the specimen examined in the present work 
represents a kind of transition state between such an amorphous layer and the normal 
morphology of the central area (see figure 1.9a). In both the present and the previous 
study it was found that the specimens grown by the turbulent flame do nol exhibit a core 
zone. 
The annulus of enhanced growth exhibits large columnar crystallites separated by voids 
oi embedded in an amorphous layer of cauliflower-like features, see ligure 4.9c (on page 84). 
These crystallites frequently have {100} top facets almost parallel to the substrate, but the 
side facets are curved, highly twinned and reveal amorphous features. Beyond this annulus 
of enhanced growth and roughness the deposits have the same structure a.s the central 
region, but the size of the crystallites decreases with increasing radial distance from the 
(entre. Generally a sharp transition is observed, already visible lo the naked eye. between 
the annulus of enhanced growth and the outer regions of the diamond layer. Figure 4.9d 
shows an example of this, obtained in the turbulent flame. In the* lower left-hand corner 
ι he isolated columnar crystallites of the annulus are still visible, but in the upper right-
hand coiner, further away from the centre, the morphology changes within about 10 //m 
io large, well connected crystallites. The sharp transition is observed in diamond layers 
deposited by the laminar flame as well and can also have the form of a narrow (0.1 - 0.2 
mm wide) concentric ring of a continuous, highly {100} textured diamond layer [4]. The 
occurence and precise morphology of this sharp transition depend on the exact growth 
• onditions involved, but no pattern has been found yet. The morphology of the diamond 
layers obtained using the acetylene bottle from Indugas shows no largì- scale differences 
with the morphology described above. 
CL topography measurements after growth show a radially changing luminescent be-
haviour of the diamond layers. For small flame - substrate distances el (0.55 mm), the centre 
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Figure 4.9: SEM photographs of diamond layers obtained with the ñame, revealing 
the typical morphology. The photographs show: (a) the centre of the diamond layer, 
deposited at d=2.27 mm; (b) the centre of the diamond layer deposited at, the larger 
distance of d=3.66 mm, where the crystallites are much smaller than in (a). The scale 
bar is 10 μιη long in (a) and (b). 
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Figure 4.9: Continued: (с) the annulus of enhanced growth (same diamond layer as 
JÍJ photograph (a)); (d) the sharp transition in morphology just outside the. annulus of 
enhanced growth (often found in ñame grown diamond layers), here in the layer deposited 
by the turbulent ñame a t d=2.5 mm. The lower left-hand corner of photograph (d) is 
directed towards the centre of the diamond deposit. The scale bar is 100 μιη long in (c) 
and 10 μιη long in (d). 
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exhibits an extremely bright orange-red luminescence which slightly decreases in intensity 
al the rim of the central region. This orange-red 2.1G eV (575 inn) system indicates the 
incorporation of nitrogen as nitrogen-vacancy pairs in the diamond lattice1 [26. 27]. The 
annulas of enhanced growth, which surrounds this aiea, does not reveal any luminescence. 
The narrow ring of continuous {100} textured diamond at the outer border of the annulus 
shows oiange-red luminescence. With further increasing radial distance the luminescence 
gradually changes to yellow and green luminescence is found at the outermost edge of the 
diamond deposit. If the distance d is increased (to 2.27 mm), the central region starts 
exhibiting purple-blue luminescence in the innermost part ( « 1 mm diameter) which eor-
îelates to the coi e zone described above1. At even larger d (3.G6 mm), where the core zone 
was found to be more pronounced, the diameter of the purple-blue luminescence emitting 
region has increased to about 2 mm. 
Blue band A luminescence [28] normally indicates higlilv pure diamond with a low 
concentration of incorporated nitrogen. At first glance it seems strange that material 
which suffers from a large amount of secondary nucleation reveals this kind of luminescence, 
especially since it is surrounded by an area with a large amount of incorporated nitrogen. 
However, in numerous studies it was found that blue band A luminescence in diamond is 
dislocation related [2C, 29. 30, 31, 32], which would explain its presence in highly defective1 
material. The fact that no luminescence is observed from the nitrogen related 2.1С eY 
system might be caused by local gas phase activation problems at large distances nom 
the flame front [8, 19]. The diamond laver resulting from the turbulent ñame1 (deposited 
at d=2.5 mm), where due to a higher mixing rate less local differences in the central gas 
phase are expected, shows an homogeneous vellow-orange luminescence in the1 entire central 
legion. 
The'se1 CL observations yie'ld much information about the nitrogen incorporation in 
the1 diamond layers and can be1 explained if they are combined with the measured CN 
distributions in the flame. As already described above, N-¿ from the ambient air diffuses 
into the flame during deposition, but it is only partially decomposed above the outer 
eelges uf the growing diamond layer (see figure's 4.4 - 4.6). Consequently, the incorporation 
inte) the diamond lattice is expected to be relatively low, resulting in a modest CL signal 
ftom nitrogen related centres like1 the well known 2.1G eY svstcin. In previous work [8] 
it was put forward that the observed green luminescence in this iegiem might therefore 
be a combination of emission ftom this 2.16 e\ ' system and blue1 band A luminescence, 
foi innig a broad band [leaking somewhere in the green. However, a detailed study using 
CL spectroscopy on specimens grown in the same setup revealed the presence of a eliscrete1 
luminescent contre at 2.33 eV' [33]. which according to literature [26, 27. 29] is alse> related 
to a nitrogen vacancy complex. For the 2.16 eY system, which is frequently observed in 
as-grown C\ 'D diamond, it is more or less clear that it is comprised of a nearest-neighbour 
single nitrogen-vacancy pair with a {111} symmetry axis [26]. The exae't nature, however, 
of the1 2.33 e\ ' centre, which is occasionally observed in the vicinity of a much stronger 
emission of the 2.16 eY system [26, 29]. is neit known. 
Further inte) the1 acetylene feather the decomposition of Nj increases, leading te) a larger 
incorporation into the diamond lattice and shifting of the CL signal via yellow (a lumi-
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nescence band formed by emission of more υι Іеьь equal intensities from the 2.33 and 2.1G 
cV centres [33]) towards orange-red of the 2.16 e\' system. Directly abo\e the annulus 
of enhanced growth, with its large isolated crystallites, the amount of reactive nitrogen in 
I he gas phase ι caches a maximum. The large amount of incorporated nitrogen probably 
ι (-suits in a quenching of the CL signal and a dramatic change in the morphology of the 
deposited layers. Closer to the flame axis the diffusion of nitrogen into the flame decreases, 
ι esuli ing in a predominantly orange-red luminescence. As already described before, the 
('N distiibution just above the central region of the diamond layer (about 4 mm diame-
tci) is determined by the exact acetylene gas composition and not by the diffusion of N-¿ 
into the flame. Like for CN, this may also be true for other nitrogen containing species 
which iesult from contamination of the acetylene source gas. As a result active nitrogen 
niav be present also in this central legion and can thus be incorporated into the diamond 
l,i\ei. yielding the orange-red luminescence observed for relatively small flame - substrate 
distances d. For a larger distance (d=3.66 mm) this luminescence is not observed anymore 
in the core zone of the central area. This may be due to the fact that the gas activation 
/one - the flame front - is further away, leading to a less activated gas phase above this 
pail of I he diamond layer. In the case of the turbulent flame the increased mixing rates in 
the gas phase above the cental area prevent the formation of a local core zone. 
The CT images of'diamond layers obtained using the acetylene bottle from Indugas are 
identical to CT ¡mages obtained by Schermer ri. alii, who have Indugas as gas supplier, 
ft oui (heir flame grown diamond layers [8, 9]. Thev show the same behaviour as described 
above, except for the central region of up to about 4 mm diameter: clear blue band A 
luminescence is present in the central region of their diamond layers and its diameter 
deci eases foi larger distances d. The latter can be explained by the smaller diameter of the 
acetylene feather at the substrate for larger d, resulting in more nitrogen from the ambient 
aii reaching the flame axis. 
4.4 Conclusions 
The two-dimensional LIF technique has been applied to an oxyacetylene flame to visualize 
the distribution of CN, in the freelv burning flame as well as during diamond deposition, 
to study the flame structure and the rôle of nitrogen containing species in the diamond 
giowth process in more detail. In both the laminar and turbulent flame CN is found at 
I he outer edge of the acetylene feather, which is explained by the formation of' CN from 
carbon species in the slightly fuel-rich flame reacting with entrained N2 diffusing into the 
flame hom the ambient air. In the turbulent flame the mixing of flame and ambient gases 
is more efficient than in the laminar flame, resulting in a broader region where CN is 
found. Whether or not CN signal is found in the centre of the flame depends on the exact 
composition of the acetylene source gas and not on the diffusion of' N-^  from ambient, air 
into the flame. 
In previous studies it was demonstrated that diamond layers with a uniform central 
area dominated by a bright blue band A luminescence, indicative of highly pure diamond, 
< an be grown in a laminar flame undet the appropriate conditions, using acetylene with 
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a relatively low nitrogen contamination. Л ьішііаг result is obtained in the present study 
using an acetylene bottle supplied by Indugas. I nder the appropriate growth conditions, 
il is therefore possible to limit the influence1 of'X2 from the ambient air to the outer parts of 
the diamond deposit, id est the annulus of enhanced growth and beyond. The quality ol the 
diamond layer in the centre of the deposits is determined and can therefore be controlled 
1л the source gases used. In the ceni re of the flames obtained using an acetvlene gas 
bottle supplied by Hoekloos, the C.N LIF signal could always be observed, oven at a bottle 
pi essuie as low as (i bar, at which the X2 concentration was found to be below 5 ppm. 
l-'ioin the fact that no CN LIF signal has been found in the centie of the flames from the 
Indugas bottle1, it may be concluded that eithet the N 2 concentration in the Indugas bottle 
is below о ppm or the Hoekloos bottle is contaminated by nitrogen in another form than 
N j 
The general pattern in the radial variation of the giowth iato acioss the diamond laver 
is thai a cential maximum is found if the flame is close to the substiate ( d < l mm) and 
that tin1 local growth rate decreases gradually when going to the penfery. Species like CH j . 
II, and С2 are thought to be responsible for this, based on the results of'other theoretical 
,ind experimental studies. In addition to this general growth rate pattern, all deposited 
diamond lavéis considered in the present woik exhibit an annulus of enhanced growth, 
the giowth late of which increases only slightly if the flame is closer to the substiate. 
This annulus mainly reveals large columnar ciystallites with {100} lop facets patallel to 
the substrate, whereas the centre of the diamond layer, where the diamond growth rate 
is highest if the flame is closest, and the perifeiy (outside the annulus) mainly consist of 
landonily oriented crystallites with {111} and {100} facets. The growth rate in the centre 
of the diamond layer is observed to be relatively lower if there is no CN LIF signal detected 
immediately above it, and the maximum in the CN distribution close to the substrate is 
found directly above the annulus of enhanced growth, both indicating that theie may be a 
stiong relation between CN (or a closely related species: one or two reaction steps away) 
and the local growth rate1 and rrmrphology of the diamond layer. Similar indications for 
the1 important rôle of nitrogen containing species in the diamond growth process have been 
obtained before [6, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14]. 
A further relation has been found between the presence of CN close to the substrate, 
whether originating from N2 diffusing into the flame or nitrogen containing acetylene cem-
t animants, and the incorporation of nitrogen as nitrogen-vacancy pairs into the diamond 
laver, as determined by CL. The incorporation is higher if more CN LIF signal is found 
close to the growing diamond layer. The influence of nitrogen containing species in the 
ga.s phase1 on the CL features of the obtained diamond layers has also been described by 
Se-hermer and e'o-weirkers for flame growth [8, 9] and by Cao et ahi for diamond growth in 
a heit filament system [12]. 
The1 observed relations between the1 C.N LIF signal and the growth rate, morphology 
and nitrogen incorporation of the diamond layer, as described above, imply that it is of 
utmost importance to know and control the exact gas phase composition in order to de-
posit diamond layers with optimal properties. Apart from elucidating part of the growth 
piocess. the1 CN LIF signal is alse) an important indicator in the flame growth of diamond. 
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If monitored during growth it can be used to adjust the piocoss to obtain diamond lav-
(is with pioperties (loser to desired foi mam (nidustiial) applications Experiments on 
controlled N¿ doping to the flame ( ornbined with simultaneous CN LIF measurements are 
in pieparation to shed more light on the role and control of nitrogen species in the flame 
growth process of diamond 
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Chapter 5 
Spatial distributions of atomic hydrogen and C> in an 
oxyacetylene flame in relation to diamond growth 1 
Abstract 
Two-dimensional Laser Induced Fluorescence (2D-LIF) measurements are applied to the 
ihennccil \apoui deposition (C\ D) ol diamond In an οχν,κ etvlene flame to \isuah/e the 
distiihutiuns ol atomic hvdrogen anrl C¿ m the gas phase during diamond growth Ex-
penments aie t amed out ш both laminai and tuibulent flames and ieveal that atomic 
hvdrogen is ubiquitous at and bevond the flame front Its píeseme extends to well outside 
ιh< diamond deposition region, whereas the C¿ distiibution is limited to the flame fiont 
and llie ac et\ lene feather The diamond la\eis obtained aie characterised b\ optiLal as 
well as scanning election micioscopv (SEM) and Raman spcclioscop\ Cleai іеіаіюпь ate 
observed between the local variations m growth late and qualrtv of the diamond laven and 
the distribution of H and C¿ in the houndan lavci just above the substrate These relations 
ague with theoretical models describing then importance in (flame) deposition processes 
ol diamond Three separate regions can be discerned m the flame and the diamond laver, 
where the gab рігаье and diamond growth are predominantly governed bv the flame bouree 
g.ises the ambrent atmo.sphere, and the nrterac trorr of both, respectrvelv 
1
 AihptPd from R J H Klem-Douupl and J J tpi Meulen J Appi Ph\s (1997) (submitted) 
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5.1 Introduction 
Diamond is an attractive and piomismg matoiial lor a vanetv ol applications including 
mam industrial опеь dut1 lo ils excellent properties like baldness wear resistance chemical 
me îtia high index of refraction and opinai t ransparant o\er a large range ol llic spectrum 
to name but a feu [1 2] In 1988 Ihrose and Kondo [3] iepoited dianiond growth ш a 
laininar oxvacclvlcne flame operated with a small excess of a( (H lene Flame deposition 
of diamond has suite been well established and mam gas phase diagnostic techniques 
ha\e been applied to determine the growth mechanism of diamond (see [1] and iefeiences 
I IK rem) 
\Ianv h\ pot hoses have boon proposed for the role of hvdrogen atoms m C\ 1) diamond 
him growth It is gè nei alk believed that hv drogen atoms incident on the sui lac ι abstract 
h\dragon to produce vacant sites, where growth species can then stick Lo (he diamond 
la\er [5] and that atomic hydrogen etches surface graphite [6] Gas phase hydrogen 
atoms mav also produce condensable cai bon radicals bv reactions with hvdioe aibons [7], 
and impinging on the surface Ihov mav e leate suilacc radicals [8 9 10] and lefill vacant 
sue s bv adsorption (8 11] Once adsorbed atomic hv drogen mav also si abih/e lire diamond 
surface stiucture [12 13 14] I he role of atorrrrc hvdrogen irr diamond C\ Ό has been 
studied from a theoretical point of view bv several authors among who Irerrklach (t alii 
13 16 17] Matsui (t alii [18 19] Janssen et ahi [12] Hains [20 21] and Goodwin 
22 23 24] Okkerse d alii have юсе nth piesonted a compact gas phase and surface 
к action mechanism that can be used in multi-dirrreiisiorral simulations ol diamond growth 
in ejwacc tv lene Hamos [2")] Experimental mvestrgatrons on the surface iole ol Η have been 
ι amecl out bv Ohi ft ahi [2C] and Butler and co-workers [27] among others Studies on 
itomu hvchogeri in the gas pha.se of C\ D svstcms have been cai nod out in a hot filament 
ìeartoibv resonane e enliane od multi-phot on ionization [28] and luo-pholon ЫГ [29 30] 
winch technique has also boon use'el m an R F plasmareactoi [31 І2] arrel a iniciowave 
leaetor [33] 
In the present work the two-dimensional laser indue eel fluorescence {2D Lib) technique 
is apphc d to ineasuie the distributions ol atomic hydrogen and C¿ in the oxvae etv lene Hamo 
during diamond growth LIT is a powerful method to diagnostic l/c gaseous combustion 
pioccsses ui situ duo to rts spec res spec ine rtv, hrgh serrsitivitv and rrorr rntrusrveness If 
pulsed laseis and С CD carnei as arc applied, non-stationarv processes suelr as turbulent 
Harries с air be studied as well 
Since the hrst excited state of atomic hvdiogen lies 10 2 o\ above the giouiiel state 
multi-photon excitation has to be use el Goldsmith [34 35] and Dow ling e/ ala [31] have 
< oinpared several excitation and detection schemes for LIF of atomic hvdiogen Goldsurrth 
and \ndeison have exerted H bv 2x24 3+636 nm and observed 636 rrrrr fluoré se eme e [36] 
to obtain a 2D at orme hv drogen distribution in a laminar hvdiogen an diffusion flame 
This technique cannot be used m the pi osent experimental setup because reflections of 
the lasei beam off the substrate would saturate the CCD carnei η Hence1 excitation to 
the n = 3 level at 2x203 nirr and detection ol the n = 3 —» n=2 transition at 636 nm is 
eiiiplovoel in the present work Photoeherrrrcal effects of the 203 nm light cm the flame 
„ases [31 33 37] and stimulated emission due to the population inve rsron in (he n = l 2, 
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,ιικί λ levels of atomic hydrogen [38, 39] are avoided by decreasing the laser power density 
In low pressure environments the collisional quem hing of the fluorescence signal can be 
(lei ei mined [37, 40] and the Η LIF signal ( an be quantlhed by compai isoii to measurements 
in a calibration ieaetor where the H concentration is known [29, 31, 32] At atmospheric 
pi essuie, however, quantification of the signal is hampered bv collisional quenching of the 
Uuoi esc enee, whi< h not only depends on Îcmpeialuie and pressure but also on the nature of 
the ( olhsion paitneis Since at atmosplrerrc pressure man\ collisions will take place during 
the fluorescence lifetime and a multitude of different species is available to collide with 
quantitative measurements are not attempted and the results theielure will be interpreted 
m a more qualitative wav 
In contrast to the large amount ol thcoictical and experimental work on atomic hv-
diogen irr diamond CVD systems, fewer studies have been reported on the role of C¿ 
lv\o dimensional imaging of С 2 by LIF 111 hydroearbon-arr flames has already been per­
formed in 1986 by Mien and co-workers [41], but was fust applred to a diamond depositing 
owacetvlenc flame bv Klem-Douwel et alti [i] Karrrrrrskr and Ewart [12] pei toi med abso­
lute C¿ coiicentratron meabuiemeiits bv LIF 111 a low-pressure mrcrouau' reactor growing 
diamond from H,>, Ar and CH4 Theoretical as well as experimental woik on the role of С2 
as a possible growth species for diamond has been cairied out b\ Guien and co-workeis 
Пил havo grown diamond horn an Ar/Ci,« plasma and ase ribo their lolativoh high growth 
laics to the direct incoi poi atioii of C¿ into the diamond lattice [П 11] Expenments in 
.1 hvdiogen/argon/inethane plasma 111 the same group have also shown a positive relation 
between C 2 and the diamond growth rato Cale illations show (hat mseition of C\ into a 
(100) diamond surface is oneigcticallv favuuiable [45] Further (ah illations show that C¿ 
addition to a (110) siiiia.ee is exothermic as well [46 47] Vdchtional lofoicnces on optical 
diagnostics of C¿ 111 diamond giowth pioc esses aie gnon in the pievious woik on С2 [4] 
5.2 Experimental setup 
5.2.1 Diamond growth and characterization 
I he deposition setup is dosonbod in detail in prevrous work [4, 48] rind is almost identical 
to the one used by Schermer aird co-woikers [49 r)0 51] A polve rvstalhne diamond layer is 
deposited onto a watei cooled molybdenum substrate by a commeulalh available welding 
101ch (oirfice drarrreter 1 4 mm) burning acotvlene and oxvgerr (both from Indugas) Most 
experiments concerned 111 this work aie per for med with laminar buine is but 111 a few a 
tuibulont burner of CSEM design is used [52] which has the sarrre exit opening but a 
tuibulonco inducing step inside [33] and has been used bv Scheune 1 and co-workers as 
well [50 51 53] All bin tiers arc1 opeiated with a total gas flow ol «(> standard liters pei 
minute (SLM) 
Hiere are throe main experimental paramoleis 111 the diamond deposition process 111 
.in owacctvlcne Hamo the distance d between the substrati4 and the Up of the4 flame 
f 1 out the deposition tempeiature T j at the gì owing diamond suilaco and the acetvlene 
supe isatuiatioii S(l, The tempeiatuie T,/ is kept constant at 1030±20 С b\ means of 
a pulsed watei vapoiizei which is controlled bv a theimocouple located about 2 5 mm 
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beneath the conti f of the substrato surface. Both the oxygen and acetylene flow are 
regulated by mass flow coni rollers, but while the oxygon flow f„, is fixed at 3.Ü SLM, the 
acetylene flow is determined by the desired value of S„r. The- supersaturation S,,, is defined 
as the peicenlago of additional acetylene flow compared to (he acetylene flow of the neutral 
flame, which is neither fuel-rich nor oxygen-rich and shows a dislincl. conical flame front in 
a laminar flame. I'nless explicitly stated otherwise. S„,=5'/i and the aforementioned values 
of Tr/. fr,, and burner orifice diameter are used in all experiments. The typical deposition 
time in the experiments is between 1 and 2 hours. 
From previous studios it is known that a value for d bel ween 1 and 2 mm. '\',¡ «1050 
(' and S„, яг. / yield optimum diamond growth conditions [I. 18. 19. 50. 01. 53]. These 
studios also show, however, that the diamond layer characteristics and the species distri­
butions in the gas phase are significantly affected by the distance between substrate and 
flame front. In order to study these effects in more detail, d is varied in this work between 
0.3 and 4.1 mm. whore the precise value of d is determined with a C'C'D camera [4]. In one 
experiment on (',.. performed at d=1.52 mm. a different, laminar burner (orifice diameter 
1.0 mm) and T,/=I15() °C and f„,=2.84 SLM arc used for the purpose of comparison to 
previous work on C-¿ [4]. 
The experiments are carried out in ambient air, with the Hame burning at, atmospheric 
pressure. After growth the diamond layers are characterized by optical differential in-
terference contrast microscopy (DICM). scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and Raman 
spectroscopy. The optical microscope is also used to determine (he thickness of the dia-
mond layer along (he path of the laser beam, which together with the total deposition time 
vields the deposition rate rrf with an accuracy of ±5 /nn/h. The exact procedure has been 
described previously [49]. Raman spectra are taken along the path of the laser sheet at 
ladially different positions of the diamond layer by focusing a öl4 um Ar"1" laser beam to a 
spot si/e of'=s3() //m. In order to quantify the quality of the layer a quality factor Q is used: 
it is defined as 1000 times the area of the diamond peak in the Raman spectrum divided 
by the area of the background between 1100 and 1700 c u r ' [19]. High Q values (Q>1() 
for flame deposited polycrystallino diamond layers) correspond lo high purity diamond, 
whereas low Q values (Q<10) indicate a high non-diamond carbon content and/or a high 
fluorescence background of the deposited layer. 
5.2.2 T w o - p h o t o n LIF of a t o m i c hydrogen 
The laser system consists of a Nd:YAG pumped tunable dye laser (Quantel YG 781 + 
TDL 00). opeiating on Sulforhodamino 640. The system delivers Ö ns laser pulses with a 
ι opention frequency of 10 Hz and an output pulse energy of öö ш.1 at 615 um. The 205 um 
Γ Y laser radiation is generated by frequency doubling the 61Ö inn in a KDP crystal and 
subsequent frequency mixing of the resulting 307.5 inn with the residual 615 urn in a DBO 
crvstal. The polarization of the 307.5 nm light is 90° rotated with respect to that of the 
615 nm light, but for frequency mixing both polarizations have to be parallel. Therefore 
a A/2 plate for 615 nm located between the KDP and BBO crystals is used to rotate the 
polarization of (he red laser light. The resulting 205 nm laser radiation has a bandwidth 
of Ä 0 . 2 c m - 1 and is separated from the other two wavelengths by means of a Pellin-Broca 
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pi ism Πιο typical pulse energy at the position of the flame is 0 4 inj 
The la.sei beam is tiansformed into a sheet using two cylindrical lenses (/=28 cm and 
/ = 1 5 cm) acting as a telescope in honzontal direction, and a third cylindrical lens (/=41 
< in) making the beam shghth divergent in vertical direction The resulting lasei sheet is 
(Ьпч ted through the centre of the flame1 where it is 4 mm high and 0 i mm Ihm, Melding a 
tv pic al powei density of 6 7 MW/crn2 Fluorescence images recorded m this wav therefore 
lepresent a cross section of the flame During diamond growth experiments the lowei edge 
<>1 the laser sheet is directed below the substrate surface and is theiefoie cut oñ, thus 
ensuimg enough laser intensity just above the substrate 
\tomic hydiogen fluorescence is detected at light angles to the1 laser beam bv a Peltiei 
с ooleel ('CD с amera, equipped with an image intensifier (La Vision FlameStai II 384x286 
pixels, 12 bits dvnaimcal range) The very strong natural emission of the flame1 itself is 
suppicsseel bv а Гас toi of 5xl()'' bv switching on the image mtensihei foi onh 20 ns at everv 
rugger pulse The С CD signal is sent to a personal romputei, where it is digitized and 
blithe1! piocessed Two-dimensional images of the flame and atomic h\drogen fluorescence 
aie collected 1>\ the carnei a system with a U\-Nikkoi 105 mm 1/4 5 ob|ecli\e combined 
wild expandable bellows m fiont of it giving a spatial lesolution of 33 //in pei pixel The 
experimental spatial accuiacv of the cameia svstem is estimated to be 2 to 3 pixels or 
about 80 //m m this case1 Lse of the \Iuro-\ikkoi 200 mm f/4 0 objective which is 
not tiansparant in the UV would vield a higher spatial resolution but because Ravleigh 
se alleinig oí I he lasei sheet also has to be recorded (as discussed below) this is not an 
option 1 lie scattered lasei ladiation from the substrate and the natural emission of the1 
Haine aie suppressed bv a 6Ö6 run tiansiriissiori inteiference filtei (10 um FW HM) 
Because the1 atomic hveinigen is excited bv a two-photon transition the fluorescence 
signal should vai ν with the squaie oí the laser power If the powei dependence ol the Huo 
к sc ene e
1
 signal is less than quadratic ionization of the excited live hogen ша be linpoitant 
decreasing the fluorescence ν leid On the othei hand, if the powei dependence is liighei 
ι han quadiatie laser indue ed phot oc hemic al pioc esses rrrav be taking plae e m w hie li atomic 
livehogeii rs created from flame1 species bv one or more 205 nm photon(s) and excited bv 
two subsequent 20j nm photons in the same lasen pulse In order to check this the powei 
de pende nee is ineasuieel in the fieelv burning flame, id ebt when no substrato rs piesent 
1 he1 /=11 cm cylindrical lens is leniporairlv removed for this measurement dec leasing the 
si/e of the lasei beam, to nicieasc1 the1 available laser power density Variation of the 20"j 
nm lasei power is m this ease1 achieved bv slightly rotating the A/2 piale, which influences 
Ilio hoquencv mixing efficiency in the BBO civstal 
Once1 the quaehatu powei dependence of the fluorescence signal has been established, 
images of (he alomic hvdiogen fluorescence distribution can be measured in the flame 
during diamond growth although this is m pnnciple possible using a single laset shot, 
10 to 140 lase1! shots (depending on the1 actual laser power) are intogialod on the CCD 
e hip in oidcn to leach its full dynamical range The H fluoiescence image is then obtained 
bv ice ending an linage with the lasen tuned cxactlv to the two-photon transition frequen-
ev itninedialelv alter wards recording an image with the lasei tuned off resonance, and 
subtracting the two images 
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Since the veitical mtensitv distubution in the lasci sheet is not homogeneous enough it 
is (leteiinined aftei everv experiment bv recording the two-dimensional Ravleigh scattering 
ol the 205 nm laser sheet in ambient air In order to image the Ra\leigh scattered signal, 
the burnei and the substrate are moved out of the camera's held of view and the 656 nm 
liiterfeicnce ftltei (normally in front of the L V-Nikkor objet five) is removed as well, leaving 
the laset sheet and the detection geometry intart The difference between the on and off 
ι esondi« e images is divided bv the square of the Rayleigh sc alleinig image, yielding the 
laser power normalized atomic hydrogen fluorescence distiibution Absorption of the 205 
inn lasei light bv the flame is measured bv a Scientech powei metei located behind the 
flame to be »15 ( / There will be local differences, however, m the U\' absoiption for the 
absorbing species column dcnsitv will van in the flame as a function of height above the 
substrate It turns out that absorption can be neglected in the legion ol mtciest (less than 
0 5 mm abo\e the1 substrate), hence the H LIF images die not collected foi laser beam 
absoiption 
Natural emission of the flame if observed through the1 656 nm interference filter onlv 
consists oí cheiniluinmescence of C2 (a part of) the ¡'=2 —> i"=5 3 —> 6 and 4 —> 7 
bands of the C¿ Swan s\ stem as emitted b\ the flame [54] is tiansmitted b\ the falter 
Emission image's obtained through the interference filter give the clislrrbulion of excited C¿ 
m the flame and Yield the dimensions of the flame front and the acet\leiie feather 
5.2.3 LIF of Cz 
Lir measuiements of the distribution of C¿ m laminai oxyac elvlene flames during diamond 
deposition have alteadv been described m a pievious studv [4], but in (hat work d was 
limited betY\een 0 58 and 1 41 mm In this work d is Yaiied be\oncl that lange and turbulent 
M,unes aie examined ds well C¿ is detected bv exciting the с/!П
г;(с'=2)<— а*Пи(1>"=0) 
tiansition aiound 418 nm (Swan s\stem) The d\e laser rs operateci with Colimarme 440, 
íesulting m tvpicallv 0 8 mj/pulse at 438 nm (bandwidth 0 15cm ') at the location of the 
h u m « I he L \ -\ ikkoi objective is íeplaced bv the \Iicro-\ikkor 200 mm f/4 0 objective 
to obtain a spatial lesolution of 20 /cm pei pixel and a long-pass hltei tiansmitting onlv 
A > 470 nm is used m front of it which allows the detection ol (he c/Jnr/((')—> α ' Π , ^ ί " ) 
ι' — ι" £_ 1 Huoresc счіс e for (' up to 4 [54] Fluorescence horn the ι' φ ¿ levels is due to 
с olhsional lecbstiibution of population m the (PYltJ state 
In the laminai flame measurements two lasei shots aie mtegialecl on the CCD chip to 
me lease the signal-to-noise iatio In the turbulent flame 100 lasci shots aie integrated to 
obtain an aveiagecl image which docs not change m time diivmoie The gam of the CCD 
image intensifier is correspondingly lower in this case 
\t the lasci powers used for imaging C¿, the fluorescence signal is still linear with 
1 lie lasei nitensitv, which allows correction for the1 liihomogeneilv ol the vertical mteiibitv 
piofile ol the lasci beam Ravleigh scattering is used m the case of atomic h\drogen to 
collect for this but since the Ravleigh scattenng signal mtensitv varies with A -4 it is 
much weaker at 438 nm than at 205 nm Hence scattenng off dust particles becomes 
nnpoiiani at 138 nm which impedes the measurement of the vellicai lasei nitensitv profile 
bv Ravleigh scattering Therefore after everv experiment the off resonant fluorescence m 
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Figure 5.1: Atomic hydrogen LIF signal at <>Γ>(> nm after two-photon excitation veisiis 
file lasci powri at 205 шп (the si/c oí tli< Livi sheet іь constant) Tlic dasind ¡me is л 
qunihntic íit (slo¡>< 2) to the data points Due to the logarithmic sede I In deviation 
¡rota tin (¡uadiatit lit of tlie two lowest lying d.it.ipomts appeals to ì>< moie significant 
than it is 
а \er\ fuel-iuli flame (S
a c
 > 25%) is m o r d e d , whirh is propoitional lo the laser power 
The C¿ fluoiese ene с image is then divided In the veitical laseí uitensit\ piohle to obtain 
the laser power normalized C2 fluorescence distiibution Absorption of the lasci beam is 
found to be negligible 
\ \ hen the naluial ешіьыоп of the llame is observed through the A > 470 шп long-pass 
hltei, onh Q¿ cheiiuluiiiinescence is detec ted [4], which is used to determine the dimensions 
of the aectvlene feather and the flame front, as discussed above 
5.3 Results and discussion 
5.3.1 Distribution of atomic hydrogen in the gas phase 
The dependence of the H fluorescence signal on the laser power is shown m figure 5 1 
Π om the quadiatic fit to the datapoints it is с leai that within the indicatevi cuoi bais the 
LIF signal varies ,us the square of the lasci powei, linphing that multi-photon ionization 
and/οι laser indue eel photochemical piocesses pioelueing atomic h\ehogcn do not occur 
<» .ire- negligible foi the lange of lasei pov\eis used in the expeuments elese nbecl in this 
uoik The method of eonee tion for the· \e-rtieal powei mhomogeneitv in the laser sheet, as 
discussed above is therefore- valid 
Figuie "3 2 shows the spatial distiibution of the lasei power normalized atomic lneliogen 
fluorescence during diamond growth foi two different flame- - substrate- distances el The 
signal intensities (aibitran units) aie ìepiesented bv gra\ values on a lineai scale-, rang-
ing fiom black (/cm mtensiU) to white (maximum mtcnsitv) In oidei to facilitate the 
mterpietation of the images in tenus of flame strue turc and the compaiison to othei mea-
surements on flame deposition of diamond the C¿ ehcmiluminescence as detected through 
the 6 J 6 urn niteifeieiice filter is superimposed as isophotes on the H LIF distribution The 
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Figure 5.2: H LIF sigimi (linear gray scale in arbitrary units, ranging from black (zero) 
to white (maximum)) during diamond deposition in the laminar ñame, with the cor-
responding C2 chemiluminesccnce superimposed (isophotes, representing equal intensity 
difference steps), (a) Flame - substrate distance d=0.85 mm; the image is constructed 
from six separate images recorded at different heights of the laser beam in the ñame, each 
corrected for the vertical laser intensity distribution. The slight vertical ¡¡¡homogeneity 
in the LIF signal between 1.6 and 8.2 mm above the. substrate is due to the image con-
struction, (h) Single image, corrected for the vertical intensity distribution of the laser 
beam (the noisy uppermost part is removed for reasons of clarity), d=3.05 mm. The laser 
beam travels from right to left through the ñame, the substrate is indicated in gray; the 
crosshatched area depicts the diamond deposition region. 
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isopliotes depict 10 steps of equal intensity difference on a linear gray scale. In figuro 5.2a 
the distribution of H fluorescence in nearly the whole cross section of the flame is shown 
for (1=0.85 min. This image is constructed from six separate images obtained at different 
heights of the laser beam above the substrate. Due to artifacts in the image construction, 
some slight vertical inhomogeneities ('horizontal ripples') are still visible between 1.6 and 
8.2 mm above the substrate, but the large scale distribution of atomic hydrogen in the 
Наше is clearly seen from this image. H is created at the flame front and diffuses rapidly 
throughout the flame, where it may be1 consumed and (re-)created by reactions with other 
species present. Comparison of the distribution of H to those of CH. C¿- CS. und ОН. 
obtained in previous studies [4, 48] and discussed below, shows that, the radial distribution 
of hvdiogen is nearly homogeneous inside the acetylene feather (which has a radius of « 2 
mm under the present flame operating conditions), except for the region below the tip of 
the Maine front. Outside the acetylene feather the hydrogen signal decreases gradually, 
until H is consumed by reactions with ambient air to form OH. among other specie's. Be­
low the tip of the flame front the distribution of atomic hydrogen is strongly influenced 
bv the substrate and the diamond growth process taking place on it. Image1 construction 
ait ¡facts are completely avoided in all other atomic hydrogen images, including the lower 
part of figure 5.2a (between 0 and 1.6 mm above the substrate). An example of the, H LIF 
distribution at the relatively large flame - substrate distance of d=3.05 mm is shown in 
figure 5.2b. In this image the lower edge of the laser beam is below the substrate surface 
and (lie noisy upper edge of the H LIF signal (resulting from the division by the square of 
low laser intensities) is removed for reasons of clarity. Upon close inspection a minimum 
in H signal intensity is found above the centre of the growing diamond layer at this value 
of (1. in contrast to figure 5.2a, which is taken at a much smaller distance. 
In general a dark boundary layer is observed just above the substrate4 under all deposi-
lion conditions, where the signal intensity is markedly lower than at larger distances above 
the substrate1. In order to study the distribution of atomic hydrogen close to the substrate 
in more detail, horizontal anel vertical profiles of the H LIF distribution are1 eibtaine-d for 
various growth conditions. 
Vertical profiles are given in figuie 5.3: they show that for small d (0.85 mm) the H 
signal is non-zero close te) the substrate and grows fast until 0.4 mm above the substrate1, 
after which it is constant up to the flame front. This is in agreement with calculations 
of Matsui rt ahi [19] and Goodwin [22]. In figure 5.4 the H profile observed for d=0.85 
mm is compared to a theoretical one. calculated by Okkerse et, ahi, [25. 55] for a flame 
to substrate distance of about 0.9 mm. The discrepancy between the two close to the 
flame fiont may be elue to the one-elimensiemality of the model, which docs not take lateral 
diffusion e>f II inte> account [55]. Otherwise the agreement between the two profiles is good. 
It should be kept in mind, however, that the LIF data are in arbitrary units. 111 contrast 
tei the theoretical data, since quantification of the LIF signal is hampered by quenching 
of the fluorescence. If the collisional quenching in a first approximation is assumed to be 
piopeirtional to the pressure, its effect on the LIF signal can be estimated. Since pressure 
is proportional to temperature via the iele'al gas law. the quenching would be proportional 
lo (he temperature, whence the LIF signal would be relatively higher in colder areas of 
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Figure 5.4: Cak ulated and oi>seived vettnal profiles of H and C¿ In the cak illations 
taken from Okkeise et ahi [25, 55], the fíame front is located at about 0 <) nun above 
the substtatc The observed profiles (in aibitiaiy unit·,) aie taken fiotti hgiiict 5 .'¡ (H, 
d—0 85 nun) and 5 7 (GÌ, d=0 88 mm) iespectively 
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the Наше. Lacking cxpciiinenlal dala on the temperature gradient, it can be taken from 
lecent calculations by Okkerse. which show a rapid increase in Ihe hist «0.3 mm above 
the substrati1, after wliich the temperatun 1 is nearly constant up to the flame dont [55]. If 
ι lie observed vertical H profile for d=().S5 nun is corrected for (his. it follows the calculated 
piotile more closelv between 0.0 and 0.3 mm abo\e the substrate. For distances d between 
flame fi out and substrate larger than 2 nun, the observed increase1 in H signal (figure 5.3) 
is much slower, and the gradient den cases with increasing d. The latter may be explained 
bv the larger separation from the mime front, where atomic h\drogen is neated. Recent 
calculations by Okkeise reveal that the gradient in the first 0.3 min above the substrate 
is independent of d and that, a maximum II concentration is reached between 0.4 and 0.7 
mm above1 the substrate, for values of d up to 2.0 mm [55]. 
For the turbulent flame the value1 of d=0.3 mm is determined from the averaged position 
of the flame front; the actual distance, however, between paits of the turbulent flame front 
and the substrate varies rapidlv (movement can already be seen after 100 ns) between <0.1 
mm and >2.0 mm. The H LIF signal, which is present below the actual turbulent flame 
hout. can consequently also be obsnved at distances above 0.3 mm from the substrate. 
Another implication of the turbulence is that pockets of unbiirnt acetylene and oxygen are 
present close to the substrate, diminishing the averaged H LIF signal below 0.3 mm from 
ι lie substrate and resulting in a much less steep gradient in the vertical profile close to the 
substrate1 than found in the laminar Наше1 for d=0.8."> mm. 
The vertical gradient in the H LIF distribuì ion close to the substrate is. apart from 
the How geometry, due to reactions e>f atomic hydrogen in the gas phase with the growing 
diamond layer. It can stick to (he surface or it can abstract adsorbed spe'cie's like H. C. 
or CH, IVoin the surface to form II¿. OIL en CII,
 + 1. respectively, in the gas phase. The 
diamond surface hence acts as a sink loi gas phase1 atomic hydrogen in its close proximity. 
More information is obtained from the1 horizontal profiles of the II LIF distribution, 
which are shown in figure 5.5. Each profile· is taken at 0.10 nirrr above the1 substrate. The 
lateral distribution of II shows л mar keel dependence em d: if the flame is close to the 
substrate (d=0.85 mm, figure 5.5a, сешіраге to figure 5.2a) a maximum is found in the 
centre and the signal decreases linearly with radial distance. At moderate distances the H 
distribution is uniform in the central area with a radius of 4 to 6 mm (figure 5.5b and c, 
respectively) and for larger distances (figures 5.5d and e, compare to figure 5.2b) a central 
minimum is developed. Although the1 turbulent flame is very e-Iose (d=0.3 mm) to the 
substrate, a central maximum is not observed in the horizontal distribution of H in this 
flame. This is caused by the higher mixing rates in the turbulent flame compared to the 
laminar Hame\ which makes the species distribution in the central area of the flame more 
homogeneous. 
Two additional diamond growth experiments have1 been carried out, at deposition tem­
peratures T,¡ different from the 1()50±2() °C used in the experiments described above, irr 
order tei determine whether T,/ has an iiiHuence on the distribution of the H LIF signal in 
the1 flame. Although T¿ is known to have1 a significant effect елі the deposition rate, quality 
and morphology of flame grown diamond layers, as observed by Schermer and co-workers 
[19]. no différence in the spalial distribution of the II LIF signal could be detected above 
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Figure 5.5: Honzontal ¡ironies of the H LIF signal at 0 10 mm above the substrate 
(luring diamond growth (solid lines ught-hand ordinate) and the deposition rate v,¡ of 
the (ouesponding diamond layer along the ¡>ath of the lasci beam (diamonds, ¡eft-hand 
oidmate) for the ¡animar Нате (a - <) and the tuibiúent ñame (f) Tlie distance d 
l>etv,ecn ñame front and substrafe is indicated 
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noise level in the two additional expenments, 111 which T, ;=950 and 1150 °C has been 
used, lespectivelv In the previous study on C2 and CH during diamond growth [4] also 
no influence of T,/ on the gas phase distribution of those molecules has been found This 
suggests I hat T¿ is not very important for gas phase processes involving these species 
5.3.2 Distribution of C 2 in the gas phase 
The two-dimensional distribution of C2 at relatively small distances d between flame front 
and substrate (less than 2 mm) has been described elaborately in the previous work on C2 
[1] Figure 5 6a shows the presence of C2 at the larger distance of 2 80 mm The highest 
C2 LIF signal is expec ted at the flame front, whic h is, however, above the upper edge of 
the lasei sheet The dark boundary layer can be clearly seen above the substrate, and in 
the < entrai 2 mm il is thicker than further outside The distribution of C2 is limited to the 
Наше front and the entire acetylene feathei, as alieady discussed m [4] 
The capricious character of the flame on the turbulent burner can be seen 111 figure 
5 6b, which shows a single 10 ns snapshot of the turbulent flame with the laser tuned to the 
и sonane e, fieezing the motion of the flame iront The background of C¿ chemilunnnescence 
is still \1s1ble and shows that the outer edge of the acetylene feathei is much less turbulent 
than the flame fi out itself The laser sheet reaches to 2 5 mm above the substiate and the 
('2 LIF signal is superimposed onto the C2 с hemiluminescence between the tip of the flame 
licmt and the substiate In figure r> 6b the boundary layer is also с le ari} \1s1ble 
Гін nu lease of (he C¿ LIF signal from the substrate towards the tip of the flame front 
is gi\en 111 hguie 5 7 It is clear that the C2 signal 111 the laminai flame increases nearlv 
iiiiifoimh for d=0 88 and 2 80 mm, but for cl=l 52 mm a sudden change 111 the gradient 
is obsened at 1 25 mm above the substrate This sudden change of gradient mav also be 
pic sent foi d=2 80 mm but then it mav be located above the upper edge of the laser sheet 
and theiefoic not be \1s1ble 111 figure 5 7 \ theoretical C2 piofilc calculated b\ Okkeise 
11 ahi foi a flame to substiate distance of about 0 9 mm [25 55] is compared to the C2 
piohlc obsened foi cl=() 88 mm 111 figuie 5 4 Doth profiles me tease giadualh towards the 
Наше trout The difference between the two mav be due to difficulties in calculating the 
С> knie 1RS in the one-dimensional model [55] and to the \ariation of the quenching of the 
О ; LIT signal with the (\ertical) position in the flame since the quenching depends on 
pararne ters like temperature e ollisioii paitners and iotatiemal/\ibrational leve 1 the excited 
С > is 111 as discussed 111 section 2 4 Recent calculations bv Okkeise foi laigei \alucs of d 
і(\ем1 that a giadual mciease of C2 ma\ also be expected 111 the first 10 15 mm abo\e 
the substiate foi d = l 52 and 2 80 inni and that the gradient decreases with increasing d 
[55] In the t tabulent flame the C 2 signal mei eases as well up to and be\ond the averaged 
position of the flame1 fiont and foi d = l 70 nun the C 2 gradient suddenK changes at 0 9 
111111 abo\e the substrate 
I he beha\iour of C 2 on the flame axis (figure 5 7) can be compared to that of H (hguie 
5 5) loi a few expenments where the \«lines of d are not far apart Foi el=0 85/0 88 mm it 
is к mai kable that C 2 steadiK increases up to the flame front wheieas H teaches a constant 
le\el ali each at 0 1 min above the substiate In the tuibulent flame close to the substrate 
(el=0 Í0/0 49 nini) the II signal is moie οι less constant m the whole measurement volume, 
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Figure 5.6: (a) C2 LIF signal (linear gray scale in arbitrary units, ranging from black 
(zero) to white (maximum)) during diamond deposition in a laminar fíame at d=2.80 
mm, with the corresponding C2 chemiluininescence superimposed (isophotes, represent-
ing equal intensity difference steps). The image is corrected for the vertical intensity 
distribution of the laser beam (the noisy uppermost, part is removed for reasons of clar-
ity), (b) Single 10 ns snapshot of the turbulent flame (average distance d=0.49 mm), 
revealing C2 chemiluininescence combined with C¿ LIF signal. The laser sheet reaches 
to 2.5 mm above the substrate. The laser beam travels from right to left through the 
flames, the substrate is indicated in gray and the burner tip is located above the top of 
the image; the outer edges of the diamond deposition region arc not shown, dimensions 
are in mm. 
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Figure 5.7: Vertical profiles ot tin C¿ ЫГ signai af the symmetry axis oí the iaininai 
,ui(l tinbulcnt ñames Tlie distante d between subsfiate and Нате iront is given foi each 
¡notili togethei with a lepioscnfafive οποί bai The tluec piofìlos foi d—() 40 I) 8Я 
and ] 52 die noi iiidhz< d to have tin san» liidxunuiii intensify, because the ¡Linn {¡out is 
located within tiie Ільег sheet 
but the С2 signal glows up to 1 0 inni above the substiate and above that height increases 
(\in fastet At the relativc-h large distaine of (1=2 80/3 05 mm however both H and 
С > steadily mcicase with the height abo\e the substrate The differences in H and C¿ 
beha\ioui foi small to modeiate values ol d can possibly be ascubed to the laigei diffusion 
coefficient foi atomic hydrogen (with iespect to that of the much heavier C¿ molecule1) 
and the fact that atomic hvdiogen, in с ontlast to С ¿, often needs a third body m chemical 
к actions, which may reduce its ι eviction rate1 compared to that of C2 
IIou¿ontal profiles of the C¿ ЫГ distribution aie obtained at 0 1Ü mm above the sub-
sliate and are shown 111 figuie 5 8 Tin Li end ш the central 4 mm of the piofiles is similar to 
that obseived for atomic hydiogen 111 the same iegion at small distances d a clear cential 
maximum is found, which changes into a unifoim distnbution at moderate distance's and 
into a (entrai minimum at relatively laige d The presence of C 2 is in conti ast to atomic 
hvdiogen limited to the aretvlene feathei which is whv the C2 signal falls off much moie 
ìapidh at latgei radial distances than the H signal The characteristic distributions of II 
and С 2 close to the substrate will be dc lei mined not onh bv the cheimstrv taking [)lac e 
but also bv the flow geometrv of the flame gases impinging on the substrate 
5.3.3 Diamond growth 
Morphology and growth rate 
The moiphologv of the deposited diamond lavéis obtained 111 this studv is similar to that 
dcstiibed 111 previous work where (SEM) photographs aie given [4, 48] and in woik of 
Schei mei et ahi [49 50,51 56] Specimens grown relativ eh close to the flame fi ont have 
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F i g u r e 5.8: Hoi ¡zont al profiles of the Ci LIF signal at 0 10 nun above the substrate 
duiiiig diamond giowth (solid hues, iigìit-hand oidmate) and the deposition rate v¡¡ of 
the ( ont s¡><>ndmg diamond ldvei along the path of the Ltsei l>e<un (diamonds left-hand 
oidmate) for tin laminar ñame (a - c) and the turbulent Наин (d - () Q JS the quality of 
the diamond laya at diffeient radial positions, as determined horn Raman sperila The 
distarne d lietween fíame front and substrate is indicated 
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a continuous central aioa of well connected rarrdornlv oriented cr\stalhtes with {111} and 
{100} lac els Samples grown al larger distances m the laminar Haine (d>2 3 mm) howe\ei, 
КЧ eal a less homogeneous с enti al area and show an additional coi e /one in the middle of 
this legion where the cnstalhtes aie much smallei than found at lower d \alues [48 30] 
Outside the ( enfiai region a so-e ailed annulus of enhanced grow th is observed (as disc ussed 
hi low ) which exhibits laige < oluinnai cnstalhtes separated bv voids οι embedded m an 
amorphous la\ei of cauliflower-like features [hese cnstalhtes hequi nth ha\e {100} lop 
lacéis almost paiallel to the substrate, but the side facets are < lined, highh twinned and 
іелеаі ainoiphous features Bevoncl this annulus oí enhanced growth and roughness the 
deposits have the same struetuie as the cential legion but the si/e of the e ivslalhtes 
dee leases Willi increasing ìadial distance fiom I lie centre The spec une η grown In the 
turbulent flame at d=0 30 nun is deposited so close to the flame hont that the central 
regron of 2 mm diameter does not form a continuons laver aminore bul is bioken up into 
separate ι nstall i tes revealing a íelativelv high growth rate 
The local varratrorr of the cleposrtroir rate υ,ι along the path of the1 lasei beam rs grven 
together with (he radral IÍ or C2 ІЛГ signal distribution m the boundan la\er irr frguies 
3 j and 3 S lespee ti\eh The1 distance d between the substrate and (lie Harne hont tin ris 
out to ha\e a laige influence on the giowth late ol the central region of 4 to 3 mm diameter 
of the' diamond la\ci For el between 0 8 and 0 9 mm (hguies 3 3a and 3 8a) a laige central 
maximum is observed wrth ι ,¡ between 33 and 73 /mi/h, which changes into a central area 
of urrrforrrr growth rate (30 - 40 //rn/lr) around el=l 3 - f 6 irrrrr (hgures 3 3b and 5 8b) \t 
laiger distances el this is replaced bv a shallow to deep central mniimum (figures 3 5c, el, e, 
and j 8c respectrvclv) with the growth rate decreasing eorrespondmgh lo onh 17 /cm/h 
al el= 1 08 mm The drarrrorrd la\ers deposited b\ the turbulent flame at small distances 
d ha\e a (entrai maximum as well (hgures 3 3f and 5 8d) but at el='S 70 mm (figure 3 8c) 
the c(4iti<il legion strll has a unifoim growth rale clue to the better mixing of flame gases 
m the1 tuibulent flame, as opposed to the larrrrrrar flame1 
The annulus of enhanced growth, wrth a radius of 3 0 - 3 3 mm, is found outside the 
e cutral region lts deposrtrorr rate shows a pronounced local maximum which exe eptrrrg 
small \alues of d, is higher than the growth rate of the central regron and changes much 
less signifie aiith w ith el as e an be seen in hgui es 3 3 and 3 8 The depende ne e of the ι adial 
vanation of ι,( on the distance d agiees well with hndrrrgs from previous expenments in I he 
same setup [1 48] The growth rate of the eerrtre of the diamond la\eis agrées well with 
îesuUs obi dined in the similar setup of Schermer and co-workers [19, 30] Srrrall ditterei» es 
in the absolute value of ι ,¡ as well as in its local vanatron, as observed between diamond 
lavéis deposited under nearlv equal giowth conditions, rrrav be due to a shghtlv diflererrl 
gas composition m the acetvlene and oxvgen bottles The importance of the exae I gas 
bottle e onlents me hiding minor contaminations has been dese ribe d piev louslv [48] and 
ma\ e\<n pla\ a iole rf two acetvlene bottles from the same supplier are с one ernecl w lire h 
is ι he (ase in frgures 5 3a arrel 3 8a respecti\eh 
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Figure 5.9: Ii.ilms of the deposition r,itt v,¡ (solid symbols hft-li,ind oidmate) and oí 
tli< H LIF signal (open symbols light h.ind oidmate) as ol>serv< d in/.ibo\c the < entie and 
tlic .umuhib oí enliautcd growth of tlic di.unond layers versus distriate tl ¡>ctween Ялте 
float ,uu¡ siibstidte (data obtained fioin figure ¡j 5) The solid lint1 /s ,m exponential fit 
to t'iimihi/"duiinuiust which is extiiijiolitttl to smaller d values 
Rela t ion w i t h a t o m i c h y d r o g e n 
When the vanation of ι ,¡ іь compaied to the radial distribution ol Η ЫГ signal in the 
boundaiv lavei it is striking that both show a vcrv similar ladial behaviour nom the 
(entre all the \\a\ to the edge of the diamond la\ci if the annnlns of enhanced giowth 
is nor taken into account This is tine foi the laminar flame (hgwics "> Γ><\ - e) as well as 
the rm 1 >nlent Наше (figure 5 5() although for the latter the coiiespondencc in the central 
2 mm is less good, which may be due lo the \er\ small distance between the bubbtiate 
and the actual Наше fiont, as discussed before The- anomalous behaviour of υ,ι m the 
annulas of enhanced growth can be asciibed to the influence of ambient ait diffusing into 
and reacting wilh the flame creating CN and ielated species which have an additional 
positive effect on the local growth rate (as discussed m a pievious sluch [18] and references 
iheieni) The good agreement between the H distribution in the boundaiv la\ei and ι,¡ 
(ripait fi om the annulus of enhanced giowth) indicates the importane e of atomic huliogen 
(o the deposition iatc of the diamond la\ei which has alieach been studied elaborateh m 
thcoiv [12 Ιό, Iß, 17, 21, 24, 2C] \t the edge of the diamond la\ei atomic h\drogen is still 
found m measurable quantities, but diamond giowth here is limited In the lack of carbon 
containing species Fuithei outside H rcae ts with ambient 0¿ to form OH, as described 
above 
Although the H LIF signal is incasinici m arbitrary units and then loie cannot be com-
pared on an absolute scale from one e\penmcnt to another it is meaningful to compaie 
the (chmensionlcss) ratios of the signal al difleient positions within a single growth expei-
nnent In hguie 5 9 the ìatio of the H Lit signal above tlic centie (H/ ,¡ ,,„/rc) and above 
the annulus of enhanced growth (H// /
 rl ,;„,) of the diamond lavei as obtained from fig-
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uri' 5.5. is plotted versus d. togethei with the ratio of r,i in the central region ( а.птге) 
and in the annulus of enhanced growth (ΐ',ι,,,,,,,,,ι,^). With г^,„„пи1ы being roughly constant, 
as mentioned above, the decrease of r,,,,.„/r,, with d agrees with results obtained in other 
diamond name deposition experiments [-1, 18. 19. 50] and an exponential fit ran be made, 
as argued by Schermer and со-workers [50]. 
In the laminar flame the ratio H¿;í.ce„/,.t/Il¿/y.,im„„/Ui follows nearly the same exponen-
tial decav as cd,tenlrJud<a,mului. From figure 5.0 it is also clear that Hí,ÍF,cen(rf,/HLy/.,li„,lu„ls 
~ -X>',i.<intTrh:tijmnniiu in the laminar flame. If the diamond deposition rate is assumed to 
be directly proportional to the distribution of atomic hydrogen over the entire diamond 
layer (not considering for the sake of argument other vital factors such as the presence 
of carbon containing species), this would mean that i;,/^,,,,,,/,,, is about twice as large as 
might be expected from the Η distribution. Hence v^^nmtivs could then be thought of as 
the result of two equally important processes: one being '"normal" diamond growth, due 
to species originating from the combustion of acetylene with oxygen, the other one "ad­
ditional"' diamond growth, caused by species created in the reactions of ambient ail with 
Наше gases. In the turbulent flame it is much more difficult to make this distinction, for 
Iheie the flame species are better mixed. 
Relation with C¿ 
Fi om a previous study it is already known that in the central area of the laminar flame 
I lie distiibution of C2 in the boundary layer resembles the variation of v¿ up to d=1.4 mm 
|4] At small d values a maximum in the C¿ distribution is observed, which turns into 
.1 minimum at large d values. The atomic hvdrogen distribution and v¿ reveal the same 
behaviour. From figure 5.8 it follows that the similarity extends to larger d values and to 
I lie turbulent flame as well. Above the annulus of enhanced growth, however, the C2 signal 
has already dropped significantly. The resemblance indicates that C2 may be important 
for the diamond growth rate in the centie of the deposited layer, which agrees with the rôle 
ol C2 as a diamond precursor, as put forward by (iruen and co-workers [43, 44, 45. 46, 47]. 
An explanation for the anomalous behaviour of the annulus of enhanced growth has been 
gnen above and in [48]. Further outside the annulus the C2 signal diminishes rapidly, since 
ils presence is limited to the acetylene feather. At the edge of the feather C2 reacts with 
ambient ()2 and OH [57] and diamond growth outside the annulus may be due to H and 
(W or related species (as discussed befoie and in [48]). In contrast to atomic hydiogen, no 
clear relation between the ratio C2,,f„i„./('2,«;imi.» of' the LIF signal and ud¿ml,rlv,i,anmLi,ls 
is obseived. 
l'Ile quality Q of the diamond layers is obtained from Raman spectra, taken along the 
path of the laser sheet at radially different positions within the deposits. Figure 5.8 shows 
the values of Q together with u¿ and the distribution of C2 LIF at 0.10 mm above the 
corresponding diamond layer. As has been discussed in the previous study on C2 during 
diamond growth [4]. a relation is observed in figure 5.8 between the radial variation of 
Q and the flame - substrate distance d. Comparison of figures 5.5 and 5.8 reveals that 
111 I he laminar flame at a small d value Q as well as the LIF signals of H and C2 show a 
maximum in the centre, and all three decrease when moving radially away from the centre. 
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Foi relatively large d. Q is lower in the centre than 2 mm outside it. similar to the H and 
C> distributions. In the turbulent ñame Q first slightly increases towards the aiinulus of 
enhanced growth at d=0.49 (figure4 ô.8d). but at d=3.70 mm the trend resembles that in 
the deposits of the laminar flame. In the experiment performed at d=2.8() mm (figure 
0.8c) S„,=8l/i has been used instead of'S„r=5c/(, as applied in all the other experiments 
described here. This results in lower Q values for the whole diamond layer [49], but the 
ladial variation of Q within this layer is still clearly visible. Considering I he dependence on 
d of the distributions of H and C-¿ just above the diamond layer and the ladial variation of 
Q within the deposited layer, it is suggested a relation between Q and the II distribution 
exists. Unfortunately, there was no possibility to measure Raman spectra and determine 
Q values for the specimens for which the H distribution was measured. As far as C2 is 
concerned, a similar relation may exist with Q. which would then be limited to the centre 
of the diamond layer. 
5.4 Conclusions 
The diamond growth process in both laminar and turbulent flames has been studied in 
detail and I lie distributions of atomic hydrogen and C-¿ have been visualized using the two-
dimensional Lasei Induced Fluorescence technique. If high l ' \ ' lasei poweis are avoided. 
a few 201 inn lasei shots are in principle sufficient to detect two-photon LIF signal of 
II in tin· plane of the laser sheet. Once the quadiatic power dependence of the H LIF 
signal is established, the images can be collected for inhomogeneitics in I he laser beam 
and I he atomic hydrogen distribution in the flame can be determined in an area of more 
than 12 χ 2 nun 2 . Atomic hydrogen is omnipresent at and beyond the Паше l'ioni to well 
outside the acetvlene feather, where it is finally consumed by reactions with ambient air. 
Dining deposition the gas phase boundary layer above the entire growing diamond layer 
is filled with H. For small flame - substrate distances ( d < l mm) a cenlial maximum is 
found which changes into a uniform distribution at larger distances. Under the present 
deposition conditions a shallow to deep central minimum develops above the diamond 
deposit for d>2.3 mm. 
A stiong relation is observed between the distribution of H in the gas phase boundary 
lavei just above the diamond and the radial vaiiation of the giowth rate: the diamond 
giowth tale matches the horizontal distribution of atomic- hydrogen very well ovei the whole 
deposition aiea. except for the annnlus of enhanced growth, in both laminai and turbulent 
flames. This relation is already expected from theoretical calculations on diamond growth 
[12. lo. Iti. 17. 21, 24, 26]. The growth rate of the annulus of enhanced growth is about 
twice vvlial can be expected from the H signal in the gas phase. This can be explained 
In 1 he piesence of CN and related species above the annulus. created by (he diffusion of 
ambient air into the flame, which have an additional positive effect on the diamond growth 
uite. as has already been described in a previous study [48]. 
The distribution of C2 has been studied under comparable conditions, which are com­
plementan· to earlier work [4]. C¿ is found at the flame front and in the entire acetylene1 
feather, the outer edge of which is also the limit of the C¿ presence. The horizontal distri-
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bul ion of С; in I he boundarv layer abo\e the central region (% 1 min diameter, id est inside 
ι he aniiiilus ol' enhanced growth) of the growing diamond laver resembles that ol' atomic 
h\drogen. A cleai relation between C2 in the gas phase and the growth iati
1
 of' this (-(Mitral 
legion has been observed, as described before [4]. This relation confirms the importance 
of V¿ as a possible diamond precursor for the central region of the layer, in accordance 
with theoretical as well as experimental results of Giuen ci ahi. [43, 44, 45, IG, 47]. In 
iheir iesults of diamond growth from С
п п
 it was demonstrated that atomic hydrogen is not 
necessary for diamond growth, but in the oxyacctylene flame described hcie. both Η and 
C> aie expected to be important, although the importance of C-> appears to be icstricted 
10 I he centre of (he diamond layer. A possible relation is observed bel ween (he radial 
\aiiation oí the quality of the diamond layer, as determined from Raman spectra, and the 
disti ¡butions of H and С2 above the centre and the annulus of enhanced growth of the 
deposited layer. This agrees with the previously found relation between the quality and 
tlit- V, distribution [1]. 
Xenical proliles of both the II and C-¿ distribution on the symmetrv axis ol the flame 
have been determined. Close to the substrate the C¿ signal approaches /.no. but the 
11 signal appears to remain non-zero under all deposition conditions. For both species 
the gradient is smaller if the flame is located at a larger distance from the substrate. The 
piofiles obtained for H and C-2 with the laminar flame at about 0.9 mm above the substrate 
agree with calculations ofOkkerse ft ala within theoretical and experimental uncertainties 
['-'•j. 55]. It should be noted here that the LIF data are only detcimined in arbitrary units 
мпсе quantification is hampered by collisional quenching of the fluorescence. 
The aforementioned relations between С
г
 and H and the diamond growth tate, com­
bined with the distribution of OH and CN during diamond deposition [I, 18] and the 
observed morphology of the deposited diamond layers [4, 48. 49, 50, 51, 5(i]. suggest that 
I h reo separate regions can be distinguished in the gas phase above the diamond laver. The 
hist region is the ((Mitre of the flame, beyond the flame front, where all species present 
are created by the combustion of acetylene (C^H^) with oxygen (including possible source 
gas contaminations). These species include C¿. CH, H, H¿, and possiblv CH). Above the 
growing diamond layer this central region extends to, but docs not includi1, the annulus 
of enhanced growth. Properties like growth rate, morphology, and impurity incorporation 
of I he ((Mitre of the diamond layer, which reveals a continuous layer of well connected 
landouily oriented crystallites with {111} and {100} facets, are solely and completely de-
termined, as far as the gas phase is concerned, by the exact ga.s composition of this (-(Mitral 
region. The second region is tin; outer edge of the acetylene feather, whore the influence of 
ambient air diffusing into the flame is noticed by the creation of nitrogen containing species 
like ON and possibly NH and the rapid decrease of species like C¿ and CH created from 
the flame source gases. Close to the substrate this region is limited to the annulus of en-
hanced growth, whose characteristics are determined by both the ambient atmosphere and 
the flame source gases. Atomic livdrogen is still present in considerable quantities in this 
legion. The annulus of enhanced growth exhibits large columnar ervstallites. frcquentlv 
wiih {100} (op facets almost parallel to the substrate, separated bv voids or embedded in 
an amorphous laver of cauliflower-like features. The third region surrounds the acetylene 
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feat hoi and contains species like OH, H 2 () . CO, CO2, and, close to the acetylene feathei, 
Mill some CW Atomic hydrogen is consumed bv reactions with ambient species. Diamond 
giowth in this region is limited by the rapid decrease of carbon containing species and 
atomic hvdrogen. and the diamond laver properties arc somewhat less dependent on the 
Наше source gas composition than in the centre and the annulus of enhanced growth. 
The morphology in this region resembles that of the central region, with the size of the 
ervstallites diminishing fast at increasing radial distance. 
Гшіог the deposition conditions used in tin1 present work, all three regions are of interest 
to diamond growth. If the flame - substrate distance is increased, the- intersection of the 
ceiilial legion in the gas phase with the substrate becomes smaller and the centre of the 
diamond layer starts deteriorating, the first indication of which is the apponi anco of the 
core /one [48. 50] if the flame front is more than 2.5 mm above the substrate. At larger 
distances the central region in the gas phase1 eventually no longer touches the substrate 
and diamond growth only occurs in the annular second region, which has also been found 
bv C'appelli and Paul [58] and Abe et alii [59, GO] in different experimental setups. It 
is ilioiofore important for the purpose of comparing the results of different experimental 
setups to specify the distance d between the flame front and the substrate, and not only the 
hunioi-to-substrate distance, together with the total gas flows and burner orifice diameter. 
The observed relations between H and C¿ and the properties of the obtained diamond 
lavéis nol onl\ (-lucidate the growth process, but also show that both signals are important 
mdicatois in the Hamc growth of diamond. If monitored during growth, thev can bo used to 
adjust the piocess to obtain diamond hivers with properties closer to desired foi (industrial) 
applications. 
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Samenvatting 
Laserdiagnostiek in een diamant vormende vlam 
Diamant, is reeds sinds mensenheugenis een gewild kristal om allerlei uiteenlopende rede-
nen. De gedachte aan grote, flonkerende stenen komt vaak als eerste op, maar diamant, - een 
vet/,ameling kookstofatomen gebonden in de vorm van regelmatige viervlakken - heeft, ook 
andere eigenschappen als een grote hardheid, /eer goede warmtegeleiding, doorzichtigheid 
voor een groot deel van het spectrum en het bestand zijn tegen agressieve stoffen. Sinds de 
jaren vijftig van deze eeuw is het mogelijk om op kunstmatige wijze diamant te maken, on-
der andere door aan een gasmengsel met koolstofatomen en/of koolstofhoudende moleculen 
energie toe te voeren, zodanig dat de koolstof op een oppervlak kan neerslaan in de vorm 
\ati diamant in plaats van roet. 
üe /e methode van diamantgroei uit de gasfase heeft onder andere als voordeel dat tij-
dens de groei het proces beïnvloed kan worden, zodat de eigenschappen van de diainantlaag 
beter afgestemd kunnen worden op de wensen. De toepassing van lasers maakt het mo-
gelijk om het depositiemechanismc nader te bestuderen zonder het proces te verstoren. In 
hoofdstuk 1 van dit proefschrift worden verschillende technieken voor diamantgroei uit de 
gasfase kort beschreven, samen met een aantal laser-detectiemethoden die er op toegepast 
worden. 
Ken snelle manier om diamant te maken is het gebruik van een lasvlam: reeds na een 
paai minuten is er een zichtbare diainantlaag. Deze techniek is nu tien jaar bekend en 
mei deze vlam, waarin acctyleen met zuurstof verbrand wordt bij een temperatuur van 
ongeveei 3000 °C, kunnen groeisnelheden boven 0,15 rum per uur gehaald worden bij een 
diamantlaagdiameter van circa 10 mm. Het proefschrift is gewijd aan het onderzoek van 
het diamantgroeiproces in deze vlam met behulp van lasers, om de plaats en de rol van 
veischeidene atomen en moleculen die belangrijk (zouden kunnen) zijn in kaart te brengen. 
Na een korte beschrijving van de zuurstof-acetyleeiivlam wordt in hoofdstuk 2 het re-
cepì gegeven om er diamant mei" te maken. De in dit proefschrift gebruikte meetmethode 
van lasei-geïnduceerde fluorescentie wordt er eveneens uitgelegd. Hierbij wordt de licht-
bundel van een laser, een bron die een lichtstraal van een zeer goed gedefinieerde1 golflengte 
(kleur) en ruimtelijke plaats uitzendt, omgevormd tot een dun lint dat de vlam doorsnijdt. 
\tomcn en moleculen in de vlam kunnen dit laserlicht absorbeten. mits het de juiste kleur 
heeft. Korte tijd later (miljardsten van seconden) zenden ze weer licht uit van dezelfde 
of een andere kleur (fluorescentie) dat inel een gevoelige camera kan worden opgevangen. 
Elke atoom- of molecuulsoort heeft zijn eigen, kaïakteristieke set лп golflengten die het 
kan absorberen en uitzenden. Met de camera kan op deze wijze de verdeling van ver­
schillende moleculen in de vlam gemeten worden in het vlak van het laserlirit tot, vlak 
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boven de groeiende diamantlaag (al'starirl <100/¿m). Tot slot wordt in hoofdstuk 2 een 
kolt expeiiinent beschreven waarin de vlam juist verstoord wordt door de laserbundel, in 
de (vergeefse) hoop oui zo nog sneller diamant te laten groeien. 
De drie molecuulsoorten die in de natuurlijke emissie van de vlam het sterkst naar voren 
komen. ('¿. ('H en OH. zijn ook tijdens diamantgroei bestudeerd met laser-geïnduceerde 
fluorescentie. De resultaten hiervan zijn beschreven in hoofdstuk 3. Het blijkt dat OH 
ti]dens diamantgroei zich vooral buiten de zichtbare vlam bevindt en daarom geen noe-
menswaardige ιοί lijkt te spelen in hel groeiproces. De hele zichtbare vlam is gevuld niet 
ondei andere C¿ en ("H en er is een mogelijk verband gevonden tussen de verdeling van 
( ' , in de \laiu vlak boven de groeiende diainantlaag en de lokale variatie van de groeisnel-
lieid en de kwaliteit van cle diamantlaag. Hierbij zijn de groeisnelheid en kwaliteit hoger 
nis ei zich direct boven de diamantlaag meer Ca bevindt. Een eventueel verband met de 
aanwezigheid van C'II is minder duidelijk. 
Niel alleen de zuiverheid en samenstelling van het acetyleen- en zuurstofgas is van groot 
belang, ook de wisselwerking tussen de vlam en haar omgeving is van grote invloed op de 
eigenschappen van de gevormde diamantlaag. Dit wordt beschreven in hoofdstuk 1. waar 
de aanwezigheid \an CX in de vlam wordt vergeleken met de lokale gioeisnelheid en de 
moifologic van de diamantlaag en de inbouw van stikstof in het diamant. Stikstof uit de 
omgeving reageert mei de koolstofrijkc vlam en vormt zo CX aan de rand van de zichtbare 
\ bim Dil eet onder de maxima van de CX verdeling bevindt zich op de diamantlaag een 
zogenaamde tulband: een ring van veihoogde groeisnelheid. Deze tulband vertoon tevens 
ι elatiel' veel diaiiiautkristallen met {100} facetten, terwijl in het centrum en buiten de 
tulband kiistallen met {111} facetten juist overheersen. Ook is een verband gevonden 
nissen de veideling van stikstof ingebouwd in de diamantlaag en de hoeveelheid CX in de 
\ lam ei juist boven. 
Atomair waters! of is alomtegenwoordig in de vlam en speelt ook een essentiële rol tijdens 
diainanlgioei. aangezien het in staat is om waterstofatomen van het diamantoppervlak weg 
ie eisen, waardooi een vrije plaats ontstaat waar een koolstofatooni zich kan vasthechten. 
Hoofdstuk ö behandelt de metingen aan atomair waterstof en bevat, tevens een uitbreiding 
van de Cj metingen. Er is een direct velband gevonden tussen de v-erdeling van watcr-
stofatomen vlak boven het oppeivlak en de lokale groeisnelheid van de diamantlaag: hoe 
meer waterstof, hoe hoger rie groeisnelheid. In de tulband is de groeisnelheid twee keer zo 
hoog als vei wacht kan worden op grond van de waterstofmetingen, maar dit kan verklaard 
worden dooi de reeds genoemde wisselwerking tussen vlam en omgeving. 
Samenvattend kan worden geconcludeerd dat de zuurstof-acetyleenvlam een aantrekke-
lijke methode is om diamant te maken en dat er diie gebieden te onderscheiden zijn waar 
velschillende atomen en moleculen een rol spelen. C¿ (en mogelijkerwijs ook CH) lijkt 
\ooial van belang in het centrum van de vlam en in mindere mate aan de rand. boven 
de tulband. Daar speelt juist CX een grote rol. terwijl verder buiten de tulband de in-
vloed van alle aloom- en molecuulsoorten afneemt. Atomair waterstof is van belang voor 
diaiiiantgioei in alle drie deze gebieden. 
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Stellingen 
behorende bij het proefschrift 
"Laser diagnostics in a diamond growing flame" 
van R.J.H. Klein-Douwel 
I 
Het is onmogelijk om diamant of andere kristallen te groeien, hoewel het door 
veel fysici en chemici in Nederland beweerd wordt, aangezien het werkwoord 
groeien in het Nederlands geen overgankelijke betekenis heeft. 
II 
Om tot een goed begrip te komen van het proces van diamantgroei uit de 
gasfase is het van groot belang metingen te verrichten tijdens daadwerkelijke 
diamantgroei en niet in omstandigheden die "er zoveel mogelijk op lijken". 
dit proefschrift 
III 
Ten einde een betere vergelijking van verschillende diamantgroei experimenten 
mogelijk te maken verdient het aanbeveling om in de beschrijving ervan ook de 
afstand tussen vlamfront en substraat te vermelden, naast de afstand tussen 
substraat en brander, de totale gasstrooin en de branderopeiiing. 
(lil proefschrift 
IV 
De exacte samenstelling van de inhoud van de gebruikte gasflessen is van 
cruciaal belang voor de eigenschappen van de in de vlam groeiende 
diamant laag. 
V 
Optische emissiespectroscopische metingen kunnen ten onrechte de indruk 
wekken dat het OH radicaal zeer belangrijk zou zijn voor diamantgroei in de 
zuurstof-acetyleenvlam. 
dit proefschrift 
VI 
Oui je niet, blind te staren op het diepere wezen van de zuiirstof-acetyleenvlam 
kun je beter een lasbril opzetten. 
VII 
De kortst omschreven onderzoeksopdracht uit de geschiedenis kost tevens de 
meeste tijd: Τνώϋι. σεαντοι/, Ken jezelf. 
Vili 
Met roken dood je niet alleen de tijd. 
IX 
In hoogte verstelbare bureaustoelen zijn zinloos als het bureau niet eveneens in 
hoogte verstelbaar is. 
X 
Tijdens het quarkspcl, waarbij de deelnemers loslopende quarks zijn en 
bestaande grotere elementaire deeltjes moeten vormen zonder voortijdig door 
jagende kernfysici gevangen te worden, komt de meeste energie vrij bij 
nict-fysisehe processen. 
.IWC; ouilcrcukiimp 1990-1094 
XI 
Aangezien een boxcar een gesloten goederenwagon is, kan liet apparaat dat als 
boxcar aangeduid wordt in het Nederlands het best een puistreinmiddelaar 
genoemd worden. 
XII 
Het feit dat de eerste demonstratie van het dopplereffect plaats had op een 
trein, uitgevoerd door Buys Ballot met hoornspelers op dinsdag 3 juni 1845 
tussen Utrecht en Maarssen, toont het grote belang van treinen voor de 
ontwikkeling van de natuurkunde aan. 


